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STELLINGEN

1. Naast drukmetingen, zijn ook metingen van de soortelijke warmte

effectief om vast te stellen of er zich zgn. nulpuntsgaten in

vast 4He bevinden.

Dit proefschrift.

2. Het gedrag van een platina kernspindemagnetisatie-systeem dient
onderzocht te worden.

3. Verder inzicht in het fysisch mechanisme ten grondslag liggend

aan de lage ijswrijvingscoefficient ft tijdens schaatsen kan

verkregen worden door n te meten als functie van de schaats-

bladbreedte bij ijstemperaturen beneden ca. -10'C.

J.J. de Koning, proefschrift, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (1991).

4. Het warmtelek (d.w.z. het spontaan vrijkomen van energie in
de vorm van warmte bij lage temperaturen) optredend in legeringen
(messing, CuNi, RVS) dient gemeten te worden.

De correlatie tussen het warmtelek optredend in Cu en de

zuiverheid en thermische behandeling van dit Cu dient onderzocht

te worden, en deze correlatie dient vergeleken te worden met het

resultaat van overeenkomstige metingen in niet-quadrupoolmetalen

zoals Ag en Pt.

5. Om de laagste temperatuur bereikt in vast 4He in het experiment

van Adams e.a. te schatten zijn meer gegevens nodig betreffende

de thermische koppeling tussen vast 4He en sinters.

E.D. Adams, M.W. Meisel, E. Seaudeau en J.S. Xia, Bull. Am. Phys.

Soc. 35, 1080 (1990).

Dit Proefschrift.

6. De procedure zoals die door gemeenten wordt gehanteerd bij het

verlenen van toestemming voor de verbouwing van een huis, dient

ook gebruikt te worden voor het houden van een haan.



7. Conditictcsts hebben onvoldoende betekenis indien de proefpersoon

niet via langdurige specifieke training op de test is voorbereid.

8. Een 3He-*He mengsel dat zich bevindt in een sinter vertoont een

tijdelijk warmtelek t.g.v. de verschillende bindingsenergieen

van 3He/*He atomen op het sinteroppervlak.
S.C. Steel, proefschrift, Queen's University (Canada, 1989).

9. De functie van de Dierenbescherming is niet het voorkomen van

dierenleed, maar het voorkomen van mensenleed.

10. De toename van V in positieve richting in Gd Fe N t.o.v.
Gd2Fe]7 kan verklaard worden met een metallische beschouwing
m.b.v. de n -parameter van Miedcma.

M.W. Dirken, Proefschrift, Universiteit Leiden (1991).

11. Voor het beschrijven van het profiel van de orde parameter tussen

2 coexisterende fasen is de real-space renormalisatie theorie

minder geschikt.

12. Bij SCUBA-duiken in kwik zal stikstof-toxicatie optreden bij

dieptes beneden ca. 2.5 m.

Peter van de Haar

Leiden, oktober 1991
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Many of nature's fundamental principles, like indistinguishability,
the Pauli-principlc and the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, are
manifested most clearly at low temperatures, where the thermal energy
of the atoms is comparable to their energy of interaction. Examples
are superfluidity of *He (below a critical temperature Tc = 2.17 K),
in 3He (T = 2.5 mK), superconductivity in various metals and
electronic/nuclear spin ordering. In this thesis we are concerned with
the theoretical and experimental study of matter at ultralow
temperatures, and with the development of techniques to reach and
measure these temperatures.
3He is soluble in liquid 4He even at absolute zero. At temperatures
below the Fermi-temperature the 3He behave as a Fermi-liquid; here the
phonon- and roton-density of 4He is negligible and the 3He move in an
"ether" of inert 4He. Just like in pure 3He, the 3He in
3He-4He-mixtures should undergo a superfluid phase transition at a
temperature T which is predicted to be in the microkelvin temperature
range. This system, consisting of two interpenetrating superfluids, is
certain to exhibit some new and unexpected phenomena. Despite cooling
to T • 0.2 mK, no 3He-superfluidity has yet been detected in
'He-^e-mixtures.

The idea explored in chapter 1 is to enhance the superfluid transition
temperature by polarizing the liquid. To study the effect of the
polarization A = (n£ - nt)l(j\X + nf) Otf, n^ are the densities of 3He

3 3 3 3 3 3

particles with spin up and down, respectively) a theoretical model is
developed to describe the interactions between the 3Hc quasiparticles.
This model is a generalization of the model of Bardeen, Baym and
Pines. It is found that T strongly increases with A [Haa89].
This result was the motivation for building a copper nuclear
demagnetization cryostat, the construction and performance of which
are described in chapter 2. This system distinguishes itself from
other cryostats by its compact construction. The nuclear stage and the
demagnetization magnet (6 tesla) are located inside the heat
exchangers of the dilution refrigerator used to precool the nuclear
stage. Thus the magnet is positioned in vacuum instead of immersed in
liquid *He. The lowest temperature recorded by a pulsed Pt-NMR
thermometer was 115 #K. The stage offers the possibility of cooling



3He-*He mixtures in a strong magnetic field and polarizing it by means
of the Castaing-Nozieres effect [Cas79, Roo91], with the ultimate goal
of reaching a A ,7 region where T < T .
Instead of immediately studying 3He-4He mixtures, the nuclear stage
was used to search for superfluidity in another system, solid ^ e .
This experiment is described in chapter 3.
Due to the large zero-point motion of the atoms, 4He remains liquid
down to zero temperature; a pressure of 25.3 bar is needed to force
the atoms in a lattice. Even in the solid state, the 4He-atoms remain
very mobile, changing lattice sites at a frequency of « 107 Hz. It is
possible therefore, that solid 4He contains vacancies at zero
temperature. These "zero point vacancies" are expected to behave like
a gas of bosons, and should Bose-condense at some temperature T .
The nuclear stage described in chapter 2 was used to cool a silver
cell to T < 0.2 mK, and a Pt-NMR thermometer measuring the temperature
of the 4He-liquid/solid cooled to a lowest T = 1.5 mK. A sensitive
capacitive pressure transducer was used to measure pressure changes
which could occur as a consequence of a superfluid transition or of
the ideal-gas behaviour of the vacancies. No pressure changes were
recorded within an accuracy of 2 Pa, both on the ^e-melting curve and
* 1 bar above it, in the temperature range 1.5 - 120 mK. This sets an
upper limit to the vacancy concentration of 4-10"5.

f
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Chapter 1

Enhanced p-wave pairing in
polarized 3He-4He mixtures

1.1 Introduction

One of the most intriguing problems about dilute mixtures of 3He in supci fluid 'lie is
the possibilit3' of a superfluid phase transition of the 3IIe quasiparticles. The earliest
predictions of this were by J. van Leeuwen and E. Cohen [Lee63] and by Bardeen.
Baym, and Pines (BBP) [BarGG,Bar67]. Followinfe the work of BBP several attempts
were made to construct theoretical models for the quasiparticle interactions in 3He-
'Ile mixtures [Fay77,Bas77,BasSl,Owe81,Hsu84,HsuS5]. Many of these models also
predicted that there would be a superfluid phase transition. Some unsettling results
of these theories [Lec63,Bar67.Fay77.Bas"7,Bas81,OweSl] are:

1. The wide range of values predicted for the maximum in the supcrfluid transition
temperature, Tc.

2. The uncertainty whether this maximum occurs for an s-wave or a p-wave state
and

! 3. At what concentration and pressure will this maximum occur.

• The predictions for the maximum in Tc range from a pessimistic low value of the order
i of 10~9 °K to a rather optimistic high value of the order of 10~3 ''K. Unfortunately,

experiments [MueS3,Bra84,IshS7] that have cooled the mixtures to temperatures of
\. the order of 10""1 °K, without observing a superfluid phase transition, have ruled out
'; the more optimistic predictions.

With the rather bleak prospect that the superfluid phase transition in dilute
| mixtures most likely will occur below 10~4 °K it is useful to explore potential avenues
* for raising Tc. One such possible direction is to spin polarize the mixtures. If the
! pairing occurs in a relative p-wave state then clearly Tc will initially rise [Amb73].
\ How much it increases depends in detail on the polarization dependence of the pairing
,• interaction and the density of states. For example, in the pure phase of 3He it

' J lias been predicted [Bed86,FroS6] that the superfluid transition temperature could
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increase roughly by a factor of seven or more in highly polarized 3He. While we
expect the physics, of the paring interaction in dilute mixtures to be quite different
from pure 3He it is, nevertheless, useful to explore the effects of polarization on this
system as well.

To explore the effects of spin polarization on the properties of dilute 3He-4He mix-
tures we have constructed a polarization dependent generalization of the model of
Bardeen, Baym and Pines [Bar67]. This model was chosen for its relative simplicity
and for the fact that it contains the relevant physics of dilute mixtures. More sophis-
ticated approaches have been proposed for the quasiparticle interaction in dilute mix-
tures [Owe81,Hsu84,Hsu85], however, it is not very easy to generalize them to finite
polarization. Moreover, the qualitative and to some extent the quantitative predic-
tions of the theories developed by Owen [0we81] and Hsu and Pines [Hsu84,Hsu85]
are not significantly different from the BBP model for unpolarized mixtures. The
other simple model proposed for this system is the weakly interacting nonideal Fermi
gas model of Bashkin and Meyerovich [Bas77,Bas81]. However, only s-wave pairing is
possible in this model and, as expected, the application of a magnetic field only sup-
presses Tc [BasSl]. The effects of polarization on the s-wave component of our model
will not be considered in this paper. Here we will focus mainly on the enhancement
of p-wave pairing.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce the BBP-
model with some modifications of the original potential model they proposed. In
section 1.3 we describe how the fundamental parameters of the potential are de-
termined, the results of which are presented in section 1.4. In sections 1.5 and 1.6
the potential model and the Landau theory are generalized to describe polarized mix-
tures. Finally, in section 1.7, we determine the effect of polarization on the superfluid
transition temperature.

1.2 The BBP-model

At zero temperature 3He is soluble in 4He up to concentrations [Wat69] x w 9.5%, at
a pressure of 10 bar, where

n4

n3 and n^ are the densities, by number, of 3He and 4He in the mixture.
The molar volume of mixtures is larger than that of pure 4He, because a 3He atom
occupies more volume. This is caused by the zero-point motion, which for a 3He is
larger than for a 4He, due to its smaller mass. The relative increase in effective volume
of the mixture, when a 4He is replaced by a 3He, is given by the BBP-parameter a.
It is found experimentally that a depends on pressure but not on concentration; the
molar volume Vm of a mixture is thus

-^— = V°(l+ax) (1.2.2)
"3 T "4
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where V° is the molar volume of pure ""He, and No is Avogadro's constant. At low
enough temperatures (T < 100 mK) the phonon and roton-excitations of 4He are
negligible and the system behaves as a liquid of fermions, where the 3He move in an
"ether" of inert "He.

The mixture is then described by the Fermi-liquid theory of Landau [Lan57,Lan59].
The quasiparticles have an effective mass some 2 to 3 times the atomic 3He mass, and
may be viewed as a 3He atom accompanied by a cloud of virtual phonons and drag-
ging along with it some other 3He atoms. The quasiparticle interaction can be viewed
as consisting of two parts: The first is a direct interaction with the 4He background
"frozen" plus a second term where the 3He background is "frozen" and they interact
via the exchange of 4He phonons. Bardeen, Baym and Pines [Bar67] proposed that
the net quasiparticle interaction could be represented by a local effective potential
ve^(q) where hq is the momentum transfer in the scattering of two quasiparticles (h
is Planck's constant). In the limit of low concentrations BBP argued that a 3He atom
in a 4He background could only sense another 3He through the extra volume, onj 1 ,
occupied by a 3He atom. From this BBP argued that at a; = 0,

(1.2.3)
n4

where m4 is the 4He atomic mass, n° the density and s the speed of first sound in
pure 4He. It was later shown by Baym [Bay75] (see also the review by Baym and
Pethick [2Bay78]) that there were small corrections to this of the order of 10 %. In
what follows we will ignore this correction.

To extend this model to finite momentum transfer BBP introduced a simple an-
alytic form for v'*!(q),

Veff(q) = V0COS(q/k,) (1.2.4)

where kj1 is an effective range for the potential. From the analysis of the transport
data BBP realized that vc^{q) had to change sign for some value of q. The form of
ve}i{q) given by eq.(1.2.4) was a simple way to achieve this result. Several alternative
forms where chosen for ue^(q) but no qualitative differences in the predictions for
the equilibrium and transport properties are seen [2Bay78,Ebn71].

With this potential eq.( 1.2.4), BBP constructed a potential model [SauSl] for
the quasiparticle interaction f~! (p,p' are the momenta of the quasiparticles, hq =
\f— p'l'i<r»<7' a r e t n e spins: <r = l(f) or -1(1)). For low concentrations where there
is no difference between the quasiparticle scattering amplitude, a—,', and f~~', this
is a reasonable approximation. However, for higher concentrations where scattering
between parallel spin quasiparticles becomes important this is no longer valid. In
general, regardless of the strength of the interaction, when p = p' and a = a\
agy = 0, however, f-g need not vanish. This of course is just a consequence of
the Pauli principle, whereby, the scattering amplitude for fermions in the same spin
and momentum state vanishes. The Pauli principle is satisfied by construction in a
potential model [Sau81], thus, it is more appropriate to use such a model for a"—,
than it is for f$p',. However, it is important to keep in mind that this is only an

13



approximation for the full scattering amplitude and the degree to which it applies to
a particular system can in the end only be checked by comparisons with experiment.
(See for example [Sau81] for the application of this model to liquid 3He.)

To make detailed comparisons with experiment we need the quasiparticle scatter-
ing amplitude and interaction on the Fermi surface. For the thermodynamic proper-
ties we only need them for q = 0 and kq' = \p - p'\ ̂  0 where \p\ = \p'\ = hkp. In
this limit the potential model for the scattering amplitude is given by the following:

a??' =»*- \/"i<l') ~ £or.<rV'V) (1-2-5)

where q'2 = \p—p'\2/h2 = 2fc£(l - cos 0) with cos 0 — p-p'. Here the Fermi momentum
is given by the usual relation kF = (37r2n3)5 with 773 determined by the concentration
through eq.(1.2.1).

From the scattering amplitude we can obtain the quasiparticle interaction fZjJ,'
which enters in the energy density e = E/V, as follows [Lan57,Lan59.1Bay7S]

+ ; E fpp'^pM?',- (1 -2.G)

with f0 the equilibrium energy density and Sn^ = rtpa — n^. Ileie n~a is the

equihbrium distribution function and t~J the equilibrium quasiparticle energy. For

p = \p\ close to tikp we have that,

e<,°> - n3 ~ vF(p - hkF) (1.2.7a)

with H3 the 3He chemical potential and

is the Fermi velocity.
The effective mass, m", and the moments of the quasiparticle interaction com-

pletely determine the low temperature thermodynamics of the system. In the ab-
sence of a magnetic field we can express the quasiparticle interaction in terms of
spin-symmetric and spin-antisymmetric components as follows:

f%: = fa, + ftp,* • o' (1.2.8a)

with the moments of ftp, defined by

^(cos0) (1.2.8b)

where P((cosO) are the Legendre polynomials.
In the current paper we develop a model for the scattering amplitude, however, the

thermodynamics is more naturally expressed in terms of m" and / / ' ° . The moments
of the scattering amplitude are simply related to / / ' ° . If we express a«,' jn terms of
the spin-symmetric and spin-antisymmetric components we have:

14



a$. = a'fp-, + a}p,a • a' (1.2.9a)

with a%, = Eea('aPe(cos9), then [lBay78]

< = i+Frnu+» (L2'9b)

where FgA = N{Q)fpa and N(0) = !sgsg- is the density of states at the Fermi
surface. The effective mass for a Galilean invariant system is simply related to /*, i.e.,
m"/m = 1 + ^F{. In 3He-4He mixtures the presence of the 4He destroys the Galilean
invariance. However, for a local potential an approximate relationship between m*
and f( can be derived. In the dilute limit we have that the quasiparticle energy, tpo,
is given by

PPV' (1-2-10)
p'a'

where e° = e° + p2/2m; and c° (not to be confused with c0) is the binding energy of
a single 3He atom in 4He and m, the impurity mass. The effective mass is given by:

V P ^ = ^ = £ + 2pV P /^ )v 0-2.11)

uhere we have summed over the spin. For a local potential model /* , = /3(\p — p'\),
thus, Vp/pp, = —^p'fpp1 a n d upon making use of this and integration by parts one
finds [2Bay78]

— = l + ^ i s - (1-2-12)
m, 3

Thus, over the range of concentrations for which eq.(1.2.10) is accurate eq.(1.2.12) is
exact for a local potential.

Another interesting feature of our local potential model approximation is the
relationship between F{ and F,". From eq.(1.2.5) we have that

aPl, = n, (1.2.13a)

which implies that,

a}1 = 0 , £ > 1 . (1.2.13b)

From eq.(l.2.13b) and eq.(1.2.9b) we then have that / / ' = 0, £ > 1, or

/*" = / / , l > l . (1-2.14)

From this we also have that

Actually, eq.(1.2.15) is less general than eq.(1.2.14) since it depends on the assumption
of eq.(1.2.10) as well as the local nature of the interaction. In our results section we
will discuss some of the consequences of eq.(1.2.14).
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1.3 Determination of the potential parameters

Before we begin to explore the effects of polarization on our model we must determine
the parameters of the model. In the original paper of BBP the parameter u0 is given at
low concentrations by eq.(1.2.3) and the range parameter, kjl, was fixed by transport
data at the saturated vapour pressure (s.v.p.). In this section we will use two methods
for fixing the parameters of the model at various pressures. The first approach will
be to use transport data to fix k'1 using eq.(1.2.3) to fit u0. The other method which
we have developed here to determine k~l is to make use of the magnetic Griineisen
parameter, Gm, where

Gm = (d\nTSF/dlnn3)ui (1.3.1a)

with

where /i4 is the 4He chemical potential, \ the susceptibility and 7V = h2k'p/2m'kB
the Fermi-temperature (kg is Boltzmann's constant and /zm is the magnetic moment
of a 3He atom). One reason for using the magnetic Griineisen parameter to fix the
parameters is that we do not need to know the absolute scale for the susceptibility.
We can write eq.(1.3.1a) as follows:

thus, only relative changes in \ with concentration are needed. Of course this
introduces the additional difficulty of having to take derivatives of an experimental
quantity but this should not lead to large errors. Another reason for working with
Gm is that it was shown by Bedell [Bed85] that Gm fixes a combination of the linear
field dependent terms in the effective mass and quasiparticle interaction. Thus, once

1 Gm has been used to fix k, the quasiparticle interactions will be known up to linear
! order in the polarization. In section 1.5 we will construct the polarization dependent
j. interaction making use of the parameters fixed in this section.
! In the BBP model the parameters uo and ks were assumed to be independent of the
; concentration. However, from the work of Fu and Pethick [Fu76] we see that a strong

concentration dependence, beyond the trivial one coming from the &F dependence of
cf in veJf((f) was possible. They treated vel*(q') as a weak potential and calculated
all of the second order perturbation diagrams that would contribute to a1™,. At

( high concentrations these second order terms were rather sizeable and they have a
> large effect on for example the transport coefficients [Fu76]. We do not plan to carry
\ out the calculation of Fu and Pethick [Fu76] for arbitrary polarization since this is
i beyond the scope of the current paper. However, we will, in light of the work of Fu

and Pethick [Fu76], treat the parameters u0 and k, as concentration dependent to
model their results, where for simplicity we take,

i ^0(^3) = ''oil ~t* T ( ^ 3 / ^ 3 )j (1.3.2a)
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and

^(n3) = Ml+^(«3/nr1)] (l-3.2b)

with n™ax the maximum 3He-density at a given pressure. We will also take /3 = 0
for the calculations that follow and discuss the consequences of this assumption at
the end of the next section.

The quasiparticle lifetime, T(0), and the transport coefficients, spin diffusion,
D, viscosity, tj, and thermal conductivity, K, are determined by various angular
averages of the quasiparticle scattering rate [1 Bay78]. In a potential model they
depend rather simply on bilinear combinations of the moments V( of the potential
Ve"(q') = N(0)vefs(<{) where

Ve =
 t-%-] id(coS9)Pe(cose)V^(q') . (1.3.3)

If we include up to t = 2 (the V( for £ > 3 are negligible) then for low T we have for
the quasiparticle lifetime that [lBay78]:

with [Sau81]

Rr = \vi + \v? + ̂ V? + \VOV, + \V2VO + | l v i V 2 . (1.3.5)

For the transport coefficients we use the exact expressions, where [1 Bay78] for the
spin diffusion D we have,

for the viscosity r\ we have,

and for the thermal conductivity K,

The parameters A^, A,,, and XK are given by

XD = l--~- (1.3.7a)

\ = 1 - fj (1.3.7b)

17



las* - fsVM ~ is™ - £ « * •

and

K = YT •

The collision terms are then given by [EbnTI]

and

To obtain tlie magnetic Gruneisen parameter Gm we must calculate TSF or \ in
our model and compare this with experiment. For TSF we have

1 -f Fg ft2*?.

1* + ̂  + & + SB™ + S

«• - \v-+>•+ ^ + > « + m

thus we must determine /£ and rn'/rni, or equivalently / / f , see eq.(1.2.15), in our
model. The moments tig and a\ = |a{ ' are easy to obtain analytically. From eq.( 1.2.5)
we have that

a'o = vo + 2°o , (1.3.9a)

aa
0 = ^ao , (1.3.9b)

/?o) , (1.3.9c)

a n d

a'i = a a
t , £ > l (1.3.9d)

where

and

with K = kF/ka, Sk = sin /f, and CK = cos K. To obtain /o
a and f' we simply invert

eq.( 1.2.9a) where

18



h ~ 1 - A't
A/2l + 1 '

The resulting expressions are rather messy but they are straightforward to evaluate.
In addition to transport coefficients and G'm we could also use the measured

Landau parameters to fix the parameters 7 and k,. There are, however, rather
large uncertainties in these quantities, see for example [CorSl], making them rather
unreliable for fixing the parameters of the model. In the next section after fixing the
parameters we will calculate some of the Landau parameters and compare them with
experiment.

1.4 Results for zero field

We begin by first calculating the transport coefficients. To do this we need i/0.
<•(].( 1.2.3). In table 1.1 we list the values of the input parameters needed to determine
;/0, where the values were taken from [Wat69,CorSl,HsuS-l], At s.v.p. we found that
ks = 0.33 A"1 and 7 = 0 gave a good fit to the transport as well as thethermodynamic
quantities, in particular Gm. At higher pressures we could not get. a good fit to all
of the properties of the mixtures with the same value of 7. In the following we will
present our results for P = 20 bar to illustrate the difficulties.

In fig.1.1 we present our results for the spin t.iffusion using the equations from
section 1.3. The only approximation made in calculating the transport coefficients
within the potential model is the truncation at ( = 2 of the moments of the potential.
The higher order moments V(,( > 3, are clearly negligible in the potential model and
thus have no sizeable effect on our results. We show only the spin diffusion since the
viscosity depends less sensitively on the value of 7.

The first surprise we found is how well the potential model with 7 ^ 0 fits the
data. This was also true at s.v.p. and 10 bar. For the results plotted in fig. 1.1 we
found that a small value of 7 « 0.1 fitted the data somewhat better, however, the
calculated spin diffusion with 7 = 0 fits within the experimental error bars. As we

' increase the value of 7 we make 1^0(713) (see eq.(I.3.2a)) more attractive giving rise
; to increased scattering, thereby decreasing DT2. A decrease in ks with increasing
i* concentration would tend to increase DT2, i.e., decrease the scattering, however, the
';. effects of a concentration dependence of ks is less pronounced than that of 1/0(13).
', Thus, for our calculation we can ignore the concentration dependence of ks.
I For the case of the magnetic Griineisen parameter the situation was not so simple.
; To obtain Gm from experiment we need to know the susceptibility as a function of
1, the concentration. In fig. 1.2 we have plotted the susceptibility as a function of 4He
I chemical potential, pressure and concentration as measured by Ahonen el al. [Aho76].
'< The relation between //4, concentration and pressure was found in [Bru87]; it appears
f that /t4 is almost entirely determined by the pressure: the concentration dependence

is negligible (see fig. 1.2). This means that in order to obtain Gm it is sufficient to
determine x as a function of 713 at constant pressure. To do this we expand \ a s

follows:

j 3 = c, + c2n\13 + c3n3. (1.4.1)
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Table 1.1: Fundamental mixture quantities.

pressure
(bar)

0
5
10
15
20
ref.

(cm3)
27.85
26.20
25.20
24.42
23.78

[Wat69]

<
(1028m-3)

2.184
2.299
2.390
2.466
2.532

[Wat69]

s
(m/s)
238.0
273.1
300.9
324.2
344.4

[Hsu84]

a

0.284
0.235
0.209
0.189
0.176

[Wat69]

SO.

2.34
2.49
2.64
2.77
2.89

[Cor84]

•''mar

( % )

6.65
8.90
9.53
9.21
8.63

[Wat69]

n3

(1027irr3)
1.43
2.00
2.23
2.23
2.15

0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

n3 (1027m-3)

Figure 1.1: Spin diffusion at 20 bar for (a) best fit to transport and (b) best fit to
magnetostriction:
a. u0 = -0.96 • 10-51 Jm3, k, = 3.7 • 109 m"1, 7 = 0.1;
b. v0 = -0.96 • 10~SI Jm3, k, = 3.5 • 109 m"1, 7 = 0.7.
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Figure 1.2: The susceptibility of 3He-4He mixtures as a function of 3He concentration
and "'He chemical potential, fi4 (T = 0). Also, the pressure is shown as a function of
/<4, both at zero and maximum concentration: at constant pressure n* very weakly
depends on concentration.

Here the parameters cuci, and c3 are adjusted to get a best fit to the data. In fig. 1.3
we present a typical plot for P = 20 bar for x/ni •

In fig. 1.4 we plot a few representative points of the quantity 1 — Gm obtained from
the fit shown in fig. 1.3 as a function of a;, the open circles. The dashed curves labeled
(l)-(4) are for our calculated values of 1 - Gm for various values of it, with 7 = 0. It
is clear from this figure that no amount of adjusting to k, will fit the data for 1 — Gm

at concentrations x > 4%. The only way within this model to fit the data is to make
7 finite. The solid line shown in fig. 1.4 is for 7 = 0.7 with P = 20 bar. The value

V.'
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of k, needed to fit 1 — Gm at low concentrations lies somewhere between 0.25 A '
and 0.4 A~l. A more precise value for k, can not be obtained from Gm since small
changes in 7 can account for large changes in k,. It is mostly for this reason that we
ignore the concentration dependence of ks. In table 1.2 the values for vo, ks and 7 as
determined by this procedure are given for the pressures 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 bar.

With the parameters fixed by the above experiments we can now compute the
Landau parameters. We plot —Fg,F£, and F' (or F,°) as functions of x for P — 0
and 20 bar in figs.1.5 and 1.6. At P = 0 where there is some available data the results
are in rather good agreement with experiment. We varied v0 and k, by small amounts
to get a feeling for the sensitivity of the results. Within this range of parameters we
could get a good fit to all transport and thermodynamic quantities.

n3 (1027 m"3)

Figure 1.3: x/ni fitted to Ci+c2n$ +c3n3 (20 bar). The circles indicate experimental
values.
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0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

n3 !1027m-3)

Figure 1.4: Determining VQ and k3 through the magnetostriction (20 bar).

o : 1 — Gm determined from x/n3 fitted to C\ + C2TI3 + C3TI3 fig. 1.3. The points
correspond to the concentrations at which x was measured [Aho76]; 1 to 4: All lines
v0 = -0.959 • 10~51 Jm3 (7 = 0) but 10"9 k, = 2.5, 3.5, 4.0, 3.02, respectively; A:
Including a density dependence in i>0: v0 = -0.96 • 10~51 (1 + 0.7 n3/n™ax) where
n™r = 2.15 • 10" m"3, k, = 3.5 -109 m"1.

Table 1.2: The derived parameter I/Q and the fitted parameters k, and 7

pressure
(bar)

0
5
10
15
20

u0

(1051Jm3)
-1.39
-1.19
-1.10
-1.01
-0.96

k.
l O ^ " 1

3.3
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

7

0
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.7
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At higher pressures, as noted earlier, the fitting of transport data and Gm requires
different parameters. In fig.1.6 we plot the Landau parameters for the two param-
eters sets discussed earlier for P — 20 bar. Few data are available at this pressure
and the uncertainties are of course large. What we can say here is that for larger
concentrations the results for Ffi are not unreasonable, and that only for F£ there is
clear disagreement between theory and experiment.

For our purposes in the next sections a precise agreement between theory and
experiment is not necessary. What we want to explore here is a reasonable range of
the parameters that gives a fit to the data. It is clear that with a less restrictive set
of parameters we could fit the data. However, given the uncertainties in the data it is
not clear which data should be fit. What we will do in the next section is to generalize
this model to finite polarization and explore the consequences of polarization on the
superfiuid transition. We will see that the parameter range we have explored produces
a rather large variation in the calculated values of Tc.

1.5 A potential model for finite polarization

When polarizing the system, the up-down symmetry is broken and we must distin-
guish the density of tip-spins, nj, and the density of down-spins, n^. The polarization
is defined as

A = ^ ^ (1.5.1.)
n

or equivalently

n% = (1 + <TA)n3 • (1.5.1b)

In the limit of zero-temperature all the spin <r-particles are confined to the Fermi-
sphere with radius

k'F = (67r2nS)1/3 . (1.5.2)kF =

Thus in a polarized Fermi-system there are two distinct Fermi-spheres to be consid-
ered.

In a potential model the quasiparticle scattering amplitude can be expressed as
follows for arbitrary polarization:

(1.5.3)

The momentum transfers q and q' are defined as

hq = Pi-P3=:P4- P2 (1.5.4a)

and

hq' = Pi—P4=Pz — p2 (1.5.4b)
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0 2 4 6 8

Figure 1.5: The Landau parameter FQ, F£ and F' at 0 bar.
In each of the three graphs a-c the line labeled (1) corresponds to uQ = —1.25 •
1(TSI Jm3, ks = 3.1-109 m-\ 7 = 0, while (2) corresponds to uQ = -1.39-10"51 Jm3,

The experimental values were taken from table II in [Cor84] (F{ determined from m*
through eq.(1.2.12), from [Aho76] (Fo

a at 0.027%) and from [Pol81] (Ff, dashed error
bars).

Figure 1.6: The Landau parameters Fo', F$ and Ff at 20 bar.
In each of the three graphs a-c the line labeled (1) corresponds to u0 = —0.96 •
1(T51 Jm3, k, = 3.7-109m-2, 7 = 0.1, while (2> corresponds to u0 - -0.96-10"51 Jm3,
fcs = 3.5-109rn-1,7 = 0.7.
The experimental values for F$ and F' were taken from [Cor84] and [P0I8I], while
the values for F£ came from [Aho76] (see also [Fuj86]).
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Figure 1.7: Typical structure of the superfiuid transition curve predicted by the
BBP-model (zero magnetic field, pressure 0 to 20 bar).

In what follows the a, v, etc. correspond to the inten. :tions in the polarized Fermi
liquid. For a polarized Fermi liquid there are four distinct scattering amplitudes:
(Here we suppress the p.'s for simplicity.)

a"8" = afT = v(q) - v(q') (1.5.5a)

where, 9
2 = |pi -p3 |7fc2 = 2<fc£(l -cos013) and q'2 = |pi -p4\

2/h2 = 2A£(1 -COS914),

cosOij = pi • pj where |p;| = hk'p {a =f or J,). For a*';" = aJ ' we have the same form
as eq.(1.5.5a) with q1 and q'2 defined as above with kp- replaced by kp. For a" ; f l we
have,

a'lill = aT1 = v(q) (1.5.5b)

where

= \p4 ~ P*21 I ft = 2k p (1 — COS #14)

and

The fourth amplitude is for spin-flip scattering, where

ati,jr = ari = _S(
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where,

and

= $ +kg

qn = \pi -PA2/ft* = 2*£(i -cos$ l t)

= \p3-p2\Vh2 = 2^(1-cos623)

Before we go on to describe the thermodynamics of the polarized system we need
to determine the parameters of our potential. For the potential we are using we have,

v(q) = V0(A)c<*(q/k.{A)) (1.5.6)

where vo{ A) and ks(A) are even functions of A with fo(A = 0) = Po aI)d k,(A = 0) =
ks. To show that Pb(A) and A:5(A) are even functions of A we consider eqs.(1.5.5a)
and (1.5.5b) when q = 0 and define

"pp1 - v{q')6aa. (1.5.7)

/here p = (pi + P3)/2 and p' = {Pi + pi)12 and q' = (p- p')/h. The scattering
.mplitude 5pL = i'o(A) is clearly even in A thus fo(A) is even. To show that ks(A)

w

is even we note that,

For a™, we have,

fi^, = »0(A) - V(q')

with q12 = 2it]r2(l - cos^) and

aJJ, = ^o(A) - v(q')

When A -> - A kF -* kl
F, thus for eq.(1.5.8) to be valid and for it,(A = 0) = k, we

must have that ka(-A) = k,(A).
The symmetry of the parameters vo{ A) and k,( A) has an important consequence.

It follows directly from this that the linear field (or polarization) dependence of the
scattering amplitudes is determined by the zero field potential parameters. The
polarization dependence to order A is then completely determined by kF. To see this
consider o}Jpl,
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a]
pl, = vo(A) - MA) cos(97fc,(A)) (1.5.9a)

where q'2 = 2fcj?(l — cos#), with cos# = p • p'. In leading order in A we have that

i/0(A) ~ uo(n3)(l + <*A2) (1.5.9b)

and

k,(A) ~ k,(n3)(l + 0A2) (l-5-9c)

while

4 ( l + A ) 3 A ~ ( l + U4 ( l + A ) A f ( l +

Now upon expanding <zIL to order A we have

- costf/*,)) - ( ^ » n Q A (1.5.10)

where q* = kp\j2{l — cosB) and we have set v0 = fo(i3) nd ia = ,̂(123) for sim-
plicity. This is the result noted earlier that the linear polarization dependence is
completely determined by i/0 and k,.

To study the polarization dependence of a™,' to higher order in A the polarization
dependence of uo{A) and k,(A) is required. In what follows we will ignore the po-
larization dependence of these parameters. There is no microscopic justification for
this assumption. The predictions we make concerning the polarization dependence
of various properties of 3He-4He mixtures must be understood as resulting from this
specific model. There is, however, as we shall see in the next section, reason to be-
lieve that to order A2 with a = /? = 0 our model is reasonable. Given that we are
concerned with how polarizing the mixtures will change the various properties, in
particular superfluidity, our model provides a convenient starting point.

1.6 Landau theory for polarized 3He-4He mixtures

The Landau theory for a polarized Fermi liquid begins with an energy functional
that is identical to eq.(1.2.6). The difference is that e$) and n$) are the equilibrium
quasiparticle energy and distribution function in a magnetic field B. The other
difference is that f^! is the quasiparticle interaction in the presence of the field. For
the thermodynamic properties the spin-flip part of the interaction does not enter. We
then have three distinct interactions f~,, / i j , , and /~ , with the magnitude of p and
p' fixed to the respective Fermi surface. The quasiparticle interaction, as usual, will
only depend on the angle between p and p', thus,
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The thermodynamics of the system is most naturally expressed in terms of the
ft°''s, however, our potential model is in terms of the scattering amplitude, eq.(1.5.7).
On the Fermi surface there is a direct relationship between the / /" ' ' s and the 2f ' ' s
[2Bed84]. If we invert this relationship we have

and

/ / " = — —~ 2<+1 ' rfj (1.6.1b)

where

N"(0) = j*-£ (1.6.2)

is the density of states, and m* the effective mass, at the spin-<7 Fermi-surface.
We define dimensionless Landau parameters using the density of states of the

unpolarized system,

where iV(0) = ^pr - For the other parameters we have,

A?' = N(0)a't'' V(0) = ^ ( 0 ) ^ V{q) = N(O)i>c"(q')

The Galilean invariance relation becomes [2Bed84,Bed83,Qua85]

d.6.3)

We assume the impurity mass to be independent of polarization, because "'He is a
diamagnetic system. For our potential model the effective mass relation is simplified,
since / / = 0, thus

^ = l + V(0)/r (1.6.4)
m; 6

In section 1.5 we noted that to order A? it was reasonable to assume that </0(A)
and fcj(A) are independent of A. To see this we calculate the Landau parameters
and effective masses to order A2. From these parameters we can compute the A2

corrections to the magnetostriction and the compressibility. These properties can be
obtained experimentally from the first and second derivatives of T5F with respect
to the density. The compressibility computed to order A2 gives us an additional
constraint on the parameters of the model. What we find is that our calculated change
in the compressibility is close to experiment if we set a = 0 = 0 in eqs.(1.5.9b,c).

To see how this comes about we expand the parameters FS*', F°°' and ml to
order A2. To this order we have [Bed86,Bed85]
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= Fo
n(l - 60TA + biA2 + • • -) (1.6.5a)

+ClA
2 + ---) (1.6.5b)

- doa& + <f, A2 + • • •) (1.6.5c)

+ 0 i A 2 + ---) (1.6.5d)

m*a - m * (1 - aocrA + ajA2 -\ ) (1.6.5e)

The expansion coefficients in eqs.(1.6.5a-e) are then calculated from our potential
model. We now relate our calculated values for the parameters to the thermodynamic
results.

The first quantity is the magnetostriction. The magnetostriction can be defined
as the amount by which the 3He-density must change with polarization such that the
pressure and concentration remain constant. To second order in A it can be shown
that [Bed85]

1
2(

dTSF

n3(0) 2 ( l+F 0 ' )T F
l dn3

The magnetostriction, like the Landau parameters [2Bay78], is defined at con-
stant /i4; we will come back to this point at the end of this section. The Griineisen
parameter is related to the expansion coefficients of the linear terms in eqs.(1.6.5a
and e) as follows,

The compressibility, /CA^.H to order A2 will involve the linear and quadratic
coefficients of the expansions, eqs.(1.6.5a,e). To order A2 it can be shown that
[Bed86],

kBnl&2 f d*TSF dTSF \
,^ > (1.6.8)

By comparing eq.(1.6.8) with the Fermi liquid expressions we have [Bed86],

- a,
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To go from eq.(1.6.8) to (1.6.9) we have made use of the relation that x'1 =
As noted above eq.( 1.6.9) is reasonably well satisfied if we set a = 0 = 0 in
eqs.(1.5.9b,c). Given the uncertainties that are introduced by taking derivatives of
an experimental quantity such as x the agreement between theory and experiment
should be viewed with some caution. However, even with these uncertainties our
model with a = /3 = 0 does appear to be a reasonable starting point.

Before we go on to the next section to compute the transition temperature we
will comment on the calculation of the magnetostriction at constant fi4. As we de-
scribed earlier the quasiparticle interaction consisted of two parts: the term for fixed
n4 plus a term for fixed 713. Thermodynamically this is equivalent to computing the
quasiparticle interaction at fixed ft4. Thus, to relate our quasiparticle interaction to
thermodynamic quantities they must be measured at fixed ft4. The thermodynamic
expressions eqs.(1.6.6) and |6.8) were obtained assuming fi4 = constant. As men-
tioned before, as far as measurements of the magnetostriction etc. are concerned, it
is more convenient to fix the pressure, P, and not p4. Apart from a small correction
factor [Haa86], the measurements at fixed P are the same as for fixed fi4.

1.7 The superfluid transition for arbitrary polar-
ization

in the introduction we noted that the predictions of the superfiuid transition temper-
ature covered a rather broad range of values. This of course is due to the exponential
dependence of Tc on the quasiparticle interactions. Thus, small differences in the
interactions found in the various theories lead to orders of magnitude differences in
Tc. Very little can be said with any certainty about the superfluid transition, how-
ever, there are a few qualitative features that arise from our analysis that are almost
certain.

The first is that the 3He quasiparticles in superfluid 4He will also be a superfluid
at some temperature. At low concentrations this will be an s-wave superfluid and at
higher concentrations this will be a p-wave superfluid. To understand the occurrence
of a p-wave at higher concentrations we make use of the Patton-Zaringhalam [Pat75]
approximation for Tc,

TW~TFe-UA°° (1.7.1)

and

( ) 3 / i4 ' (1.7.2)

; The result for T™ follows from a potential model [Sau81] with A't = A$ for £ > 1 if
I we identify the scattering amplitude with the pairing interaction. For eq.( 1.7.1) we
ft have used the s-p approximation of Dy and Pethick [Dy68] where
! • • ; •

I AsitxH6,4>) = X > ? - 3A°t)Pt{coS 9) (1.7.3)
t=o
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and for pairing we set 9 = IT. From eq.(1.7.3) and our potential model we have that

at low concentrations. Dividing this result by four gives us the pairing interaction.
The qualitative shape expected for Tc is as shown in fig.1.7. The magnitude of the

Tc's we find are quite different from those of Hsu and Pines [Hsu84,Hsu85], however,
the qualitative features are similar. The existence of p-wave pairing is connected with
the features found in other properties of the mixtures. These include the maximum
found in the spin diffusion, fig.1.1, and F£, fig.1.5 and fig.1.6. These features require
an attractive p-wave component in the scattering amplitude, thus, giving rise to p-
wave pairing. The other qualitative feature we find, which is also found by Hsu and
Pines [Hsu84,Hsu85], is that the maximum p-wave transition temperature will occur
at the maximum concentration. This of course suggests that the place to look for
p-wave pairing is at higher pressures, around P = 10 bar.

In fig. 1.8 we have plotted Tc as a function of the concentration for P — 10 bar. We
plot for A = 0 the s-wave and p-wave transition temperature for the two parameter
sets we use to obtain a fit to Gm and the transport coefficients. While the maximum
in T^ is not very sensitive to the choice of parameters the maximum in T^ differs
by approximately two orders of magnitude between these two sets. For example if
we fit the transport data we have that T^ ~ l.8ftl\ and by fitting Gm we find
rc

(p) ~ l67fiK. If we try to fit Gm and the transport within 10% we get a value of
rc

(p) ^ 12.6(ik. Clearly, we can not say what the magnitude of T^ for A = 0 is.
As a function of polarization, however, we can make some general comments

concerning the transition temperature. The first is that Tc'
p' increases with increas-

ing A. To see this we note that in a field the transition temperature is given by
[Pat75,lBed84]

czTfe- (1.7.4)

where

T 'ff
IT —

2ml

and

As first noted by Ambegaokar and Mermin [Amb73] one of the T°'s will go up with
increasing A. For the mixtures this will be Tj while T^ decreases. (The maximum
concentration and maximum 3He-density at a given pressure decrease with polariza-
tion, which is shown in [Haa86]. This, however, only slightly inhibits the increase of
the maximum value for T^).

The other general feature is that the enhancement of jyfr--4*) with polarization
is larger the smaller the value for Tc

p(mor). For example the enhancement of the
transition temperature is a factor of 10.6 at A = 0.5 if we use the transport fit. On
the other hand if we use the fit to Gm the enhancement at A = 0.5 is 3.6.
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Figure l.S: T^ as a function of polarization for the magnetostriction (1) and trans-
port (2) fit (P = 10 bar).
1: i/o = -1.1 • 10-51Jm3, ka = 3.5 • HPTO"1, 7 = 0.5;
2: same as (1), but 7 = 0.
(The vertical bars indicate the maximum concentration [Haa86] at given A.)
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CHAPTER 2

A COMPACT COPPER NUCLEAR DEMAGNETIZATION
REFRIGERATOR

2.1 Introduction

In the past twenty years adiabatic nuclear demagnetization of copper
has matured to become a reliable method for cooling into the
microkelvin temperature range. The basic physics has been described by
Lounasmaa [Lou74] and Betts [Bet76, Bet 89]; a more thorough review is
given by Andres and Lounasmaa [AnL82] and by Pickett [Pic88].
The now traditional setup for a nuclear refrigeration system consists
of a dilution refrigerator under which one or more nuclear stages and
some experimental cell are attached, thus making up a rather long tail
hanging in a vacuum space. The magnet(s) used for demagnetization are
located in the helium bath at 4.2 K. This setup has some disadvan-
tages:

1. The tail construction is susceptible to vibrations, giving rise to
direct vibrational heating, and to eddy-current heating due to
moving of the tail in the magnetic field.

2. The setup occupies a lot of space.
With the aim of avoiding these disadvantages, we have built a copper
nuclear refrigerator using another design:
1. The demagnetization magnet is attached to the still of the dilution

refrigerator (so it is located in vacuum), inside the heat exchan-
gers.

2. The nuclear stage is standing on a copper plate attached to the
mixing chamber, and is rigidly connected to the demagnetization
magnet. The nuclear stage can be removed without affecting the
dilution refrigerator.

Thus a compact nuclear refrigerator is realized (figure 2.1) which
until now has cooled a Pt NMR thermometer to a lowest temperature of
115 <«K.
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The details of the refrigerator will now be described (and compared to
a previously built, but essentially different, compact nuclear cooling
system [Wie90]).

2.2 The dilution refrigerator

The dilution refrigerator built by Frossati and Venneulen [Ver87] was
modified to mount the demagnetization magnet and precool the nuclear
stage:
1. A 126 mm diameter hole was cut in the "cold plate" (I in fig. 2.1),

so that the demagnetization magnet (diameter 120 mm) would fit
inside the cold plate and the stack of heat exchangers, and could
be bolted against the flange of the still.

2. The lowest (and largest) of 7 sintered silver heat exchangers was
removed and replaced by a torus-shaped mixing chamber (figure 2.2);
the shape was chosen for it to meet the following requirements:
a. There must be enough volume to locate approximately 1000 m2 of

sintered silver heat exchangers inside (and also, of course,
various thermometers) needed to precool the nuclear stage.

b. It must be possible to remove the demagnetization magnet and
nuclear stage without affecting the dilution refrigerator in any
way. Thus the time needed to change the nuclear stage, mount
experimental cells, etc., is minimized.

The mixing chamber is made of stainless steel.
Inside are four groups of three copper plates. They are made out of 3
copper plate rings, 1 mm thick, 186 mm outer diameter, 130 mm inner
diameter. Each ring was cut to 4 equivalent plates, giving a total of
12 plates, 28 mm wide and * 100 mm long. The copper was of
electrolytic quality, annealed to increase the residual-resistance-
ratio, rrr, from 4 to 300 ~ 400 (see appendix 1). Each copper plate
was silver plated and covered at both sides with •> 1.6 mm sintered
silver (400A powder [ULVAC]). From the mass of silver powder used, the
total area is estimated to be 1100 m2 (we use 1.8 m2/g [lFro77]).
Each group of 3 plates is stacked on 2 copper bolts (M5, goldplated).
These bolts traverse the bottom of the mixing chamber, to which they
are hardsoldered, and were not annealed. After the plates were tightly
bolted in place, the mixing chamber was closed by welding on the upper
part; this upper part contains a heat exchanger for the dilution
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Figure 2.1

(d.r. = dilution refrigerator)
A. Vacuum can immersed in liquid helium (4.2 K).
B. Still of d.r. (0.4 <* 0.7 K)
C. Tube through both the still and the former of the demagnetization magnet

for future feedthroughs.
D. Copper shield thennally connected to B to (together with M) protect

the d.r. against radiation and residual gases in A.
E. The demagnetization magnet J is bolted to B.
F. Continuous heat exchanger of d.r..
G. First of 6 sintered silver beat exchangers of d.r..
H. Thin-walled CuNi-tubes (4) mechanically (but not thermally)

connecting I to B.
I. Copper plate containing a sintered silver heat exchanger to

thermally connect it to the d.r.; used for thermal anchoring
(50 ~ 100 mK) of shields, leads, capillaries, etc..

J. Main coil of 6.0 T demagnetization magnet. Numbers indicate lines of
constant absolute field (in gauss); also some field lines are shown.

K. Copper shield to protect the nuclear stage; together with Q it
is thermally connected to I, using copper braid.

L. 3.85 kg (61 moles) copper nuclear stage.
M. Copper shield connected to I.
N. Compensation coil of the demagnetization magnet to create a low

field region for the heat switch and the Pt-NMR thermometer.
O. Vespel rods (6) mechanically (but not thermally) connecting J and K, Q.
P. Mixing chamber of d.r. (fig. 2.2; lowest T » 3 mK) with 1100 m2 of silver

sinter to thennally connect the liquid in the mixing chamber with U.
Q. Heat-switch magnet.
R. Vespel rods (6) mechanically (but not thermally) connecting

the d.r. and the nuclear stage to J, K, Q.
S. Copper tube to support the nuclear stage.
T. Lead heat switch (3 strips bent in a S-shape).
U. Copper plate (fig. 2.3) thermally connecting P to T.
V. Vespel tube supporting the nuclear stage.
W. Silver coldfinger thermally connecting the Pt-thermometer to L.
X. Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer to measure the electron temperature of L.
Y. Magnet providing the field for X. Superconducting shields are located

outside the coil (closed tube, Nb) and inside (open, Pb).
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Figure 2.2 Torus-shaped mixing chamber (P in fig. 2.1) containing

1100 m2 of sintered silver.

A. One of 12 copper plates covered with silver sinter.

B. One of 8 copper bolts on which the copper plates (A)

are stacked.

C. One of four 20 mm wide openings in the bottom of the

mixing chamber, closed by indium sealed flanges.

D. Heat exchanger of dilution refrigerator.

E. Outlet tube of mixing chamber (dilute 3He-AHe).

F. Input tube of mixing chamber; 3He first enters D.

G. Here the He leaves D to enter the mixing chamber.

H. Tube connecting both sides of D, circumpassing E.

Sent

Figure 2.3
Copper plate (U in fig. 2.1),

supporting the nuclear stage.

The plate is clamped to 8

copper bolts (B in fig. 2.2).
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refrigerator. Between each group of 3 plates a circular volume

(diameter « 30 mm, length * 20 mm) is left open for various
thermometers:
volume 1: A platinum powder pulsed NMR thermometer [Ric88] inside a

small superconducting solenoid (inner diameter 15 mm, length
30 mm). To improve the homogeneity of the magnetic field an
"open" cylinder [Hec87, Wie90] of lead foil is inserted in
this magnet.

volume 2: A glass thermometer [Rci86, Wie87, Ric88] and a CMN ther-
mometer [Ric88].

volume 3: A capacitive level gauge to determine the position of the
phase-separation interface and a permanent magnet viscometer
(for both see appendix 2).

volume 4: Four Matsushita 68 Q carbon resistors (see appendix 2) and a
constantan heater. The twisted-wire heater makes one com-
plete loop around the mixing chamber, in order to achieve
homogeneous heating.

They are mounted on four inserts, easily removable using small (34 mm

diameter) indium sealed stainless steel flanges at the bottom of the
mixing chamber.
A 10 mm thick copper plate (U in fig. 2.1, figure 2.3) is mounted

under the mixing chamber, using 8 stainless steel bolts (MS) to clamp
it to the copper bolts on which the sintered plates are stacked. The
plate supports the nuclear stage.

' 2.2a. Performance of the dilution refrigerator
i

The mixing chamber has a lowest stable temperature of 3.2 mK, which
; persists over a wide range of 3He-circulation rates (fig. 2.4). This
i indicates that the residual, flow-independent heat leak is small, and

| that the main heat leak limiting the mixing chamber temperature is

proportional to the flow. This is quite reasonable, since the long
; mixing chamber, filled with many heat exchangers, will have a

relatively high flow impedance. Figure 2.4 also shows some cooling
curves for a constant external heat load (supplied by the electrical
heater): these are used to determine the temperature-flow region (the
line drawn through the minima of the curves) where precooling is most

I effective. The temperature was measured inside the mixing chamber by
I;
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100

T(mK)

100 1000 flow (fj. moles/sec) 10000

Figure 2.4 Performance of the dilution refrigerator: temperature of

the mixing chamber as a function of ^He-flow and power

supplied by a heater inside the mixing chamber.

•• f

Figure 2.5 Thermal conductivity between the mixing chamber liquid

and the copper plate (U in fig. 2.1).
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the glass- and the CMN-thermometer. A calibration point was provided
by the spin-lattice relaxation time of the Pt-powder pulsed NMR
thermometer [Ric88].

The data given in figure 2.4 were measured with the demagnetization
magnet not yet mounted to the still; when the magnet was mounted, the
zero-external-heat-load cooling curve was again studied and found not
to differ from that of figure 2.4. This indicates that the magnet is
no heat load for the dilution refrigerator, despite the fact that no
thermal shield was placed around the magnet: the heat exchangers and
the mixing chamber directly "see" the magnet. In the setup of Wiegers
[Wie90] the magnet was mounted to the cold plate, substantially
affecting the performance of the dilution refrigerator.

Also, it was found that the demagnetization magnet (at zero field) is
virtually no heat load to the still:

I. Two carbon resistance thermometers measuring the temperature of the
magnet, were found to follow the still temperature almost instan-
taneously (T < 5 sec)! This is explained by the fact that at the
still temperature of 0.7 K the specific heat of the magnet is much
lower than that of the 3He-*He liquid in the still. We can compare
the heat capacities quantitatively:

- Magnet, weight • 10 kg. Assume the heat capacity to be dominated
by the electrons of Cu (eq. (2.9.7)). Then at T = 0.7 K:
C = 7-10"4-(104/63.5)-0.7 = 0.08 JK1.

mignet

We note that at 0.7 K phonons contribute negligibly to C
r ° ° * magnet

[Cot81], and that at B = 6 T the nuclear heat capacity of Cu
(eq. (2.6.6)) is equal to the electronic heat capacity
(eq. (2.9.7)) at T = 0.55 K. Thus, at 0.7 K, the electrons
dominate the heat capacity of copper even in 6 T.

- 3He-4He liquid in the still. The still has an inner diameter of
13 cm (fig. 2.1) and height 2 cm. For a normal liquid level
( « 1 cm) there is 133 cm3 liquid in the still. At a 3Hc-conccn- '
tration of x = 1% this implies that there are (eqs. (1.2.1),
(1.2.2), table 1.1) I33x/V^= 0.05 moles of 3He, which at 0.7 K ,
have a temperature-independent heat capacity [Wil67] of
CrtU = 0.05R = 0.4 JK'1 (R = 8.3144 Jmole'K'1).

2. The heat flowing through the magnet leads, which are thermally
anchored at the lK-pot, to the still is negligible: flows as low as
300 #moles/scc can still be attained.
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2.2b. Thermal contact between the mixing chamber and the copper plate

This has two contributions:

1. The thermal conductivity of the metal parts: this is expected to

follow the Wiedemann-Franz law [Lou74, Glo90]

L T
K = (2.2.1)

where K is the thermal conductivity (WK"1), T the temperature (K)
HI

and R the electrical resistance (G). L is the Lorenz constant,
L = 2.45 -10'8 WflK2.

2. The Kapitza thermal boundary resistance RR [Lou74, Har79] between
the sinter and the 3He-4He liquid in the mixing chamber. This
resistance is defined per unit surface and related to the thermal
conductivity K by

KK = — (2.2.2)
R K

where a (m2) is the sinter surface.

For T > 15 mK:

h T J (2.2.3)

where [Fra84] R° _ = 0.24 K 4 m V \ and for T < 15 mK:

V1!/ <2-2-4>
where [lFro77, Fro78, Osh81, Fra84] R ^ = 14 K W W 1 .

By heating the copper plate, a small temperature difference
(.dT/T < 0.1) is maintained between the mixing chamber (temperature
measured by a CMN- and a viscometer thermometer) and the copper plate
(3He-melting curve thermometer, section 2.7b). The thermal conduc-
tivity K . between the mixing chamber liquid and the copper plate was
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found to be linear in T in the entire temperature range where it was
measured, 4 < T < 60 mK (figure 2.5): K ^ = 0.28T. Eq. (2.2.1) now
indicates that R = 8.8-10* Q. "

The fact that no T2 - component was found in K . implies that down to
4 mK K > K , i.e. oT*/R° > 0.28T =» a > 1000 m2. Thus we find that

K mix K,l

the sinter is working well but that the resistance of the metallic
parts is too high. The electrical resistance R = 8.8-10"* Si has the
following contributions:
1. The resistance of the sintered copper plates. These were annealed

to rrr = 300 ~ 400 (appendix 1). This contribution is negligible.
2. The resistance of the 8 copper bolts. These were only slightly

annealed when hardsoldering them to the mixing chamber. Therefore
the rrr will be low ( » 40). Then for 8 bolts parallel:
R < «• 4-10* Q (estimated, not measured).

3. The contact resistance between the copper plates and bolts (not

measured).

4. The resistance of the copper plate under the mixing chamber. The
plate was not annealed, for lack of a large enough oven (but
annealing would have been undesirable, as the soft plate would
deform under the weight of the nuclear stage). Between the center
of the plate and its 4 clamps (parallel) R was measured to be
• 4-10* Q (at 4.2 K, using a four-contact method).

5. The contact resistance between the copper plate and the copper
bolts; this was studied by measuring the electrical resistance R
(at 4.2 K) of the contact area in an identical contact
construction (figure 2.6). It was found that stainless steel bolts
(M5) are more effective (Rc = 2.0-10* £2) than brass
(R = 5-10* Q) or copper bolts (Rc = 4-10'8 Q), since they
allow a much larger tightening torque (the brass bolts break,
the copper bolts deform, see also [Oka90]). This despite the fact
that brass shrinks more and stainless steel less than copper
(linear expansion coefficient of Cu at 300 K: 1.7-10"3 K1; brass:
2.1-10J K"1; stainless steel: 1.1 -10'5 K"1 [Bin77]).
When R (stainless steel) was again measured after the testpiece
was left untouched for a week, it was found to be improved to
R = 1.4* 10'" Q. Again the testpiece was left untouched, now for
6 months; R was unchanged: R = 1.4-10'* Q. Thus the four parallel
contacts between the copper plate and the copper bolts only
slightly contribute to K ^ (Rc/4 = 4-10"9 Q * 8.8-10* fl).
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Figure 2.6 Testpiece to estimate the contact resistance between the

copper bolts (B in fig. 2.2) of the mixing chamber and

copper plate (fig. 2.3).

In a later cooldown K was found to be somewhat deteriorated to
mix

R = 1.2 -10'7 Si. Then some high-purity copper strips (carefully an-
c

nealed and goldplated) were used to bypass the long clamps of the
copper plate, after which R = 1.1-Iff7 Q was measured. We conclude
that in order to improve K . the thermal conductivity of the copper
bolts inside the mixing chamber (and probably the contact resistance
between the bolts and the sintered plates) must be improved. This we
have not yet done as it would need cutting of the mixing chamber.

2.3 The demagnetization magnet

For magnetizing the copper nuclear stage a home-made superconducting
magnet is used. Next to the main coil (J in figure 2.1) it has a
compensation coil (N in figure 2.1) to create a low field region for
locating the heat switch and Pt-NMR thermometers.

The magnet is made of * 0.35 mm multifilament NbTi-Cu wire, wound on
an aluminum former. After winding each layer of wires the magnet is
"painted" with Stycast 2850FT [Styca] in order to glue the wires to
their position.
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The first magnet we made, failed: in the training process [WiI83] in
liquid helium at 4.2 K the first quench occurred already at 3.5 T and
ultimately, after several trainings, it was unrepairably damaged when
it quenched at S.3 T. We had made two mistakes:

1. The flange of the aluminum former, separating the main coil from
the compensation coil, was too weak to withstand the repelling
force between the coils.

2. The former was coated with Kapton [Kapto] foil, glued with Stycast
1266 [Styca], which does not seem to make a good bonding.

In the quench the holder was substantially deformed, the main coil had
broken away from the flange between the coils, the wire burnt 30
layers deep (on a total of 51 layers).

The next magnet was wound on an aluminum former with a more massive
flange between the coils, and before winding the surface was roughened
and coated with a layer of Stycast 2850FT. No Kapton was used. This
magnet was trained in liquid helium to reach 7.8 T. During this
process it was damaged several times making rewinding of the outer
layers necessary (the outer layers were made of an old stock of Niomax
wire). Ultimately it was tested to reach 7.0 T without quenching (in
liquid helium, 4.2 K) and in vacuum we do not exceed 6.0 T (current
39.8 A) for safety considerations.
Some notes:

1. The magnet is bolted to the still by 3 stainless steel bolts (M8).
The thermal contact is increased by locating some indium between
the magnet and still, which deforms to give a larger contact area.

2. The magnet consists of 4 lengths of wire, thus there are 3 connec-
tions. These are made by carefully cleaning the wires over a
distance of » 0.5 m, twisting and soft soldering them, and gluing
them to the magnet with Stycast 2850FT. These non-superconducting
connections have very low resistance, so that even at 6.0 T no heat
load to the still is observed (I2R < 1 mW, then with I = 39.8 A:
R < 1 • 10^ O).

3. Ramping the magnet heats the still considerably, increasing the
flow, and heating the dilution refrigerator due to eddy-currents.
When magnetizing the nuclear stage the magnet is ramped at 6
T/hour, where the effect on the dilution refrigerator is
acceptable: a high flow is needed then anyways for precooling the
nuclear stage, and the mixing chamber is "hot" (20 ~ 30 mK) mainly
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due to magnetizing the nuclear stage.
4. Aluminum is a superconductor with T. = 1.18 K and Hc = 10S Gauss.

Because T < T one would expect problems of trapped flux in
the former of the demagnetization magnet. For instance, if the
demagnetization magnet is ramped to 0 T while the dilution
refrigerator is circulating at a low 3He flow, than an amount of
flux corresponding to H (T ) is trapped. Increasing the flow
(by increasing T . ) causes a rapid decrease of H , causing eddy-
current heating of the nuclear stage. However, we have not yet
encountered any such problems.

5. The magnet has a persistent-mode switch located in the helium bath,
functioning properly. A 5 fl shunt resistor (for protection) is also
located in the bath.

6. The magnet should only be ramped when there is liquid in the still,

and when the still is pumped to maintain a low temperature. If this
is not the case, the temperature will rise quickly due to eddy-
currents, and the magnet will inevitably quench.

2.4 The superconducting heat switch

Initially we planned to use aluminum for the heat switch, because it
is easily attainable in high purity and was reported to have a high
switching ratio K /K (ratio of the normal state thermal conductivity
over the superconducting state thermal conductivity) [Mue78], However,
it has recently become clear that for Al K <v T2 [Glo90] instead of
the "standard expectation" K «< T3 [Pes65]. This implies that the
switching ratio of Al is not better than for other superconductors
used for heat switches, like Sn and In [Sch84, Bha82, Ric88] or Zn
[Kru78]. Measurements by Odoni et al. on lead [Odo83, they used 5N
lead, sample diameter 1 - 3 mm] show that K decreases much faster
with decreasing temperature than K ** T3, suggesting a favourable
switching ratio for lead at ultralow temperatures; we thus made our
heat switch of lead.

For this we used 3 strips of high purity (6N) lead, lmm x 12mm x 40mm, the
ends of which were molten (area « 1 cm2) against the copper (OFHC,
annealed, rrr * 1000) support tube (S in fig. 2.1) of the nuclear
stage, and to 3 copper (OFHC, rrr * 1000) blocks which are bolted
against the upper side of the copper plate (U in fig. 2.1).
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The strips were bent in a S-shape (figure 2.1) to prevent trapped flux
' causing the heat switch to "leak".

At T * 15 mK the thermal resistance between the copper plate and the
copper tube was measured for the switch being in the normal state;
assuming the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law, this gave
R = 6*10"H Q. This is consistent with rrr-measurements at 4.2 K, which
gave rrr > 4000. The switch was not annealed, as the recrystallization
temperature of lead (0°C [Dav57]) will cause recrystallization even at
room temperature [Odo83].

To open/close the heat switch a small superconducting magnet is used
(Q in fig. 2.1), thermally anchored at the cold plate (I in fig. 2.1).
In demagnetization fields larger than 4 T the heat switch leaks due to
the fringe field of the demagnetization magnet. When demagnetizing the
nuclear stage this is no problem: we prccool to 6 * 7 mK and when
demagnetizing from 6 to 4 T the temperature of the mixing chamber,
T . » 4 mK, is always lower than that of the nuclear stage.
When heating the mixing chamber to T » 20 mK (when the heat switch
field was zero and the demagnetization field was 0.25 T) no change in

, the drift of the nuclear stage temperature (3 mK) was observed. The

drift corresponded to a heat leak of 6.5 nW (section 2.9), and we
concluded that the heat leak due to a leaking heat switch was less
than 0.5 nW. At T . » 4 mK this upper boundary will be considerably
lower.

. Ramping the heat switch magnet causes some heating of the mixing
: chamber, depending on the ramping speed, limiting the opening- and
* closing-time to a minimum of * 30 minutes (ramping rate
': B = 5#1O'5 Ts"1). We will now consider the heating due to eddy-
1 currents in some parts of the mixing chamber.

When the lead strips are in a field of 0.1 T (ramping 5-10"J Ts"1),
I the copper plate (U in fig. 2.1) experiences a field of 0.06 T

! (3-10 s Ts"1) and the sintered copper plates 0.03 T (1.5-10"5 Ts"1).

I The eddy-current heating Q in a ring (of rectangular cross
section) of inner diameter r, outer diameter r , thickness 1 and

1 O

resistivity p is given by [BozSl]

nt4 .. nt4
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t

where B is the time derivative of the homogeneous magnetic field; the
field lines are directed parallel to the axis of rotation of the ring.
For the copper plate (U in fig 2.1, fig 2.3) we have B = 3-10s Ts'1,
r. = 0.024 m, ro = 0.045 m, 1 = 0.01 m, p = 1.7-10'Vrrr = 1.7-10^/40
= 4.25-10'10 flm. Thus Q ^ = 3-10** W in the copper plate.
For the inner vertical wall of the stainless steel mixing chamber we
have r. = 0.062 m, ro - r. - 1.5 -10*3 m, 1 = 0.03 m, p = 18-10-"/rrr *
2-10'7 Cm (roughly estimating rrr « 1). Then for B = 2-10'5 Ts"1:
Q = 3* 10"" W. The other walls will have comparative values for
Q , thus the total QnU for the stainless steel of the mixing
chamber is of the order of 0.1 nW.

The eddy-current heating in a long (length b, width d, b/d » 1)
rectangular plate of thickness 1 is given by [Boz51]

SVlb

where the field lines are directed perpendicular to the bxd surface of
the plate. For the copper part of a sintered copper plate we have
b = 0.1 m, d = 0.028 m, 1 = 1.0-10"3 m, p = 1.710"8/rrr = 6-1011 Om
(rrr = 300), B = 1.5 10s Ts"1. Then Q ^ = 7-1010 W, and for 12
plates: Q = 8-10'9 W.
Thus we cannot explain the heating occurring when the heat switch is
ramped as arising from eddy-currents: the values found in this
calculation are 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the value of Q > 1
fjW needed to clearly heat the mixing chamber (fig 2.4). Is some
unexpected heat-release mechanism at work in the stainless steel of
the mixing chamber, or in the sinters?

2.5 The nuclear stage

Until a few years ago copper nuclear stages always consisted of a
bundle of isolated copper wires [AnL82] to limit the eddy-current
heating Qtii ; for a cylinder this heat leak is given by [Boz51]:
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where the homogeneous magnetic field is directed along the axis of the
cylinder; r is the radius and 1 the length of the cylinder. Using a
bundle of n wires (wire radius r ) instead of a massive rod (same
cross-section as the bundle, i.e. TIT2 = nwr2) reduces Q .. a factor

c w odoy

of n:

Q
^eddy

^eddy

(cy

(n

1 inder)

wires)

B2-

nB2-

Tir4

c

%p
4

1
1 (

n (
c

;rr2)2
n (2.5.2)

Sp

However, it has become clear that
1. Certain materials (like wire insulation) release heat at low tem-

peratures, with long relaxation times [Pic88].

2. It is difficult to bring all the wires in good thermal contact with
a thermometer/experimental cell.

3. The bundle lacks rigidity, giving rise to vibrational heat leaks.

These problems are overcome by using a massive nuclear stage, in which
Q is limited by cutting slits [Oku86, GI088]; also, copper stages
are currently being built in which copper plates are diffusion-welded
to each other [Kil89, Bun90].

We machined our nuclear stage (L in fig. 2.1) from a massive rod of
OFHC copper. The supplier [Vacuu] states that an analysis of this
copper typically gives:

\ Ag < 10 ppm Mn < 10 ppm Sb < 2 ppm

; As < 2 ppm Ni < 10 ppm Sn < 1 ppm

Bi < 1 ppm P < 7 ppm Te < 5 ppm
Cd < 10 ppm Pb < 2 ppm Zn < 10 ppm
Fe < 40 ppm S < 15 ppm (lppm = 0.0001%)

Thus the copper is of 4N purity.

The nuclear stage (figure 2.7) has diameter 60 mm, length 180 mm. A
j 160 mm deep, 10 mm diameter hole was drilled along the center axis,
I leaving a 25 mm thick wall in which (after annealing, appendix 1) 36

: radial slits (0.2 mm wide, length 160 mm) were cut electro-erosively.
• Without the slits, the eddy-current heating in the upper, 160 mm long,
I part of the nuclear stage is given by eq. (2.4.1), where r = r =

I 0.03 m, r. = 0.005 m, 1 = 0.16 m. After cutting, n equivalent radial
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Figure 2.7 The nuclear stage, machined from a massive rod of OFHC

copper. Numbers indicate dimensions in millimeters.
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sheets were left, in which the eddy-current heating is given by eq.
(2.4.2), where b = r - r. = 0.025 m, d « 2«r/n (The width of the
sheets is not constant, due to the radial symmetry; here we choose the
largest value, at the outside of the nuclear stage), 1 — 0.16 m. Thus
cutting n slits reduces Q by a factor

Q _,_, (cylinder with hole) ip 8p

(cylinder wal 1 cut) Q B 2 d 3 l b
I2p

which is approximated by (r

8 3n2

n 2JZI , 16n2

- (—^) 3 r
12 n

(2.5.3)

Thus Q is reduced by a factor of roughly 25.
The reason for finding a factor of n2 here and n in eq. (2.5.2) is
that, in reducing Q , it is only useful to reduce the smallest

eddy

dimension. For the wires, this dimension is r , which is reduced a
w

factor of i IT = lMi, while for the sheets this dimension is the
, width, which is reduced by a factor of 2nr a. I2nr = 1/n.
I With B = 4.5-10"4 Ts"1, p = 1.7-10'8/rrrC = 1.7 10'11 Qm (rrr = 1000,

see below) it follows from eq. (2.4.2) that for n = 36 sheets:
Q ^ = 9 ,«W. Measurements (section 2.9, fig. 2.15) gave Q = 1 #W.
The discrepancy is caused by overestimating d in the calculation
above, and by the increase of the transverse resistivity in a magnetic
field (section 2.9a,b).
The slits were not cut all the way up the stage, a thin ring of copper
was left, connecting the sheets, keeping the structure rigid.
The lower part of the stage (20 mm), located in a low field region,
was not cut: tapped holes of various size allow experimental
constructions to be thermally connected. The nuclear stage is suppor-
ted by the copper tube (S in fig. 2.1) to which the heat switches are
molten (section 2.4).
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The stage was thoroughly cleaned in acetone and etched in nitric acid
(using an ultrasonic cleaner), and rinsed in distilled water. After
that the thermal conductivity was optimized by oxygen annealing the
stage (see appendix 1 for the details of the annealing process;
annealing the stage in a horizontal position didn't cause any
deformation of the long and relatively thin, softened sheets); the rrr
is estimated to be 700 ~ 1200, depending on the position in the stage.
The copper ring (1 mm thick) connecting the sheets was then cut lon-
gitudinally, the slit was filled with a tiny amount of Stycast 2850FT.
The stage was connected to the copper tube (S in fig. 2.1) by 8 M4
brass screws and mechanically supported by the copper plate (U in fig.
2.1) through a Vespel SP22 [Vespe] tube (V in fig. 2.1), threaded at
both sides, weighing 18 g. Assuming that the thermal conductivity K
of Vespel measured between 0.1 and 1 K [JJOC16], K = 1.7-10'3rr
(Wm'K1), is valid down to zero temperature, the heat leak from the
mixing chamber (4 mK) to the stage (0 mK) should be 5 pW. As stated in
section 2.4, no heat flow from the mixing chamber to the nuclear stage
was observed, indicating that (next to the heat switch) the Vespel
works well as a thermal insulator.

mixing chamber liquid T

silver sinter

metallic parts:
copper bolts,
copper plate,
heat switch-

Figure 2.8
PrecooUng the

nuclear stage

(see text).

nuclear
stage
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2.6 Precooling the nuclear stage

The time needed to prccool the nuclear stage (figure 2.8) to our
desired starting point of T = 6 mK, B = 6 T depends on:
1. The cooling power of the dilution refrigerator, expressed in a sim-

plified way by [Bet76]

Q = a(T2 - T2 ) (2.6.1)
mix mm

where Q is the heat (W) extracted, a = 84n, n is the 3He-flow
(moles/s) and T . is the mixing chamber temperature at Q = 0.

ID ID

2. The heat capacity C of the dilution refrigerator, mainly due to
3Hc- and 3He-4Hc liquid, proportional to T. Thus, for T » T . ,
combining eq. (2.6.1) with Q = C T . , an exponential temperature
decay is calculated for a dilution refrigerator which cools itself
down, with a decay time z ~ 1/n. This is indeed observed: for
n = 3.3-10"3 moles/s: T = 7.1-102 s and for n = 1.1 10'3 moles/s:
T = 1.9-103 s. These relaxation times are two orders of magnitude
smaller than the precooling time of the nuclear stage, so we will
not consider C in the precooling calculations.

3. The Kapitza thermal resistance between the liquid and the silver
sinter in the mixing chamber (eqs. (2.2.3), (2.2.4)).
For T > 15 mK

ss

<* ss *

- Tl .) (2.6.2)

and for T
ss

K

Q

15

=

mK

3R

a
0

(T3. - T 3 J (2.6.3)
K.I

where T is the temperature of the silver sinter.
4. The thermal conduction K (eq. (2.2.1)) through metallic parts

(copper plate, lead heat switch, copper bolts, etc.) which is
proportional to T
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K°-T (2.6.4)

so that

Q = (2.6.5)

where T is the temperature of the nuclear stage.

5. The heat capacity C of the nuclear stage, which in high fields
is determined by the nuclei [Lou74]

A(B2 b2)n
(2.6.6)

where B is the magnetic field (T), b = 3-10"4 T is the internal
field of copper [Lou74], n is the number of moles,
A = 3.9* 10"12 Km'mole"1 is the nuclear molar Curie constant and

4wlO'7 mkgs'2A'2.

Thus

Q = -
dT

T2 dt
(2.6.7)

To our knowledge the set of four eqs. (2.6.1), (2.6.2)/(2.6.3),

(2.6.S) and (2.6.7) cannot be solved exactly for T (t). They can be
substituted to give one equation relating T and t

2C dT

K<
ns _

dt
(2.6.8)

:„ dT m/2

a dt

mR dT 2/m
K p rpm-2 ns •• rp4

a ° "• dt ns

where for T > 15 mK: m = 4, R° - R° u, and for T < 15 mK: m = 3,
0 » * K.h

RK ~ RK.f
Some simplified situations must be considered:
1. If the Kapitza resistance is neglected (R° = 0, then T = T . ) eq.
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(2.6.8) gives

dT K° /2C _ , ,
5!_ = 5 9 (T* . T2 T2 ) (2.6.9)

dt 1 + K°/2a " M "**

which is solved to

- K°/2C 1 1 T - T
t + ln(—2? =2-) (2.6.10)

1 + K°/2a T T2 2T3 T + T .
m ai mm rain m mm

For T » T . eq. (2.6.10) simplifies to

C 2a 1
T3 — (1 + ) (2.6.11)

" 3a K° t
m

I.e. in a situation where the thermal resistance is mainly due to
metallic parts the nuclear stage is expected to cool with a t"1/3

time dependence. This was observed by us (figure 2.9) and others
[GI088, Buc90].

From eq. (2.6.11) it follows that in order to benefit from the
cooling power of the dilution refrigerator, K° > 2a = 2-84n. For a
typical precooling flow, n = 3-10"3 moles/s, 2a = 0.504 WK1 which
is equal to K° if (eq.(2.2.1)) R = L/K° = 5-10* Q. By measuring
the thermal conductivity between the nuclear stage and the mixing
chamber (at T « 15 mK) and again assuming the validity of eq.
(2.2.1) we find R = 1.8 *10"7 Si (In this case the nuclear stage
was connected to the copper tube (S in fig. 2.1) by 8 brass screws
(M4). When using annealed OFHC copper screws, we measured
R = 4*10"7 Q . Clearly, copper screws are too soft: their high
conductivity cannot compensate their mechanical weakness). From the
precooling behaviour of fig. 2.9, using eq. (2.6.11), we find
R = 3.3* 10'7 Q (where it is assumed that of the 61 moles of copper,
30 are effectively located in 6.0 T). Clearly, we should decrease R
by a factor of » 5 to fully benefit from the large cooling power of
our dilution refrigerator (5 to 6 times larger than commercial
refrigerators).

2. The case in which the Kapitza resistance dominates: K° = 0, a = » ;
ID
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then T = T , T = T . . For T < 15 mK:
ss DI nix mill n

dT a . , ,
2L = (T5 - T 'T3 ) (2.6.12)

A t U D P n M nun'
d t 3RK,lC0

which has the exact solution

a n \
t — (2.6.13)

3R° C 2T 4 . V3 T T3.
K , 1 0 B i n n> min

1 1 T 3 -T 3 1 2T + T .
+ —r- 1 log( —) - arctan( ) ]

T3 6T (T -T )3 T V3 T v̂ 3
min mm ' ns min m l o mi n

and for T » T has the simple form
us mm r

3R° C 1
T4 = LJ_2 (2.6.14)

4a t

We never observed T <* t"I/4 in the precooling process. It is
clear however, that in the case of the Kapitza resistance
dominating the metallic resistance, T ~ t'IA> is not to be

ns

expected.
Generally, it takes us lOh (40h) to precool to 10 mK (7 mK). Compared
to other cryostats this is quite fast. Numerical calculations based
on the equations given above indicate that the dilution refrigerator
can cool the stage (6.0 T) to 5 mK in less then 20h if the metallic
resistances were zero. As stated before, the metallic resistance
between the sintered plates and the nuclear stage must be improved.

2.7 Thermometry

Three thermometers are mounted on the nuclear stage; two of them, a
carbon resistor and a 3He-meltiDg curve thermometer, are mounted on a
silver post bolted to the flange of the copper tube (S in fig. 2.1,
the post is not shown). When the demagnetization magnet is at 6.0 T,
they experience a fringe field of » 0.1 T. The third thermometer is a
platinum wire pulsed NMR thermometer (X in fig. 2.1). They will now be
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Figure 2.9 Typical precooling behaviour of the nuclear stage; For

T > 10 mK the stage cools with a tm time dependence

(straight line). The temperature was measured by the

^He-melting curve thermometer (section 2.7b, fig 2.10).

- 11
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- 15

- 20

- 40

Figure 2.10
^He-melting curve thermometer:

1. Lower part of thermometer (silver)

with M5 screw.

2. 1.5 mm hole to clamp the thermometer

and tighten the screw.

3. Silver sinter (~ 1 m2).

4. Upper part of thermometer (silver),

glued to 1 by Stycast 2850FT.

5. Sapphire capacitive pressure

transducer.

6. Nickel bellows to compress the 3He

(aiming to reach the A transition).

The bellows was never used in the

experiments described in this thesis.
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30

-p3(bar)
35

Figure 2.11 Capacitance-pressure relation of the pressure

transducer inside the ^He-melting curve thermometer.

The solid line is a three-parameter function which

fits all data points within 0.02%:

C 3 = a + pRxln[(l+R)/(l-R)], where R = (P/PJ 1/2

m
41.4515 bar, a = -3.36002 pF, 0 = 9.12373 pF.

discussed in more detail.

2.7a. Carbon resistor

•- i

A 1/8 W Matsushita [Matsu] carbon resistor is ground until a thin
slab of « 0.5 mm remains. The resistor and a few cm of its leads (SO//
NbTi-CuNi) are glued on the silver post using Stycast 2850FT [Kob76,
Ric88, for more details see appendix 2]. The amount of Stycast is
taken as low as possible as it is reported to release heat at low
temperatures [Sch8S]. Above 15 mK this resistor is a reliable
thermometer, used to measure the temperature drift due to heat leaks
(section 2.9), and precooling behaviour (section 2.6).
The resistance was measured by an AVS-46 AC resistance bridge [RV-El].
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2.7b. 3He-mclting curve thermometer

In order to sensitively measure temperatures down to * 1 mK a small
3He-melting curve thermometer is used [Ric88], see figure 2.10. It
contains only 0.16 cm3 (0.006 moles) 3He, so that it is a very small
heat load to the nuclear stage. The pressure is measured by a 10 mm
diameter, 1 mm thick sapphire capacitive pressure transducer [Gri85,
Woe91], which at 34.5 bar has a 27.5 pF capacitance and a 1.1 pF/bar
sensitivity (figure 2.11). The capacitance was measured with a General
Radio 1615A capacitance bridge in combination with a PAR 124 lock-in
amplifier. Limited by the noise level, at 10 mK the resolution of the
melting curve thermometer is 2 /iK.

We use the recent temperature scale of Greywall [Gre86] to relate
pressure and temperature, where the 3He-superfluid A-transition,
TA = 2.491 mK, PA = 34.338 bar, is a fixed point. The melting curve
thermometer is used to calibrate the platinum NMR thermometer, in the
range 4 - 1 0 mK.

As far as suspicious materials are concerned, a small amount of
Stycast 2850FT (< 0.1 g) is used to seal the thermometer, and a 0.5 mm
outer diameter, 0.1 mm inner diameter CuNi capillary is used to fill
it. The capillary is thermally anchored by clamping it to the mixing
chamber, the length of capillary from the clamp to the thermometer is
* 20 cm.
For a mixing chamber at T * 4 mK and a thermal conductivity of 0.1T
(WK"'m"') of CuNi [Lou74] the heat conducted to the nuclear stage is
less than 1 pW; the heat conducted by the 3He is even less, as the 3He
in the capillary is in the solid state.

2.7c. Platinum wire pulsed NMR thermometer

The electron temperature of the nuclear stage was measured by a
platinum wire NMR thermometer (X in fig. 2.1) [Lou74, Buc78, GI088];
see figure 2.12.
400 platinum wires (50ft, Johnson Mat they Specpure) were pressed into a
Pt tube (10 mm long, 2.0 mm wide, 0.2 mm wall thickness, purity
unknown), using a drill head. The wires were argon-arc welded to the
tube to form a nice drop of Pt. The tube was pushed into a hole in a
Pt-plate (20mm x 7mm x 0.8mm, made by flattening a 5 mm diameter Pt-tube,
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/Pt-wires Pt-tube

Pressed

Argon-arc
welded

Figure 2.12
Construction of the
platinum wire NMR
thermometer (see text).

Pt-plate n , Push brush in Pt-plate

Argon-arc
welded

20mm

purity unknown), after which the tube was molten down on the Pt-plate
by argon-arc welding. We used arc welding to avoid any "alloy
contacts", which result from, for instance, hardsoldering.
This all-platinum construction (weight 1.96 g) was ultrasonically
cleaned in acetone and annealed for 30 hours (950° C) in vacuum
(appendix 1). The annealing process decreased the rrr of the wires
from rrr « 40 to rrr « 4, a phenomenon for which we have no
explanation (we come back to this in section 2.7d). A similar decrease
in rrr due to annealing was seen in Bayreuth [GI088], they attribute
it to SiO (evaporated on the wires to insulate them, reducing eddy-
current heating) diffusing into the platinum; we did not attempt to
insulate the wires.
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The excitation coil is made of 1150 turns 30/* Cu-wire; the coil has
length 3 mm, diameter 4 mm, 2 fflH inductance and weighs 0.12 g. The
coil is slid on the Pt-brusb, which mechanically supports the coil,
but is thennally insulated from it by 13/x Kapton foil.
The Pt-thermometer is screwed to a silver coldfinger (W in fig. 2.1)
using two M3 silver screws. The post was made of 3N-purity silver,
annealed in an open-air furnace and has rrr * 300; see appendix 1 for
annealing of silver. The twisted leads of the coil are heat sunk to
the post by a small amount of GE varnish.

We chose silver to thermally connect the thermometer to the nuclear
stage because it is a good conductor and has a low nuclear heat
capacity. Copper, for instance, has a too high heat capacity in the
magnetic field of the NMR thermometer, resulting in long thermal
relaxation times of the thermometer [GI088].

The field for the Pt-thermometer is provided by a small supercon-
ducting magnet (Y in fig. 2.1, the coil has length SO mm, inner
diameter 30 mm) at mixing chamber temperature. The coil is notched to
increase the homogeneity, and has two superconducting shields:

1. a Nb-cylinder outside (made by spotwelding 0.25 mm Nb-foil, the
cylinder has length 60 mm, diameter 38 mm) for shielding against
the fields of the demagnetization magnet and heat switch magnet
[Ric88].

2. An "open" cylinder (3 windings of 0.2 mm Pb-foil, the windings are
insulated by Kapton foil; the cylinder has length 50 mm and
diameter 27 mm) inside the magnet to provide further homogeneity
[Hec87].

Initially we located the thermometer and the magnet 48 mm higher than
drawn in fig. 2.1; thus the Pt was located in the lower compensated
region of the demagnetization magnet. In that setup the thermometer
didn't work, no NMR signal was found, probably due to the field
inhomogeneity being too large. After that the thermometer was
installed as drawn in fig. 2.1. Here a signal was found with a
somewhat large linewidth of 2.0 gauss. We had some problems with flux
jumps occurring in the Nb-shield (as seen by a carbon resistor glued
on the shield), induced by ramping the heat switch magnet when the
demagnetization magnet was at 6.0 T, or during demagnetization. This
is puzzling, since the combined fields of all three magnets never
exceeded the critical field of Nb (2.1 kgauss). When another Nb-shield



(made by argon-arc welding Nb-foil, instead of spotwelding) was added
by sliding it over the old one, the situation didn't change.
Despite this problem, the pulsed NMR signal (measured using a PLM-3
[Instr]) behaved as expected, i.e. B/T^ (where Tft is the temperature
indicated by the Pt-NMR thermometer) was constant when demagnetizing
from B = 6 to B = 1 tesla; the flux jumps only made some resonance-
current corrections necessary. The linewidth did not change during
demagnetization. A gradient coil (wound on the main coil of the
NMR-magnet) also had no effect on the linewidth at all. All this shows
that the flux jumps cause some flux to penetrate the Nb-shield, but
that they do not change the field homogeneity: the Pb-shield works
very well.

Below 1 T no more resonance-current correction was necessary, the
demagnetization fringe field being quite low. Assuming the validity of
the Curie-law for our Pt-thermometer, and using our sensitive melting
curve thermometer to calibrate it, we believe our thermometry is
correct within •» 5% down to the lowest temperatures measured.
In the experiment described in chapter 3 the setup of the Pt-ther-
mometer was changed: a much longer magnet and shields were used, in
order to improve the homogeneity of the NMR field. This worked well as
far as the homogeneity was concerned: the linewidth was 0.25 gauss
(approaching the intrinsic linewidtb of Pt, 0.1S gauss [Yu81]), again
insensitive to the operation of a gradient coil.

From this experience we again conclude that the open shields work
well, but that our methods for constructing closed Nb-shields must be
improved.

2.7d. Korringa constant of the platinum NMR thermometers

It is known that the Korringa constant K of platinum powder depends on
field and temperature [Lin86], an effect explained as resulting from
the influence of magnetic impurities [Ros80, Ros82; for copper:
Hui86]. In Pt-wires a field dependence stronger than previously
measured was reported by Gloos et al. [GI088], who in addition saw K

diverge towards the lowest temperatures. This last phenomenon is also
observed in Cu [Glo91]. In the Julich cryostat however, K of Pt-wires
was reported to be constant down to 48 #K [Mue80].
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We measured K down to 0.1 mK in fields of 27 mT and 14 mT (fig. 2.13):
a 90°-pulse was applied, after which the recovery of the magnetization
was observed. The first Pt-thermomcter, the construction of which is
described in section 2.7c, behaved consistently with the measurements
of Gloos et al. [GI088].

At T » 0.2 mK this thermometer showed the following relaxation
behaviour after a 90°-pulse: 30 sec after the pulse the magnetization
was » 40% of the equilibrium magnetization before the pulse; 3 minutes
later this was 80%, and from the data (tipping pulses were applied
each 3 0 - 6 0 sec) the spin-lattice relaxation time r} was deduced as
being of the order 100 s. After this however, the relaxation of the
magnetization towards the equilibrium value took place much more
slowly, with a relaxation time of about one hour. This suggests that

100

K(mKs)

10
0

o

I I I 1 1 1 I I I ' I

I I I I I I I II
T(onK)

Figure 2.13 The Korringa constant of platinum wires in fields of
27 mT and 14 mT.
(o): first thermometer, 27 mT.
(X ,0): first thermometer, 14 mT.
(•): second thermometer, 14 mT.
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the thermal coupling of the thermometer to the nuclear stage is
insufficient, and that other thermal relaxation processes dominate
over the spin-lattice relaxation process [Tur88]. Data not published
by Gloos et al. suggest the same for their thermometers [Glo89,Pob91].
In order to get more insight into the behaviour of the thermometer a
new one was made, following exactly the same method as described in
section 2.7c, and using the same batch of materials. Only the
annealing process was different (appendix 1), improving the rrr of the
wires from rrr * 40 to rrr » 250. This is almost two orders of
magnitude better than the first thermometer (rrr » 4). This
thermometer was used in the experiment described in chapter 3, and its
thermal behaviour was not different from the previous one (fig. 2.13):
K still increases » 40% when cooling from 5 mK to 0.2 mK, again the
relaxation time after a 90°-pulse was * 1 hour (as described above).
This suggests that the thermal bottleneck is not within the wires, but
in another part of the thermometer.
We can make an estimate of the R.C-time of the thermometer. R. is

tfa tta

the thermal resistance; assuming all heat capacity C to be that of the
platinum, we have

(2.7.1)

where A = 1.4-10'7 JKT^mol"1 [Pic88], B = 14 mT and n = 0.010 moles
(1.96 g) of Pt. When using the Wiedemann-Franz law (eq. (2.2.1)) for
the metal parts of the thermometer, T = R^C is given by

10s

TL T2 T3
(2.7.2)

400 50^-Pt wires, rrr = 4, length = 1 cm have R = 3-10"4 Q, giving
T = 4-102 sec at T = 0.2 mK, which is an order of magnitude lower than
observed. The second thermometer, rrr * 2S0, gives T » 10 sec, in
total contrast with the observed r * 1 hour.

As the rrr of the wires in both thermometers strongly differ, but the
observed r's don't, we consider the possibility that there is a
resistance of the order 10"2 - 10"3 Q somewhere in both thermometers.
A candidate is the connection between the silver coldfinger and the
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Pt-tbermometer, by two M3 silver screws (softened by annealing). This
would explain the relaxation behaviour of the thermometer: after a
90° -pulse it is initially fast, as the heat is quickly transported to
other parts of the thermometer, but after that it is slow: the thermal
barrier to the silver is too high. However, using silver screws to
connect a Pt-thermometer to a silver coldfinger worked well in the
Bayreuth cryostat [GI088] and a contact resistance of 10'2 - 10~3 Q is
2 orders of magnitude higher than the contact resistance measured at
nitrogen temperature, < 5*10"* Q . And as Pt has a smaller contraction
coefficient than silver, further tightening will take place when
cooling from 77 K to 4 K. Another candidate is the drop of Pt formed
when the thermometer was argon-arc welded (fig. 2.12). The resistance
between the 2 mm Pt-tube and the Pt-plate, measured close to the
Pt-drop, is 3-10"4 Q at room temperature, decreasing by a factor of 4
to 8-10"5 Q at nitrogen temperature. Thus the Pt-drop is not severely
contaminated, and the 2 mm Pt-tube is well thermally connected to the
Pt-plate.

This brings us to consider the excitation coil as the source of the
slow thermal relaxation of the thermometer. A 0.12 g Cu-coil in 14 mT
has a heat capacity C = \.2-\0X2T2 (JK1) (eq. (2.6.6)). If the coil
absorbs most of the energy (10 nJ) of a 90°-pulse (which follows from
heat leak measurements, section 2.9d-2) at T = 1 mK, it warms up much
more than 10'&nJ/C(l mK) = 8 mK. The Cu-leads of the coil are heat
sunk to the silver post (by GE varnish), and are soldered to 50/j
NbTi-CuNi wire (the solderings insulated from other metal parts by
1 cm Kapton tubes of 0.2 mm diameter) only a few cm away from the
coil. This means that the leads of the coil, heat sunk to the silver
post, almost entirely consist of very low conductivity NbTi-CuNi
wire. The warm excitation coil will get rid of its heat by dumping it
in the Pt-thermometer and the silver coldfinger at the heat sinks
before the solderings, rather that transporting it to the nuclear
stage through the NbTi-CuNi leads. If a heat flow Q through a metallic
construction between a high temperature Th and a lower temperature T
is maintained, then according to eq. (2.2.1)

Q = (T* - T*) (2.7.3)
2R h '
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For R = 110'5 Q, T = 0.25 mK, T, = 0.20 mK: Q= 3-Iff" W. It would
h 1

take an amount of time lOnJ/Q » 1 hour to get rid of 10 nJ of energy.
Thus the excitation coil, forced to dump its heat close to the Pt-
thermometer, is probably the cause of the long thermal relaxation time
of the Pt-thermometer after a 90°-pulse, and of the anomalous
behaviour of K as shown in fig. 2.13.
In the future, the Cu-leads of the coil must be heat sunk all the way
up the silver coldfinger to the nuclear stage, as in the Bayreuth
cryostat [GI088].
Finally, we note an important difference between the two thermometers:
K of the high-rrr thermometer is a factor of two higher than K of the
low-rrr thermometer (fig. 2.13). As we do not know the reason for the
strong annealing-time-dependence of the Pt-wire-rrr after the
annealing process (appendix 1), we can only speculate about the effect
of annealing on K. It would seem likely that the wires are
contaminated (when annealing Ag or Au in air contamination effects are
also seen: appendix 1). But it is hard to imagine where the con-
tamination comes from, as the decrease of the rrr also takes place
when annealing under vacuum in a quartz tube furnace. Another pos-
sibility is that the annealing process induces the formation of some
"dislocated-crystal" structure in the thin Pt-wires.

2.8 Performance of the nuclear stage

The lowest temperature measured by the Pt-thermometer was 115 fiK, the
results of a number of demagnetizations are shown in figure 2.14. In
some other demagnetization cryostats (all two stage systems) con-
siderably lower temperatures were reported: 48 fiK [Mue80], 37 /iK

[Ono80], 27 fiK [Ish34] and 12 //K ([GI088]; they reached 15 |<K in the
first Cu stage, which was precooled to 10 mK in 8 T).
Some examples of demagnetizations (all plotted in fig. 2.14):
(Between each demagnetization step we wait for equilibrium and measure
the temperature; during the night the heat leak is measured by
observing the temperature drift (section 2.9))

1. Demagnetization marked by (•) (started 5 days after cooling below
4 K), carried out in a total of 40 h:

6 to I T : 1.6 T/h

1 to 0.14 T: 0.55 T/h
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0.14 to 0.053 T: 0.33 T/h
Lowest temperature reached: 2S0 #K (thermometer in 27 mT)

2. Demagnetization marked by (•) (9 days after cooling below 4 K),
carried out in 40 h: 6 to 1 T: O.SS T/h

1 to 0.40 T: 0.33 T/h
0.40 to 0.053 T: 0.12 T/h

Lowest temperature: 140 /iK (thermometer in 27 mT)
The main difference between these examples is the speed of demag-
netization; at 1.6 T/h much entropy is lost, at 0.55 T/h the entropy
is conserved quite well. There is no point in demagnetizing slower
than 0.55 T/h down to 2 T.

3. Demagnetization marked by (•) (9 days after cooling below 4 K):
carried out in 100 h: 6 to 1 T: 0.55 T/h

1 to 0.21 T 0.05 T/h
0.21 to 0.033 T 0.01 T/h

Lowest temperature: 115 #K (thermometer in 14 mT)
Despite a much slower rate of demagnetization (and the NMR-ficld
reduced a factor of 2) a temperature only slightly lower than that of
example 2 was reached; as can be seen in fig. 2.14, the difference in
final temperature is due rather to the different precooling conditions
than to the rate of demagnetization.

4. Demagnetization marked by (A) (19 days after cooling below 4 K).
This demagnetization was carried out in the same way as in example
3, the only difference was that the demagnetization was stopped
more often in order to improve the adiabaticity; it lasted a total
of 150 h, and the result is worse than in example 3 (thermometer
in 14 mT).

From these examples we conclude that the lowest temperature reached by
the nuclear stage is not limited by eddy-current heating due to
demagnetization.
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Figure 2.14 Results of a number of demagnetizations (see text).
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2.9 Heat leak measurements

The demagnetization process is never fully adiabatic due to the
inevitable presence of various heat leaks, which can be classified as
follows:
1. heat leaks due to eddy-currents during demagnetization;
2. field-dependent heat leaks, especially present at high fields;
3. the zero-field heat-leak, which is important in the final (low

field) phase of the demagnetization process.

2.9a. The heat leak due to demagnetization

This heat leak was measured as follows: the nuclear stage was
demagnetized from B., T. to B( and immediately magnetized back to B.,
Tf. The difference J T = Tf - T. together with the time At needed for
the de-remagnetization determines the heat leak Q:

Q = CM(B.,T.) (2.9.1)

where C is given by cq. (2.6.6). Like in section 2.6 we assume 30
moles of copper to be effectively in the field B. Q as a function of
the ramping rate B is given in figure 2.15. These measurements were
carried out in the range 2-4 T; Q is proportional B2 as expected, Q =
4B2 (Q in W, B in Ts1).
The crosses in fig. 2. IS indicate the heat leak measured when demag-
netizing only, from B., T. to Bf, Tf:

T - T
' B. '

Q = CJB.J) l- (2.9.2)

We found that Q from demagnetizing was higher than Q from remag-
netizing. Only later did we learn that this was due to an error in the
thermometry. T was measured by the 3He-melting curve thermometer, with
an excitation voltage for the capacitor of 1 V, which implies a heat
load to the 3He of Q^ = 0.1 nW (see section 2.9d), sufficient to
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increase the 3He-tcmperature a few percent at 6 mK. The percentual
error increases with decreasing temperature. Consequently, we used an
excitation voltage of 0.1 V, which didn't heat the thermometer down to
the lowest temperatures it measured, » 1 mK.

2.9b. The field dependent heat leak

If the heat leak is caused by vibrations, then Q will increase with B:
vibrations cause eddy-currents.
Q is measured by observing the temperature drift f of the nuclear
stage in a field B:

C T
at

(2.9.3)

Where C is again given by eq. (2.6.6). Figure 2.16 shows Q as a
function of B. After an initial increase with B, Q flattens out at
B > 2 T. We attribute this mainly to the heat switch leaking in this
range of fields (especially above 4 T, as noted in section 2.4).
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Another effect which will suppress the increase of Q with B is the
strong increase of the transverse resistivity />(B) of high-rrr Cu with
B [Fic84, Wil83]. It will cause Q to change linearly with B rather
than quadratically:

B 2 B2

Q ~ (2.9.4)
p(B) (1 + B/BQ)p(O)

where Bo » 0.7 T for Cu with rrr - 1000 [Fic84].
In the range 0 - 2 T, Q is numerically described by

3- 1 O 8 B 2

Q = 6 + (W) (2.9.5)
^ 1 + B/Bo

where Qo = 6-10'9 W is the zero-field heat leak (section 2.9c).
Note: Q was not affected by closing/opening the persistent mode switch

of the demagnetization magnet, indicating that the power supply
did not contribute to the heat leak (through ripple, for
instance).

2.9c. The zero-field heat leak

The zero-field (demagnetization magnet at zero current) heat leak Q

was measured in the same way as the field-dependent heat leak

Qo = Cjt (2.9.6)

where the heat capacity is now dominated by electrons [Cot81J:

Cd = 7- lOVr (JK1) (2.9.7)

where n = 61 is the total number of moles of Cu. It is known that the
specific heat of copper in very low fields (B < SO mT) and at low
temperatures (T < 20 mK) displays anomalous behaviour [Cot81, GI088].
Therefore the Q -measurements were carried out in the temperature
range 2 0 - 4 0 mK, where the specific heat should be well described by
eq. (2.9.7). Indeed, if we let the nuclear stage drift from 2 to 50 mK
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and determine (^ from eq. (2.9.6) using eq. (2.9.7), then QQ has a
flat maximum in the region 25-40 mK indicating that in that region
C ~ T. At T » 15 mK, Qo is less than half of this maximum (indicating
that there is an extra contribution to the heat capacity next to C^)
and at SO mK Q is » 60% of the maximum, possibly due to the heat
switch leaking at this high temperature (The mixing chamber was always
kept at T < * 4 mK during the heat leak measurements).
The nuclear stage is equipped with a Pt-wire heater, of which the
resistance was measured during cooldowns by a four-point contact
method (the contacts are located at the heat sinks of the heater, at
mixing chamber temperature; the heater (glued on the nuclear stage by
GE varnish) is connected to the contacts by 50// NbTi-CuNi wire), and
found to be 0.645 Q. By heating the nuclear stage with a well defined
heat load Q we checked whether eq. (2.9.7) describes the nuclear

*-«t

stage heat capacity Cn j 0 well (in the temperature range 25 - 40 mK).
This was not the case:
1. If the melting curve thermometer were used (i.e., filled with 3Hc):

C = 13Cel. This is explained by the high heat capacity of
3He-liquid (C ~ T): 0.16 cm3 3Hc has an order of magnitude higher
heat capacity than 4 kg copper.

2. If there was no 3He in the melting curve thermometer:
C Q J 0 = l-6Cel (temperature of nuclear stage determined by a carbon
resistor, section 2.7a). We have no explanation for this dis-
crepancy.

Using these corrections for the heat capacity of the nuclear stage in
zero-field, 0 0 was measured as a function of time after cooling below
4.2 K. Figure 2.17 shows the results from 2 cooldowns. Some decay of
the heat leak takes place, but the rate is much lower than that
observed in other copper demagnetization cryostats (the dashed line
shows Qfl for the Bayreuth cryostat [GI088]).

Qo is the same as the heat leak measured in very low fields at low
temperatures. Fig. 2.16 shows data at 0.25 T (Q = 6.5 nW, T = 3 mK,
13 days after cooling below 4.2 K) and 0.125 T (Q = 7 nW, T= 0.3 mK,
6 days).
Only at the lowest temperatures we measured much smaller heat leaks:
1.8 nW (B = 0.053 T, T = 0.25 mK, 15 days) and 1.6 nW (B = 0.050 T,
T = 0.16 mK, 9 days). As mentioned before, however, the heat capacity
is probably ill-defined at these low fields and temperatures. Gloos
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et al. [GI088] measure an anomalous contribution to the specific heat
given by eq. (2.6.6), a contribution which has its maximum in the
region 0.2 - 1 mK. Therefore, the heat leaks measured as 1.8 and 1.6
nW are likely to be considerably higher.

20 -t(days)

Figure 2.17 The zero-field heat leak measured in the temperature

range 25 - 40 mK for two cooldowns, as a function of

time after cooling below 4.2 K.

(o): Experimental setup of fig. 2.1, melting curve

thermometer not filled with *He.

(»): Experimental setup described in chapter 3

(fig. 3.1), melting curve thermometer charged.

The difference in heat leak between the cooldowns

cannot be simply explained, as the experimental setups

differed at a number of points (see text).

The dashed line is the heat leak in the first nuclear

stage of the Bayreuth cryostat [GI088]. The continuous

line shows the heat released from 40 ftmole H.
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2.9d. Sources of heat leaks

During the zero-field heat leak measurements various tests were car-
ried out to search for the cause of the heat leak.

1. At an excitation voltage of V = 15 V the 3He-melting curve
thermometer caused a heat leak of 6 = 20 nW. The relation
6 ~ V2 implies that at V = 0.1 V (the voltage at which

3 exc r ems

the pressure gauge is usually measured, see also section 2.9a),
Q3 = 0.9 pW.

2. Applying 11 tipping pulses per second to the Pt-thermometer caused
a heat leak of 10 nW (a tipping pulse has amplitude 10 V, frequency
125 kHz, and lasts 2 cycles (16/isec); the tipping angle is * 3°).
At the lowest temperatures, where we apply one tipping pulse per
999 seconds to keep track of the temperature, the heat leak is
thus 0.9 pW. The heat carried to the nuclear stage per tipping
pulse is 0.9 nJ. Changing the time-interval between tipping pulses
to 10 or 60 minutes (at the lowest temperatures) did not change
the indicated temperature.
As described in section 2.7d, a second Pt-pulsed NMR thermometer
was made, following the same construction method as used when
making the first one. This new thermometer was used in the
experiment described in chapter 3, mounted with the excitation coil
also used for the first thermometer. The second thermometer
absorbed 1.4 nJ per pulse, an increase of a factor 1.6 compared to

0.9 nJ. This can only be caused by the much higher rrr of the
Pt-wires in the second thermometer, by a factor 250/4 = 63. However
63 » 1.6, implying that most of the energy carried to the system by
a tipping pulse is absorbed by the excitation coil rather than by
the Pt-wires.

3. The very reproducible behaviour of the carbon resistor (section
2.7a) down to T » 12 mK shows that only a negligible amount of RF

! radiation penetrates the cryostat (All non-coaxial lines into the
I cryostat are filtered using LC-filters located at room
I temperature).
I 4. As stated in sections 2.4 and 2.5, no change in nuclear stage tem-
! perature drift (at T = 3 mK) was observed when the mixing chamber
.j was heated from 4 mK to 20 mK (In this test the 3He-melting curve
,i thermometer was charged). This indicated that the heat leak due to
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thermal conduction through the heat switch, Vespel tube and
capillaries/leads was much smaller than 0.5 nW.

5. Next we consider the possibility that residual gas carries heat
from parts of the cryostat to the nuclear stage. To study this a
carbon trap was placed in the vacuum space (on top of the still, B
in fig. 2.1) to absorb residual gas (we use 3Hc as a contact gas,
and pump it out at 4.2 K for « 10 hours). The trap is equipped with
a heater and a thermometer, and is weakly thermally coupled to the
lK-pot. When pumping the vacuum space the trap is continuously
heated to keep its temperature above 40 K. After the pumping is
stopped, the heater is switched off and the trap cools to below
10 K within 10 hours. No difference in Qo was observed when the
trap was/wasn't installed.

During a zero-field temperature drift measurement the dilution
refrigerator was put in single shot mode (no circulation of 3He)
and the lK-pot was closed to the pump. This caused a rapid increase
of IK-pot temperature towards 4.2 K and the pressure of the vacuum
space (pressure gauge located at room temperature) increased from
1.9'10"6 to 2.5"lO"6 mbar, possibly caused by degassing of helium
absorbed on the lK-pot. No change in temperature drift was
observed.

From these tests we conclude that the heat leak is not caused by
residual gas in the vacuum space.

6. Next we consider vibrations.

6a. It is possible that gas vibrations in the helium recovery system
(due to the lK-pot pump or the liqucficr, for example), transfer
to the cryostat. Closing the helium bath to the recovery system

however, had no effect on the heat leak.
6b. It is possible that boiling of liquid nitrogen (evaporating at a

rate of 2 liters/h) in the nitrogen bath causes vibrational

heating. Letting all the nitrogen evaporate had no effect on the '
temperature drift.

6c. Filling helium only causes temperature jumps when attaching/ ,

removing the siphon to/from the cryostat. The filling itself

caused no increase of the heat leak.
6d. The noisiest pump around is the lK-pot pump, located «• 10 m away

from the cryostat, in another room. Switching it off bad no effect
on the heat leak.
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There are some sources of vibrations that we did not switch off
(the airconditioning system of the laboratory, the booster pump of
the dilution refrigerator and its water cooling) but we estimate
them to be less noisy than the nitrogen bath and the lK-pot pump.
These observations make it very unlikely that the heat leak is
caused by vibrations.
It was suggested that the soft copper sheets of the nuclear stage
are susceptible to vibrations [GI088]. In the experiments described
above the sheets were not mechanically fixed in any way, they are
only connected at the top and bottom of the nuclear stage.
After fixing them by inserting a few tiny drops of Stycast 2850FT
at regular intervals between the sheets, the heat leak was again
measured (® in fig. 2.17): some change was observed, but this could
also be due to other changes made in the experimental setup
(chapter 3).

7. The nuclear stage is protected against thermal radiation using
various shields. In one experiment (described in chapter 3) the
still-shield (D in fig. 2.1) was not used; this did not increase
the heat leak (fig 2.17). Thermal radiation is very unlikely to
cause the heat leak, as the radiation level (~ T4) in the vacuum
space is extremely low.

8. Another heat release mechanism is relaxation of stress, especially
at press-contacts [GI088]; the number of press contacts in this
nuclear stage is not larger than that in, for instance, the
BayibUth nuclear refrigerator, while their heat leak (10 days after
cooling below 4.2 K) is an order of magnitude lower (fig. 2.17).

9. A heat leak of 6 nW in 61 moles of copper corresponds to
• 100 pW/mole, which is two orders of magnitude higher than the
heat leak expected from cosmic radiation [Pob82, GI088]. About 10 m
away from the cryostat, separated by several walls and a floor,
Mossbauer experiments are carried out in a room where the radiation
level is roughly 10 times higher then outside the laboratory. We
checked whether this radiation penetrated our shielded room and
found this not to be the case. Also, the 3He used in the dilution
refrigerator is not detected to emit any radiation (which could be,
due to tritium). Radioactive radiation therefore, does not explain
the heat leak.

10. Internal sources of heat leak.
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In many cryostats the heat leak is found to be time-dependent,
and is attributed to relaxation processes in various materials
[Pob82, Muc85, Pic88, GI088]. We will now consider the suspicious
materials used in our cryostat.

10a. The Vespel tube (weight 18 g).
Vespel is reported [Sch85] to release heat at low temperatu-
res: 0.1 nW/g 1 day after cooling below 4 K, 0.02 nW/g after
5 days. 18*0.02 = 0.4 nW, a small fraction of 10 nW.

10b. Stycast 2850FT.

The amount used is so small (<0.2 g), that the heat released

[Sch85] is negligible.

10c. Stainless steel washers (magnetic).
The nuclear stage was connected to the copper support tube by 8
brass screws together with 16 stainless steel washers (which
were magnetic in the sense that they are strongly attracted to a
permanent magnet); they weighed a total of 1.S6 g. In the cool-
down marked by ( o ) in fig. 2.17 they were used, but not in the
cooldown marked by ( » ) .

lOd. Brass screws.
Eight brass screws (13.15 g) to connect the stage to the copper
support tube, together with 5 brass screws to connect the silver
coldfinger of the Pt-thermometer to the stage, make a total
amount of 17 g of brass used in the heat leak measurements
indicated by ( o ) in fig. 2.17. In the experiment described in
chapter 3 (and indicated by ( » ) in fig. 2.17) 34 g of brass were
used.
No measurements on heat released by alloys are reported, except
for BeCu [GI088].

lOe. There are more suspicious materials:
-Teflon tube (releases no heat [Scb.85]);

-a nickel bellows and silver sinter inside the 3He-melting
curve thermometer;

-50ft NbTi-CuNi wire and insulation;
-CuNi capillary;
-GE varnish;
-sliced carbon resistor;
-excitation coil of Pt-thermometer;
-Kapton foil inside the excitation coil;
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The amounts are so small however, that they cannot explain the

heat leak.

Less suspicious are lead of the heat switch, Pt of the NMR-

thennometer and the silver coldfinger (52.1 g), as these are

well-characterized materials [Pic88].

These observations indicate that if the heat leak has an

internal origin, then the copper itseif must be the source.

lOf. Copper.

A well known source of heat release from copper is ortho-para

conversion of H2 [Sch83, Kol85, K0I86]. Fig. 2.17 shows the heat

released from 40 fxmole H . The decay behaviour is inconsistent

with that of the measured heat leak.

If one assumes a two level origin of the heat leak then Q = 10 nW

during IS days implies an amount of heat of 13 mJ released, and

for an energy difference AE between levels of AEfk = 3 K (k is

Boltzmann's constant; 3 K is a somewhat arbitrary choice [GI088J)

this means that 5'lCf4 moles or 9 ppm of Cu relaxed. Considering

the Cu-purity (4N, section 2.5) this is not an unreasonable

number. The rate of relaxation however is much lower than

expected from the standard tunneling model [Sch83, Sch85]. Also,

the heat released from copper objects is not related to their

purity, which made Gloos [Glo89] conclude that the above

described heat release mechanism is not the source of the heat

leak observed in various copper objects.

In conclusion, we have a zero-field heat leak of which the very slow

decay behaviour is inconsistent with heat leak measurements in other

cryostats, and the source of which we have not been able to identify.

2.10 A model for copper nuclear demagnetization

In order to check whether the lowest temperature attained by the

nuclear stage is consistent with the measured heat leak Q(B,B), a

simple model is developed to describe the demagnetization process

[Hen73, Bet89].

In an adiabatic demagnetization the nuclear temperature T changes

as
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dT T dB
S- = —5 (2.10.1)

dt B dt

The thermal coupling between nuclei and electrons (at temperature T )
is given by the Korringa relation [Lou74]

dT T (T - T )
a - " e — (2.10.2)

dt K
Co

where K^ is the Korringa constant of copper, K^ = 1.2 Ks [Glo91].
Thus the total time-derivative of T is the combination of eqs.
(2.10.1) and (2.10.2):

dT T (T - T ) T dB
n - n e n + (2.10.3)

dt K B dt
Cn

The heat leak Q is assumed to be first absorbed by the electrons:

dT
Q = c , — (2.10.4)

el dt

where C^ is the specific heat of 1 mole of electrons (eq. (2.9.7)).
The electrons in turn are cooled by the nuclei (eq. (2.10.2))

Q = C, e- + Q (2.10.5)

" dt

where (C is the specific heat of 1 mole Cu (eq. (2.6.6)))

dTQ = C l-
" dt

K T
Co D

Thus
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dT (A//OB2 (T - T )
Q = C 2- + ——51 • 5 - (2.10.6)

e dt K T
Co n

At T = T = 7 mK, B = 6 T, C /C = 2.1-10"*, i.e. we can neglect
e n el ni °^

C and simplify eq. (2.10.6) to

(A/u )B2 (T - T )
Q = ° 1-* 5 - (2.10.7)

£ T
Co n

or

K QT
T = T + — — (2.10.8)

( A / B 2

The lowest temperature attainable for a constant Q when demag-

netizing from B. T. is estimated by assuming T = T.B /B. (where B

is the final field)', and with eq. (2.10.8):

B. Kn Q
T —L. ~ B + — (2.10.9)

which is minimal for

Bf(opt) = ( CB ) m (2.10.10)

and

T
T (min) = 2 — - B(opt) (2.10.11)

B i

For Q = 6 nW/61 mole = MO"10 W/mole, B. = 6 T and T. = 7 mK it
follows that T (min) = 14 pK, which is an order of magnitude lower
than the lowest temperature measured, 115 ftK (section 2.8).
We must check whether this discrepancy is due to entropy losses during
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demagnetization, i.e. due to the dependence of Q on B and B. The set
of eqs. (2.10.3) and (2.10.8) determines the demagnetization process,
given the starting conditions B., T . - T^., the field as a function
of time B(t) and the heat leak Q(B,B); they are simply solved by
numerical integration on the computer.

From section 2.9a,b,c we have for the nuclear stage (omitting the
magnetoresistive effect (eq. (2.9.4)), thus overestimating Q in high
fields)

Q = 6 1 0 9 + 4B2 + l-10"8B2 (W) (2.10.12)

scaling to 1 mole gives (61 moles in zero field, 30 moles in field)

Q = MO"10 + 0.2B2 + 3-1010B2 (W) (2.10.13)

Using eq. (2.10.13) the model gives a lowest T of 20 #K, if the
demagnetization rate is well chosen (demagnetizing in steps by a
factor of 2, decreasing the rate by a factor of 2 at each step).
Recent experiments have shown that K is not constant, but depends on
B and T [Glo91]

8.7 10"7B2

2

e

where K „ = 1.2 Ks. With this correction, the lowest electron
Cu,v

temperature reached is 22
In conclusion, the models shows that the heat leak measured (eq.
(2.10.13)) is not the cause of the nuclear stage not cooling sig-
nificantly below 100 pK. This is consistent with the observation made
in section 2.8, that the rate of demagnetization is not a critical
parameter in reaching the lowest possible temperature. '

This conclusion, together with the observation made in section 2.7d
that the relaxation time of the Pt-thermometer is much longer than the j
spin-lattice relaxation time of Pt, strongly suggests that the copper
itself cools significantly below 100 fiK. The Pt-thermometer cannot
keep track of the nuclear stage temperature due to a combination of
localized heat leaks and insufficient thermal contact.

The main candidate for heating the Pt-thermometer is its own
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excitation coil, which we did not thermally anchor properly (section
2.7d), An internal heat leak of 10 pW in the coil may be sufficient to
continuously keep the Pt at a temperature larger than 100 JIK. The heat
leak is not a consequence of the tipping pulses (section 2.9d2).

2.11 Conclusion

We have built a copper nuclear demagnetization cryostat, in which the
demagnetization magnet is located in vacuum, positioned inside the
beat exchangers of the dilution refrigerator. Thus a very compact
setup is created, of which the main goals

1. insusceptible to vibrations;
2. small occupation of space;
3. easily demountable;
are indeed achieved.
The lowest temperature measured by a Pt-NMR thermometer was 115 /iK.
The lowest measured temperature is not limited by the heat leak (6 nW,
20 days after cooling below 4 K) but by a combination of localized
heat leaks and insufficient thermal conduction to the Pt-NMR ther-
mometer.
There are some improvements to be made:
1. We do not fully benefit from the large cooling power of the

dilution refrigerator.
It takes us 40 h to precool the stage (30 moles in 6 T) to 7 mK. By

•• decreasing the metallic thermal resistance (3 107 Q) between the
| silver sinter (inside the mixing chamber) and the nuclear stage a
! factor of 6, a gain in precooling time of more than a factor of 4
• can be made.

2. The heat switch must be miniaturized and magnetically shielded in
order to

\ a. prevent heating of the nuclear stage and the dilution
• refrigerator when ramping the heat switch magnet;

b. prevent thermal leaking of the heat switch when the demag-
I netization magnet is at high fields.
) 3. The thermal relaxation time of the Pt-NMR thermometer after a
i 90° -pulse is much longer than the spin-lattice relaxation time of
I Pt: * 1 hour at 0.2 mK. This is most likely due to the excitation

coil of the thermometer, which is inadequately thermally coupled to
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the nuclear stage. The copper leads of the coil should continue all
the way up the silver coldfinger to the nuclear stage, where they
must be properly heat sunk.

4. The zero-field heat leak to the nuclear stage is 6 nW (20 days
after cooling below 4 K). Despite many tests, the source of the
heat leak has not been identified.
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CHAPTER 3

AN EXPERIMENT TO DETECT VACANCIES AND THEIR POSSIBLE
BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION IN SOLID *He

3.1 Introduction

It is well known that the crystal structure of solids is not perfect '
at finite temperatures: it contains a certain density of thermally
activated crystal-defects [lCha77, Ash81, Kit86]. Among these defects
are vacancies (unoccupied lattice sites in a perfect Bravais lattice,
also called Schottky defects), interstitials (an extra atom or ion
which is not part of the perfect lattice structure) and dislocations
(e.g., line defects).

; For a crystal in thermodynamic equilibrium the density of defects
rapidly decreases with temperature (section 3.2), and at absolute zero
the crystal is perfect (if it is pure; in practice, of course, crys-
tals contain defects at zero temperature, because the time needed to
reach equilibrium in a crystal is very long: the defects are "frozen
in"). Solid helium may be an exception to this rule. In helium the van

• der Waals force between the atoms and the zero-point motion (inversely
•'; proportional to the atomic mass) are comparable [Fet91, Gly91]. This
% fact causes helium to be a fluid even at absolute zero; a pressure of
I 25.3 bar (34.5 bar) is needed to force the 4He-atoms (3He-atoms) into
I a lattice structure at T = 0. For the same reason, solid helium may ;.
. contain vacancies at zero temperature, even if it is in thermodynamic
k equilibrium. These "zero-point vacancies" (ZPVs) are not thermally A

\ induced, but are induced by the zero-point motion of the atoms [And69,
\ And82]. In solid 4He the ZPVs are bosons and are expected to Bose-

condense at some temperature T , giving rise to superfluid behaviour *}

of a solid [And69, Che70, Leg70].
It is not known whether ZPVs exist in solid helium, although many
papers have been published on the subject. All theoretical arguments
posed for or against their existence are speculative, relying on
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various assumptions necessary to describe the multi-particle

He-system. The large body of experimental data on various properties

of solid He certainly suggests that some "unidentified excitations"

exist near absolute zero, but their identification relies on assump-

tions necessary to analyze the data which sometimes contains much

scatter and is therefore speculative. We will come back to this

subject in section 3.4, after discussing thermal vacancies (TVs) in

solid He in section 3.3.

A number of experiments which have attempted to observe superfluidity

in solid 4He have been reported [lGre77, Bis81, Bon89, see also

Mei91]. All these experiments concentrated on the detection of

superflow in the solid. Unfortunately they all failed to positively

identify a supersolid state but did place upper limits on the product

of superfluid density and superfluid critical velocity [Mei91].

It was then suggested that the superfluid critical velocity might be

too low and an experiment was carried out which was insensitive to the

critical velocity [Ada90]. By measuring the pressure in a sample of

solid 4He as a function of temperature, they attempted to measure the

density of ZPVs (the ZPVs are expected to behave as a nearly ideal gas

for T » T [And69]), and a sudden pressure relaxation would indicate a

superfluid transition. At a sensitivity of 4 Pa (40 /{bar), the

pressure signal was flat between 1 and 195 mK [Ada90J. They did not

directly measure the temperature of the solid.

In this chapter an experiment is described, in which the pressure of a

constant volume sample of liquid/solid 4He was measured as a function

of temperature between 1.5 mK and 120 mK, both on the 4He-melting

curve and approximately 1 bar above it. The pressure was measured by a

sensitive capacitive pressure transducer, and the temperature of the

liquid/solid by a Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer.

Before describing the experiment, TVs and ZPVs in solid helium will be

discussed.

3.2 Thermally activated vacancies: general

Consider a perfect crystal at temperature T and volume V. The entropy

of configuration S of the lattice is zero, since

Sc = kRln Wc (3.2.1)
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where k is Boltzmann's constant, and W = 1 is the number of distin-
0 C

guishable configurations for putting N atoms on N lattice sites.
By introducing n vacancies, thus increasing the number of lattice
sites to N + n, S is increased [lCha77, Ash81] toc

(N+n)!
S = k In (3.2.2)

c B N ! n !

For N of the order of Avogadro's constant, we can use Stirling's
formula, In N! = N In N, and with n « N it follows that S is well
approximated by:

N
Sc = kBn In (3.2.3)

At constant T and V the crystal is in equilibrium when the free energy
F = E - TS is minimized (E is the energy, and S the entropy of the
crystal). The crystal can reduce its free energy by creating
vacancies, thus increasing the entropy. This also increases the energy
and entropy by £ (the vacancy formation energy) and s (the vacancy
formation entropy), per vacancy. The vacancy formation free energy is
then

f = fi - Ts (3.2.4)
V V V V '

Thus, when FQ is the free energy of the perfect crystal, F is given by

N
F = Fn + nf - TS = Fn + nf - Tk n In (3.2.5)

O v c O v B

which is minimized when

k.T j
n = N e B (3.2.6)

The configurational entropy (eq. (3.2.3)) then becomes
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f N k T
S - -Z— e B (3.2.7)

T

and the vacancy specific heat at constant volume is

f

3S k T f
BCv - T ( 2_) = k N e B ( v-)2 0.2.8)

V,v g T V B k T

T f ,
B ( v ) 2

where it is assumed that f/kBT » 1, which is generally true [Ash81,
Kit86]. Furthermore, we can write

f e s <t> s

kj kBT
(3.2.9)

where <t> is the vacancy formation energy (K) and follows from the tem-
perature dependence of n.

3.3 Thermally activated vacancies (TVs) in solid helium

The density of thermal vacancies (TVs) in solid helium has b*en
measured using various techniques. All experiments show that the
vacancy density is well described by eq. (3.2.6), but values obtained

• for <f> are not entirely consistent. 4> is minimal at melting pressure
1 (where the particle density is minimal) where for 3He <£ « 3 K and for
) *He <j> — 8 K (and possibly 0 = 0 at the minima of the 3He- and
, 4He-melting curves).
i Data for 0 from various experiments are compiled in [Dah86, FraS9].
| Some of the experimental techniques used are:
\ 1. X-ray scattering.
j Both in 3He [Hea84] and *ll~, [Fra89] the vacancy density follows the

exponcuUid behaviour of eq. (3.2.6). The formation entropy is very
! small, s » 0, in both 3K? and ^ e . For *Hc at melting pressure

0 = 8.2 K. This implies that at 1 K n/N « 2.7-10"4 and ex-
trapolating to 100 mK: n/N « 2.4-10'36.

• 2. Specific heat.
' Measurements of the specific heat of bcc 3He [2Grc77] show an
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excess specific heat at high temperatures of which the temperature
dependence is consistent with eq. (3.2.8); the estimated values for
<t> are consistent with those of X-ray scattering [Hea84]. However
the vacancy densities as determined from X-ray scattering [Hea84]
and from specific heat measurements [2Gre77] are inconsistent,
which could be due to the nature of the vacancies or to the
(unknown) value of s [Hea84].

In hep *He the excess heat capacity is much smaller than expected
from the vacancy density determined from X-ray measurements
{Fra89]. From experimental evidence, Trickey et al. [Tri72] state
that hep 4He contains no anomalous contribution to the specific
heat.

3. Pressure measurements.
When the vacancy concentration increases at constant volume, the
pressure will also increase. By measuring the pressure in an
all-solid sample, the temperature-dependence of n is determined.
This was done in bec 3He flwa86, Iwa87]: eq. (3.2.6) was obeyed, #
being reasonably consistent with X-ray measurements [Hea84], and
specific heat measurements [2Gre77].

4. Diffusion (NMR).
If vacancies exist in solid helium, they must affect the diffusion
of particles by vacancy-particle scattering. In a temperature
region where scattering processes are dominated by vacancy-particle
scattering, the diffusion coefficient D should follow a D — e~'
behaviour [And82J. This dependence is indeed observed:

- Self diffusion of 3He in solid 3He [Gly77, And82, Ber83].
The experiments of Sullivan et al. [Sul75] and Cfaapellier et al.
[Cha84, Cha85] suggest that 0 » 0 as V (molar volume of the

5,3

solid) approaches the melting value. If this is true, then ZPVs
may exist in solid 3He at melting pressure ([Mey90], section
3.4).

- Diffusion of 3He in solid 4He: at sufficiently high temperatures
D34 ~ e"* and is independent of 3He-concentration [And82,
Dah86].
Mizusaki et al. [Miz74] measured <f> near the melting temperature
T<m in the range 2 - 3 K, and found a constant value for the
ratio of ^ and T , #/T = 10.8 ± 1 K.

4»m 4,01
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- Diffusion of ions in solid 4He: at sufficiently high temperatures

D. ~ e"^/T, and D. = D, [And82, Dah86].
Data for 0 from X-ray scattering [Fra89] are not inconsistent with
the scattered data from various diffusion experiments [Dah86,
Fra89].

5. Attenuation of sound.
The attenuation of sound in solid helium will increase as a
function of temperature, due to the interaction of acoustic phonons
with elementairy excitations in the crystal. For bcc and hep 3He
[Bea81, 8ea83] the temperature dependence of the density of these
excitations was consistent with eq. (3.2.6); <t> was consistent with
values found in X-ray scattering experiments.

Lengua and Goodkind [Len90] carried out attenuation and sound
velocity measurements in ultrapure hep 4He at molar volumes V
very close to the value at melting (for T4 m < 1.2 K) in the
temperature range 0.03 - 0.9 K. They found a coupling of sound to
thermally activated excitations of which the temperature-dependence
of the density is consistent with eq. (3.2.6). However, 0 had
values in the range 0.7 - 1.7 K, decreasing when V approached
the melting value. These values are an order of magnitude lower
than measured by others very close to the melting curve [Miz74,
T = 2 - 3 K; A1178, T * 1.3 KJ.

4,111 4,m

These experiments indicate that TVs exist in solid helium, although
more measurements must be carried out to resolve the discrepancies
which exist between various experiments [Fra89].
We now consider ZPVs.

3.4 Zero-point vacancies (ZPVs)

For a finite value of <f> the density of TVs rapidly decreases with tem-
perature, and x ^ • n/N = 0 at T = 0 (eq. (3.2.6)).
However, as stated in section 3.1, the zero-point motion of the
lattice-atoms may keep the vacancy density finite at T = 0. At the
lowest temperatures, where the phonon density is essentially zero, the
vacancies in solid *He are expected to behave similarly to 3He-
impurities in solid 4He [And69]. Due to the zero-point motion, the 3He
atoms tunnel through the crystal very rapidly, and therefore cannot be
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described as localized impurities, but must be described by a wave-
function [Gly77]. Analogous to Bloch electrons in a Bravais lattice,
the He-impurities are not scattered by the crystal atoms, but only by
each other (and by crystal defects) [Gly77, And82]. Therefore, the
diffusion coefficient DJ4 of 3He-impurities in solid *He (in the limit
of zero concentration x and zero temperature) is expected to behave
as DJ4 ~ x'1 [Gly77, And82]. This predicted behaviour has been
confirmed by a number of experiments [Ric72, A1182, lMik83, 2Mik83].
This picture cannot be applied to 4He-impurities in solid 3He, because
the lattice of randomly orientated 3He-spins is not a Bravais lattice.
Indeed, the self-diffusion of 3He in solid 3He shows that diffusion
takes place in a random-walk process [Gly77].

While the atom-atom tunneling rate in helium is of the order 107 Hz,
the vacancy tunneling rate is much higher, 1011 Hz [2Guy72, Gol77],
due to less steric hinderance. Thus vacancies are more mobile than
He-impurities; ZPVs in solid He will behave as a dilute gas of
bosons, while ZPVs in solid 3He will behave as fermions tunneling
through the crystal in a random walk process. Only in fully polarized
3He will the ZPVs behave as a gas.

Since the ZPVs in solid 4He must obey Bose-Einstein statistics, they
must Bose-condense at some temperature T [And69]. Most authors agree
that Bose-Einstein condensation can only take place in a crystal
containing a finite concentration of vacancies [Che70, Imr75, Var76,
Che76]; exceptions are Leggett [Leg70], who considered solid *He to be
Bose condensed, containing a superfluid fraction * 10"4 at T = 0
(later Guyer [Guy71] considered this case too and estimated the uper-
fluid fraction to be much lower), and Saslow [Sas77]. The macroscopic
properties of a superfluid solid ("supersolid") have been studied
[And69, Sas77, Liu78] using a macroscopic theory, in close analogy to
the theory of two-fluid hydrodynamics; Cheng [Che76, Che81] described
the supersolid using a microscopic approach.

Predictions for the transition temperature are in the range 10~3 - I K
([Imr75]: when assuming xzpy = 10"4. T. < - 103 K; [Vrid76]:
Tc = 10'2 K, for a predicted valve of xz p y = 10"4 on the melting
curve; [Che76]: estimates T in the range 0.01 - 0.1 K assuming
*„>„ = 102: [Bon89, Guy71]: consider the transition to take place as
a consequence of the exchange interaction (analogous to the magnetic
phase transition in solid 3He), T * 1.5 mK; [Sas77J: considers a per-
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f e e t s o l i d ( i . e . x . , , = 0 ) a n d s u g g e s t s T - I K ) .
ZPV c

As mentioned in the introduction, a number of experiments have been
carried out to detect superflow in solid Tie, they all failed to
positively identify a supersolid state. The fact that no superfluidity
was detected may be caused by the critical velocity being too small,
but also by x z p y = 0.
Therefore, the question of superfluidity in solid helium can also be
stated as: x_BU > 0?

ZPV

Some arguments:
1. Guyer [Guy71] states that vacancies do not exist. He concludes this

fiom the measurements of Giffard and Hatton [Gif67]. They measured
the lattice-exchange equilibrium time T in solid He at a molar
volume of V o , = 20.0 cm3/mole, diluted with a very small
concentration of Tie. From 4> ~ 13.4 K, T = 0.4 K it followed that
the concentration of TVs is x = c"

134/0* = 3-10'15 < 10"w. But
of course this cannot be used to state that also x < 10"
because the lowest Tie-concentration, 5-10"7, still affected r ,
so that only x_ v < 5-10"7 can be concluded. As the experiment was
performed at a relatively small V , 4> was high; close to the
melting curve (the 3He-melting curve minimum is located at
T = 0.32 K, where V = 24.94 cm3/mole [Gri71]) 4> is considerably

5,3

smaller, and may even vanish (see argument 5).
2. The specific heat of bec 3He at low temperatures (T < » 0.5 K)

showed an anomalous excess contribution [Tri75] which could be
explained by several mechanisms [lGuy72, Gre75]. One of these was a
10"4 concentration of vacancies obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics
[Gre75]. In later measurements [2Gre77] the anomalous contribution
no longer appeared.

3. From NMR diffusion data it follows that x ^ < « 10"*, i.e.
XZPV < ~ 1<y4 ^Guy71i-

4. X-ray scattering measurements in hep Tie [Fra89] close to the
melting curve (Vs< = 20.900 cmVmole, the Tie-melting curve
minimum is located at T = 0.78 K, V = 20.985 cm3/mole [Gri73])
suggest that x ^ remains finite: xz p y » 10 . The same is seen in
bec 3He: x z p y • 5-10"4 [Hea84]. Both statements are speculative
because the scatter in the data is large.

5. Most experiments measuring 0 suggest that $ remains finite in 3He,
Tie for molar volumes up to the melting value. Some experiments
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however [in bcc 3He: Sul75, Hea84, ChaS4, Cha85; in hep *He: Len90]

suggest that <j> = 0 at the minima of the 3He-, 'He-melting curves.

For bcc 3He it cannot be concluded now that x > 0, because the
ZPV

molar volume at melting of solid He at T = 0 is considerably less
than at T = 0.32 K: the 3He-melting curve is "deep". But for 'He,
of which the melting curve minimiim is so small that
V (0 K) = V (0.78 K) in a good approximation, it is possible
that ^(0 K) = 0, and x z p y > 0.
Other experiments carried out close to the melting curve give
results inconsistent with (ft = 0 [in bcc 3He: Miz74, Iwa87; in hep
*He: A1178, Fra89].

6. Anomalous attenuation of sound is found in hep 4He [Len90], which
is consistent with the existence of zero-point defects and Boss-
condensation of the defecton gas. However, as the authors state,
they prove neither.

7. It is speculated that the high-field region in the magnetic phase
diagram of solid 3He corresponds to ferromagnetic ordering of the
3He-spins; the ordering would be brought about by a finite con-
centration of ZPVs [Wid75, And82, Mey90].

To summarize, no fundamen al theoretical arguments have been put for-
ward to prove or disprove the existence of ZPVs, and the experimental
data show x < * JO"4. Experiments must be carried out to determine
whether ZPVs exist, next to detecting sup«rflow in solid helium.

In the experiment described in this chapter a sensitive pressure gauge
is used to detect pressure changes in hep ^Je, both above (26.0 bar)
and on the melting curve.

At the lowest temperatures (T <*- 3 mF) the sensitivity of the gauge
was 1 - 2 Pa, mainly limited by self-heating of the gauge, as dis-
cussed in section 3.6.

In the case of all the 4He being solid, the pressure-temperature
relation will be that of an ideal gas [And69, assuming T x T ]:

P = —5ZY_ RT (3.4.1)
S , 4

where R = 8.3144 Jmole'K"1 and P is the excess pressure which

occurs as a consequence of the thermal energy of the vacancies. With
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XZPV = 1 0 ' T = 0.1 K, it follows that PMC<0.1 K) - P ^ O ) = 4 Pa,
which is detectable by the pressure gauge.
We note that x is assumed to be independent of temperature. Thus
this experiment is essentially different from that of Iwasa [Iwa86,

Iwa87] who determined pressure changes occurring as a consequence of

the temperature-dependence of the vacancy-density (eq. (3.2.6)).
The pressure change occurring as a consequence of the phonons when

increasing T from 0 to 0.1 K follows from [Hen69j

dP 234yR T
( ) v = ( )3 (3.4.2)

3 T V s , 4 &r>

where y is the Griineisen parameter and Q the Debye temperature. Then
the pressure change due to phonons is given by

1 234yR T 4

AP = P(0.1 K) - P(0) = — (3.4.3)

with V s 4 = 21.0 cnvVmole, ym/©D = 20 K [Hen69] we have
AP = 6 . 3 Pa.

P 4.

In the case of solid and liquid He coexisting, the pressure P will
follow the 4He-melting curve, given by the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation;

dP S s ,4 • S L . 4
( EL.) (3.4.4)

dT V s .4 " V L . 4

where S , S are the molar entropy of solid and liquid *He,
respectively; V is the molar volume of liquid ^ e .
Let us first consider the melting curve for x = 0.
On the melting curve, at T * 0, we have:
v r x " v

e i = 2.165-10-0 m3/mole [Gri73];

C

S w = f —±±- dT' = 6.7-lffV (Jmole'K1)
L,4 J rp,

0

where CL < = 2.0-lO"2*!3 (Jmole'K1) is the specific heat of liquid
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*He at constant volume near the melting curve [lGre73]. With

T
( )3 = 3.3-lO"2!"3 (Jmole'K1) [Gol67, 0 = 27 K]

&s-4 5 e

it then follows that

dT

or

d P 4_t

= -1.2-IOV (3.4.5)

A? s P (T) - P (0) = -3.0- 103T* (3.4.6)
me me ' me

?
me me

For T = 0.1 K it follows that AP = -0.3 Pa.
me

An increase in the molar entropy of solid He due to vacancies will
increase |dP /dT | . The molar entropy of an ideal gas is given by
[Zem81]

S = |RlnT + RlnV - Sfl (3.4.7)

where S is a constant. When applying this to the vacancies we must
assume the entropy to vanish at some temperature T :

SZPV = ! X
Z PV l n < T / T c>' T > T e (348)

where S__,, is the excess entropy of one mole of solid *He, due to
ZPV

ZPVs. Of course this is a crude way to describe Szpy, but considering
the uncertainty in T , it is a good starting point. Eq (3.4.5) now
becomes

d p | X . D U R 1 I I ( T / T )
5i_ = z ZPV £_ . 1.2- 1 0 V (3.4.9)

d T V V

I Assuming xzpy = 10"4, T, = 103 K, then at T = 0.1 K:
[ dP /dT = -2.6-103Pa/K, or between 50 and 100 mK P should change
T- me me v

£ by roughly -10^ Pa. This is well detectable by the pressure gauge.
• ¥
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3.5 Experimental setup

In this experiment a silver cell containing • 1.5 cm3 liquid/solid *He
is cooled to T < 0.2 mK; a Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer placed
inside the cell but thermally decoupled from it, reached a lowest
temperature of 1.5 mK. Using a capacitive pressure gauge, we aimed to
see the pressure effect of a superfluid transition in solid 4He and of
the thermal energy of the ZPVs. The volume of the cell is varied by
means of a stainless steel bellows; this enables us to reach the *He-
melting curve and form a considerable amount of solid 4He.
The 4Hc-cell is cooled by the copper nuclear demagnetization stage
(chapter 2), see fig. 3.1. The cell (fig. 3.2) is made of 3N silver
and is thermally connected to the nuclear stage by a 150 mm long,
10-15 mm diameter silver coldfinger (3N, rrr « 250). The cell was cast
in a graphite mould, with an estimated rrr > * 100. It was then
machined in the final form using a computer controlled milling
machine.

The cell contains two volumes: an approximately rectangular volume,
5x25x31 mm3 and a 16 mm long, 10.5 mm diameter cylindrical volume. The
walls of the rectangular volume are covered with a 1.2 mm thick layer
of 500-1000A sintered silver powder [Tokur], in order to reduce the
Kapitza boundary resistance [Lou74, Har79] between the cell and the
4He-liquid/solid inside. The sinter has a density of 4.0 g/cm3 and
weighs 6.7 g. The surface area of this powder is not well known but
having similar grain size as the well known ULVAC powder [ULVAC] we
assume it to have similar area after sintering. For a surface area of
2 m2/g [lFro77, Fro78, Osh81, Fra84] the total sinter area amounts to
13 m\ Thus a volume is left of 2.5x25x31 mm3, in which are located a
pressure transducer and a Pt-thermometer.

• The pressure transducer [Gri85, Woe91] is made of two 1.00 mm thick,
24 mm diameter sapphire disks, soldered together with glass
(fig. 3.3). The distance between the plates is 50 fim. The disks have

I 18 mm diameter Pt electrodes sputtered on both sides. Thus a capacitor
is made, the capacitance of which changes with the deflection of the
disks, i.e. with the outside pressure. Initially the capacitance was

I measured with a General Radio 1615A capacitance bridge in combination
,| with a PAR 124 lock-in amplifier. This combination gave a resolution
ji at 25 bar of only 40 Pa. We then switched to a capacitance bridge
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setup in which the reference capacitor was located at low

temperatures, fig. 3.4 [2Cha77]. The reference capacitor (mica) was
thermally anchored at the cold plate (I in fig. 2.1), at a temperature
T » 100 mK. With this setup the sensitivity improved to 2 Pa (at 25
bar), which was later improved to 1 Pa, as discussed in section 3.6.

The temperature of the 4He-liquid/solid in the cell was measured by a
Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer (fig. 3.5) which was donated to us by
R. Mueller [lCho84, 2Cho84]. The Pt-wires were thermally coupled to
the *He by a sintered Pt-powder (60A) pill, the area of which was
4 m2. The lowest temperature recorded by this thermometer was 1.5 mK
in both liquid and solid *He at pressures near 25 bar. The thermal

behaviour of the thermometer is discussed in section 3.9.
The twisted leads of both the pressure gauge and the Pt-thermometer
were made of SO/t Cu-wire, and were thermally coupled to the silver

body of the cell by Stycast 2850FT.
A stainless steel bellows located in the cylindrical volume of the
cell is used to compress the liquid in the cell, reach the 4He-melting
curve and form solid 4He. This cannot be easily done through the

filling capillary of the cell as it gets blocked with solid at
pressures above 25.3 bar because of the slight minimum in the
4He-melting curve. To be able to make as much solid as possible, the
volume inside the cell had to be minimized and kept constant. A
ruby-tip valve (D in fig. 3.1, fig. 3.6) was used to close the cell.
The valve [Roa72, Bla76, Kra89] was thermally connected to the mixing
chamber and connected to the cell by a » 0.5 m long capillary, 0.5 mm

outer, 0.1 mm inner diameter. The volume inside the cell which was
left after installing the pressure gauge and the thermometer, was
filled with 2 mm thick teflon plate (fig. 3.2). The performance of the
bellows is described in section 3.7.
The cell was vacuum sealed using gold wire [Ric88]. Indium could not
be used as it is a superconductor with a critical field H = 280 G, 4

exceeding the NMR field of 137 G; the field homogeneity at the Pt-
thermomster would be severely degraded. The 0.5 mm diameter gold wire i
was bent to form a loop conforming to the dimensions of the cover of '
the cell (fig. 3.2). The loop was closed by argon-arc welding the ends
together. The loop was then annealed in air for 30 minutes at 900* C
(appendix 1), in order to soften it, enabling it to deform and seal
the cell. This worked well, but when the cell was opened after the
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Figure 3.1

Experimental setup to cool the 4He-cell to T < 0.2 mK.
(See fig. 2.1 for the details of the nuclear demagnetization setup)

A. Lower part of copper nuclear stage (fig. 2.1).
B. Mixing chamber of dilution refrigerator (fig. 2.2).
C. Copper plate supporting the nuclear stage (fig. 2.3).

D. Ruby tip valve (fig. 3.6) thermally anchored at B, used to
open/close the *He-cell M.

E. Copper thermal shield (M in fig. 2.1), T * 100 mK.

F. Brass thermal shield, thermally connected to C, protecting M.
G. Silver coldfinger thermally connecting M to A. The CuNi

capillaries through which L and M are filled with 4He are
thermally anchored to the coldfinger by M3 silver screws.

H. 300 mm long, 42 mm inner diameter, notched coil, wound on F,
providing the magnetic field for the thermometers O and P.

I. Gradient coil wound on H.

J. 195 mm long, open superconducting shield (0.1 mm Nb foil,
2 windings on 0.1S mm Kapton) to improve the homogeneity of
the field provided by H. The shield is thermally connected to F.

K. 195 mm long, closed superconducting shield (0.1 mm Nb foil,
closed by argon-arc welding) to shield the thermometers O, P
against the fringe fields of the demagnetization magnet and
switch magnet (fig. 2.1). The shield is thermally connected
to E.

L. Stainless steel bellows to reduce the volume in M, compressing 4He.
M. Silver *He cell (fig. 3.2).

N. 24 mm sapphire pressure transducer (fig. 3.3) measuring the
pressure of the ^e-liquid/solid in M.

O. Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer (fig. 3.5) measuring the
temperature of the 4He-liquid/solid in M.

P. Silver plate (2x21x100 mm3) thermally connecting M and Q.
Q. Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer (fig. 2.12) measuring the

temperature of M.
R. Carbon resistance thermometer measuring the temperature

of the lower part of F.
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Figure 3.2

Silver 4He-cell (M in fig 3.1) viewed from 3 directions: broad side,
narrow side and view inside the cell when the cover N is removed.

A. Silver piece to thermally connect the cell E to the silver
coldfinger (G in fig. 3.1). It has a 10 mm hole allowing
access to the filling capillary B.

B. CuNi capillary to fill C.
C. Stainless steel bellows, tilled with liquid *He through B,

used to compress the liquid/solid in D.

D. Space within E, filled with liquid/solid *He.
E. Silver *He-cell.
F. CuNi capillary to fill D. The capillary is closed/opened by the

valve (D in fig 3.1, fig. 3.6).

G. Teflon plate (thickness 2 mm) to reduce the volume occupied by *He
in D. The plate is thermally connected to N by Stycast 2850FT.

H. 24 mm diameter sapphire pressure transducer (fig. 3.3) to measure
the pressure in D. The 18 mm sputtered electrodes and the
solderings of the leads M are electrically insulated from the
sintered (R) walls by 13// Kapton foil. The foil was perforated to
keep it "thermally transparent".

I. Pt-powder pill (fig. 3.5) to thermally connect the
4He-liquid/solid in D to K.

J. Tapped holes (M2).
K. Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer and its excitation coil (fig 3.S).
L. Feedthrough for the twisted Cu-leads of the excitation coil K,

sealed with Stycast 2850FT.

M. Feedthrough for the twisted Cu-leads of H, sealed with Stycast
2850FT.

N. Cover of E. The cover closes the cell using 14 M2 stainless steel
screws and a gold-wire loop.

O. Silver plate (P in fig. 3.1) thermally connecting E to P.
P. Pt-wire NMR thermometer to measure the temperature of E.
Q. Excitation coil of P.

R. 1.2 mm thick layer of sintered silver powder (500-1000 A).
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Figure 3.3
Sapphire capacitive

pressure transducer.

1. Pt electrodes.

2. Sapphire disks. 5 -

3. Electrical leads.

4. Small bridge to connect

the inner and outer

electrodes.

5. Glass solder.

24 mm

Figure 3.4
Capacitance bridge setup for measuring the capacitance of the pressure

transducer, Cpt (fig. 3.3). The signal (0.5 - 13 kHz, 10 V RMS) of a

PAR 124 lock-in amplifier is fed into a Dekatran dt72a standard decade

transformer (7 decades) through a PAR TM 190 isolation transformer.

The mica reference capacitor (at T ** 100 mK) has value C — 155.7 pF.

The resistive component in the bridge setup is balanced by the

resistor R. The out-of-balance signal was enhanced by a PAR 117

differential preamplifier. All components and leads are shielded, the

shields connected to a common ground.

ratio
transformer

lock-in-
amplifier

isolation
transformer

1000:10
signal i

ref

'ref
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Figure 3.5
Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer.

1. Pt-powder (60k) sintered pill, length 2.5 mm, diameter 4 mm, fil-

ling factor 37 %, weight 0.25 g. Surface » 4 m2.

2. Cu excitation coil, 8 layers of 25n Cu-wire, total number of

windings 871. The coil has length 3.6 mm, inner diameter 0.8 mm,

outer diameter 1.3 mm. L = 0.15 mH.

3. Quartz plate.

4. 450 25fi Pt-wires, length

14 mm, mass 0.066 g. The / 2

wires were thermally

connected to 1 by compres-

sing them together with

1 in the sintering process.

1

Figure 3.6
Hydraulically driven ruby-tip valve.

1. Hydraulic piston driven by *He.

2. Ruby sphere for centering.

3. Brass rod.

4. Ni bellows.

5. Silver body.

6. Sintered silver heat exchanger.

7. Brass holder.

8. Ruby sphere.

9. BeCu seat.

10. Epoxy cone.

11. Stycast joint.
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experiment was finished it was found that the silver flange surface

had deformed considerably; it is doubtful whether the same cell can be

sealed twice [Ric88].

The temperature of the silver cell itself was also measured by a

Pt-wire pulsed NMR thermometer (Q in fig. 3.1). The construction and

thermal behaviour of this thermometer are extensively discussed in

section 2.7. Both Pt thermometers were calibrated by a 3He-melting

curve thermometer, as discussed in section 2.7b. As stated in chapter

2, the setup of fig. 2.1 for the Pt-thcrmometer gave problems of flux

jumps and field inhomogeneity (tbe linewidth was large, 2-3 G). In the

setup of fig. 3.1 the thermometers are located further away from the

demagnetization magnet (J in fig. 2.1) and the heat switch magnet (Q

in fig. 2.1), and the magnet providing the field for both

Pt-thermometers has a much larger length/diameter ratio. Two long

superconducting shields are used to further homogenize and shield the

magnetic field. As far as the homogenization was concerned, this

worked well; the linewidth of both thermometers was 0.25 G,

approaching the intrinsic linewidtb of Pt (0.15 G [Yu81]). Ramping the

gradient coil (I in fig. 3.1) had no effect on the linewidth,

indicating that the open shield (J in fig. 3.1 [Hcc87]) worked well.

The flux jumps however, persisted. Following similar arguments as used

in chapter 2, we estimate the temperature to be known with an accuracy

of 5%.

3.6 Characteristics of tbe pressure transducer

The relation between the capacitance C of the pressure transducer

and the pressure P4 is shown in fig. 3.7. It was found that, despite

extensive training, kinks persisted in the Cp4-P4 relation at T < 4 K.

The kinks actually represent a sharp decrease of the slope dC /dP .

The first calibration was carried out at T < « 100 mK ((•) in fig. 3.7)

where P4 was limited by the solidification of *Kc at P4 = 25.32 bar

[Gri73]. Despite numerous cycles 3 - 25.3 bat, a kink persisted at

P4 = 21 bar, limiting the dCp4/dP4 ratio to 2.7 pF/bar at P+ = 25.3

bar At this sensitivity the melting curve of 4He was studied between

1.5 and 120 mK, as discussed in section 3.8.

After this the nuclear stage was heated to 2 K, in order to fill the

cell with solid alone (this could not be done by the bellows, as
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Figure 3.7
Pressure-capacitance relation of the pressure transducer (fig. 3.3).

(•): calibration at T < * 100 mK; (a): calibration at T * 2 K;

(•): calibration at T = 77 K; (x): calibration at room temperature.
All data points (x) are fitted to within 0.1% by the relation

Cpt = a + fiR'Unfd+Ri/a-R)], where R = <P/PJM; a = -20.83 pF,

0 = 48.58 pF, P = 25.56 bar.

discussed in section 3.7). The transducer was again trained ((a) in
fig. 3.7), now to its shorting pressure of 32.8 bar. The change in
slope now occurred at 25 bar, unfortunately below the melting curve
pressure. The experiment in the all solid phase was carried out at P4

= 26.0 bar, where dC /dP = 5 . 5 pF/bar, at a sensitivity improved by
a factor of 2. After the measurements, the transducer was calibrated
at room- and nitrogen-temperature ((x),(*) in fig. 3.7) where it
showed a smooth C -P relation. Most likely, the persisting kinks are
caused by solid air between the sapphire disks. This explains why no
kinks exist at nitrogen temperature, and why the shorting pressure and
shorting capacitance at 2 K (32.8 bar, 225 pF) are considerably higher
than at room temperature (26.4 bar 205.7 pF). A possible way to solve
this problem is to cool down from 77 K to 4 K while the capacitor is
shorted.
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The shorting resistance of the pressure transducer was very high:

836 Q. This is explained by the poor quality of the Pt-electrodcs and

the small bridges connecting them (fig. 3.3). The electrodes are

probably contaminated with argon [Woe91].

The self-heating of the capacitor is proportional to its resistive

component R in series:

QC p 4 = 1 2 , (3.6.1)
C M 1 + co Cj4R2

where V is the RMS amplitude of the excitation voltage, at angular

frequency <o. For V = 10 V RMS, o> = In-0.555 kHz, Cp4 = 134.4 pF,

R = 836 Q it follows that Q C M = 18 nW. The heat leak measured (by the

method described in section 2.9) at these settings was 36.8 nW. We do

not know the reason for a factor of 2 discrepancy.

The capacitor was excited at Ve = 0.1 V RMS when QC p 4 = 36.8/104 =

4 pW. It was found that the lowest temperatures reached by the

Pt-thennometer inside the cell (T * 1.5 mK, while the cell itself

cooled below 0.2 mK) depended on V . Disconnecting C , while

V = 0.1 V RMS, co =2*-0.555 kHz, decreased T by 5%. At V = 0.2 V RMS

this was 12%. We conclude that the self heating of the pressure

transducer is too high, mainly due to the poor quality of the

electrodes, limiting V and thereby the sensitivity of the gauge at

temperatures below T <• 3 mK. In this experiment the pressure

transducer was always excited at V^ < • 0.1 V RMS (in fig. 3.4

V = 10 V RMS is transformed to 0.1 V RMS, split to 2 capacitors:

V = 0.05 V RMS), at frequencies in the range 0.5 - 13 kHz.

Thus the sensitivity of the gauge while studying the 'He-melting curve

was 2 Pa (limited by the noise level) and in the all solid phase

(26.0 bar) this was improved by a factor of 2 to 1 Pa.

3.7 Characteristics of tbe bellows

After the cell was filled with liquid *He up to a certain pressure P ,

the cell was closed by the valve. P was further increased by

pressurizing the bellows with liquid *He to a pressure P.. This way

the ne-nielting curve was reached, and a certain amount of solid *He

was made. We will now estimate this amount.
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When the cell is closed by the valve, the sum of the volume V of the
cell and the volume V of the bellows is conserved

b

dV + dV = 0
4 b

(3.7.1)

where dV4 = -KL+V4dP4 (KL4 = -V4'dV4/dP4 is the compressibility of
liquid 4He) and dVt = O dl . Ou = ntf, where r is the radius of tie

b O D D b b

b e l l o w s ; t h u s O f c i s t h e c r o s s - s e c t i o n o f t h e b e l l o w s . 1 i s t h e
d e v i a t i o n o f t h e b e l l o w l e n g t h f r o m i t s s t r a i n - f r e e v a l u e , i . e . 1 = 0
when P

4
P .

b
1 only depends on the difference P - P . Thus

D 4 b

dl.

d(P4 - Pb)
(3.7.2)

defines the bellows characteristic and eq. (3.7.1) becomes

(3.7.3)

or

dP.

d(pb - p4)
(3.7.4)

(bar)

P4 (bar)
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Fig. 3.8 shows the relation between P4 and P4 - Pb in 4 different
close-off situations (i.e. the curves depend on the values of P4 and
PL at which the valve was closed). The figure shows that when

D

P - PL > » IS bar the bellows is no longer effective: it is deformed
4 D

so much that the ribs of the bellows touch each other and the
elasticity is severely degraded. When P - P < — -12 bar the bellows
touches the sintered walls of the cell and also in that case it is no
longer able to reduce V4.
Using the compressibility-data of Watson et al. [Wat69], with V4 = l.S
cm3, it follows from fig. 3.8 that:
when P4 - Pfc = -9 bar: Zfc = 6.6-10 3 cm3/bar;

= -5 bar: Zfc = 6.9 -10'3 cm3/bar;
= -1 bar: Zfc = 5.9-10'3 cm3/bar;
= + 4 bar: Zfc = 5.1-10'3 cmVbar;
= +20 bar: Zfc = 0.63-10"3 cm3/bar.

With r = 0.45 cm and Zt = 6-10"3cm3/bar it follows that the length of
b b

the bellows changes 0.1 mm per bar pressure difference between the
cell and the bellows.
As the curves 3 and 4 in fig. 3.8 show, solid *He is formed when
P = 25.3 bar. The amount of solid formed depends on the bellows
volume-change when P is increased further. Just before solid is
formed, there are n moles of liquid in the cell

n4VL4 - V4 (3.7.5)

Further increasing P , by an amount AP, will cause the cell volume to
change by AV; a fraction x of the liquid in the cell is solidified:

(3.7.6)

and

4 i S,4 4 i L,4 4 4

It follows that

xf = 5 * APh (3.7.8)
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When preparing the melting-curve experiment, the first solid *He
formed at P = 6 bar, and PL was increased to a final value of 20 bar.

b o

From fig. 3.8 it followed that the bellows was effective when
Pb > 25 - 15 = 10 bar. Thus APb = 20 - 10 = 10 bar and with
Zu = 6 10'3 cm3/bar, V - 1.5 cm3, V = 20.98 cm3/mole, V A = 23.15

b 4 S»4 JLf4

cm /mole [Gri73] we have x = 43 %. Even if the valve were closed at
P = 25.3 bar, P = 0 bar, the maximum amount of solid is x = 64 %.

4 b s

Thus, the bellows worked well in reaching the melting curve and making
a considerable amount of solid, but it could not solidify all liquid
*He in the cell.
3.8 Results of the pressure measurements

In this experiment we aimed to see two effects: a sudden pressure
change due to the superfluid transition in solid 4He, and a gradual

pressure change with temperature due to the ideal-gas behaviour of the
ZPVs. As far as the first effect is concerned, no sudden pressure
changes were observed and therefore we found no indication of a

superfluid transition. This holds for the temperature range
1.5 - 120 mK, both on the melting curve (sensitivity 2 Pa) and at
P = 26.0 bar (sensitivity 1 Pa).
The *He had an estimated 3He content of 0.1 - 1 ppm.

For measuring the pressure as a function of temperature, the following
procedure was followed:
1. After precooling one night, the nuclear stage was demagnetized

(chapter 2) relatively fast (•> 10 hours) to zero magnetic field,
cooling the cell to T * 0.25 mK. When precooling longer (to 7 mK)
and demagnetizing slowly (chapter 2) the cell cooled to 0.17 mK.
The lowest temperature indicated by the thermometer in the cell was
1.5 mK.

2. The nuclear stage was heated to gradually increase the temperature
to 120 mK during the night, over a time span of * 12 hours. The in-
phase pressure signal was traced by a recorder. During the
measurement the dilution refrigerator was maintained at a stable
3He-flow and a stable mixing chamber temperature, ensuring that the
reference capacitor was at a constant temperature.

We found that C changed with temperature but that this was not due
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deviation from
ratio-transformer Betting

e

2.22 kHz'

10 20 30 40 60 70 BO 90 100 110 120
• T(mK)

Figure 3,9
Temperature dependence of Cp . (X): 2.22 kHz, on melting curve;
(a): 4.72 kHz, on melting curve; (o): 13.1 kHz, on melting curve.

The amount of solid is estimated in section 3.7 to be 43%.

(+): 13.1 kHz, 150 mbar below melting curve.
A 10* change on the ratio transformer corresponds to a capacitance

change of 5-10~* pF and a pressure change of 20 Pa.

to pressure changes in the cell (rig. 3.9). The curves indicated by
( o ) and (+) show Cp4 (change in ratio transformer setting) as a
function of temperature on, and ISO mbar below, the 4He-melting curve.
The curves are almost parallel; the small deviation ( * 5 Pa) from full
parallelism was caused by a slow pressure drift in the case of the
cell filled with only liquid. This was confirmed by cooling the cell
(after data were taken up to T = 120 mK) fast back to below 10 mK.
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Thus the change of C with temperature is not correlated with solid
*He or with the *He-melting curve within an accuracy of 2 Pa. Changing
the frequency shifted the minimum in the curves. This behaviour is
attributed to a distribution of dipolar two level systems having tun-
nel splittings comparable to the thermal energies k T, and relaxation
rates comparable to the frequency [2Fro77, 3Fro77, 4Fro77]. Most
likely, the source of this parasitic, temperature-dependent capacitan-
ce is the insulation of the twisted leads of the pressure sensor. The
glass solder at the edges of the quartz plates is amorphous, but other
pressure gauges made by the same method (used in 3He-melting curve
thermometers and Pomerancbuk-cells) never showed temperature dependent
parasitic capacitances. The sapphire itself is less likely to be the
cause, because it is a pure crystal [Woe91]. A similar effect has been
observed in another experiment [Fuk88, Isb.90, Fro91].
From fig. 3.9 (and from measurements of C below 5 mK) we conclude
that the melting curve of 4He is flat in the temperature range between
1.5 and 120 mK, at an accuracy of 2 Pa.

After this measurement the nuclear stage was heated to 2 K and the
pressure gauge trained (section 3.6), improving its sensitivity by a
factor of two to 1 Pa. The cell was filled with liquid at P * 28 bar
and cooled down to T < 100 mK. This left the cell filled with solid
4He at P4 = 26.0 bar. The experiment as described above was again
carried out, the pressure remained constant within 2 Pa. The accuracy
is not 1 Pa, because the accuracy is determined by the parasitic
capacitance which was measured with an accuracy of 2 Pa as described
above.

We note here that the pressure change occurring in solid 4He at
constant volume as a consequence of increasing the temperature from 0
to 100 mK is 0.3 Pa (eq. (3.4.3)). This also follows from the data
given by Trickey et al. [Tri72]; at T < 0.5 K, Vg 4 = 20.16 cm3/mole
they give

( ) v = 0.1T3 (atmK'1) (3.8.1)
dT

and thus

o. i

P(0.1 K) - P(0 K) = J O.lT^dT = 0.3 Pa (3.8.2)
o
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When considering the case of all liquid ^ c , we write

3P 3P flV « , A

) v - -( )T( \ ^ 0.8.3)
dT v 3V T 3T p K L 4

where a = V^BV/flT) is the thermal expansion coefficient of
liquid *He, and K, A = -V'OV/dP), the compressibility. Grilly
[Gri73] gives a = 3-10 K at T = 0.5 K near melting pressure.
With a, ~ T3 we have a, A = 2 ' l f f V (K'1) and with K = 4.5-10'3

bar it follows from eq. (3.8.3) that

3P , .
( ) = 0.04T3 (barK1) (3.8.4)

dT v

Thus P(0.1 K) - P(0 K) = 0.1 Pa. This is a rough estimate, as the data
of Grilly [Gri73] show considerable uncertainty below 0.6 K, and at
T = 0.5 K a is not yet dominated by a "Î -behaviour [Gri73, WU67].
As stated before, our *He contained 3He at a concentration in the
range x = 10"* - 10"7. The 3He behaves like an ideal gas above
T * 1 mK (section 3.9), both in solid and liquid *He. The pressure
exerted by the 3He is given by eq. (3.4.1), with x_D%7 replaced by x,.

- ZPV 3

The pressure change due to He at a concentration x = 10 between 0

and 0.1 K is

x,
—RT = 0.04 Pa (3.8.5)

where V J = 23.15 cm3/mole. In solid *He (VCJ = 21.0 cm3/mole) the

result is approximately the same (section 3.4).

Thus the pressure changes occurring due to phonons or 3He are one to
two orders of magnitude lower than our present sensitivity of 2 Pa.
The results of the pressure measurements will be interpreted in
relation to vacancies in section 3.10.
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3.9 Thermal behaviour of the *He-Pt-NMR thermometer

A Pt-thermometer (fig. 3.5) was used to measure the temperature of the

liquid/solid in the *He-cell. Its magnetization was measured by a

PLM-3 [Instr], and was related to its temperature T „ by calibrating

it with a He-melting curve thermometer (section 2.7b), fig. 3.10. The

calibration was given by

1434
T

NMR
NMR NMR - 14.8

where NMR is the readout of the PLM-3.

Below T * 3 mK, T deviated from the temperature of the nuclear
NMR

stage, as determined by the He-melting curve thermometer and the

second Pt-thermometer (Q in fig. 3.1). This indicates that the

thermometer was insufficiently thermally coupled to the *He, or that

the *He was heated by some yet unidentified heat leak. While the cell

itself cooled below 0.3 mK, the lowest temperature reached by the

Pt-thermometer was T » 1.5 mK. This regardless to whether the cell
NMR

was filled with all liquid (150 mbar below the melting curve) or all

solid (26.0 bar).

Applying tipping pulses at regular time intervals At, we read a

certain temperature; if At is too small the thermometer is heated and

indicates a higher temperature (lower magnetization), fig. 3.11. In

this way the thermal relaxation time r of the thermometer with respect

to the surrounding thermal bath can be calculated from
-At

where a is a constant. For the data of fig. 3.11 this fit is shown in

fig. 3.12. Fig. 3.13 shows T as a function of temperature in the range

2 - 30 mK and indicates x «• T"2.

In order to explain this result we must determine the thermal

conductivity and heat capacity of both 4He (solid and liquid) and the

Pt-thermometer, together with the thermal boundary resistance between

the thermometer and the *He-liquid/solid.

The molar heat capacity of liquid *He is given by (section 3.4)
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200 - Jk

0 0.05

Figure 3.10
Relation between the readout

of the PLM-3 (proportional

to the magnetization) and

the temperature indicated by

a ^He-melting curve thermo-

meter. The magnetization was

measured by 10 V, 125 kHz,

16 fisec (2 cycles) tipping

pulses.

Figure 3.11
PLM-3 readout as a function

of time-interval At between

the tipping pulses.

The equilibrium readout

(NMR = 640) corresponds to

a temperature of 2.3 mK.
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Figure 3.12
Deriving the

thermal relaxation

time x of the Pt-

wire thermometer

from the data of

fig- 3.11.

50 100 150 200 250

Figure 3.13
The thermal relaxation time z

of the Pt-wire thermometer

inside the *He-cell, as a

function of temperature,

(o): On melting curve (the

cell contains 43 % solid,

as estimated in section

3.7).

(x): All solid, PA = 26.0 bar.

(A): All liquid, 150 mbar

below melting curve.
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C = 2.0-10'V (Jmole^K1) (3.9.2)
L,4

and for solid *He

dS
C = T(—^) = 9.9-lOV (Jmole'K1) (3.9.3)

* AT*

The Fermi-temperature of a dilute solution of 3He in liquid ^He near
the melting curve is given by (chapter 1, [2Bay78])

h 2 k 2 h2(3*2x n J2'3

T = - — = ?—^ = 2.26xf (3.9.4)

where h = 1.055-10'34 Js, k = 1.381 -10'23 Jmole^K"1, k = (3n\)m

3 r 3

is the radius of the Fermi sphere, n is the density (by number) of
3He-atoms, x, = n /n is the concentration of 3He in ^ e at very low

* to <j

concentrations (eq. (1.2.1)), nL4 = 2.6-10^ m is the density of
pure liquid 4He at melting pressure [Wat69] and m* » 3m is the
effective mass of a 3He-impurity in 4He (table 1.1, [Mur78];
m3 = 5.0-10'27 kg is the 3He-atomic mass). For x3 = 10"6 we have
T = 0.23 mK. This means that in the temperature range 2 - 3 0 mK the
heat capacity of the 3He-content per mole ^ e is well described by the
ideal gas expression fWil67, 2Gre78, Gre79]

C3 = |x3R (3.9.5)

The equality C3 = CL 4 holds when

T = 8.5xj/3 (3.9.6)

For x3 = 10T6 (107) it follows that T = 85 mK (39 mK). Thus, in the
region 2 - 3 0 mK the heat capacity of liquid *He in the cell is
dominated by the ^He-content (0.1 - 1 ppm). This was experimentally
observed by Greywall [lGre78]; in the case of 0.37 ppm 3He in *He he
saw the 3He-heat capacity dominate below T » 50 mK.
Eq. (3.9.5) is expected to hold also in the case of solid *%, as the
3He behaves as an ideal gas (sections 3.3, 3.4).
The equality C, = C. A holds when

J 5,4
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T = 5.0x^'3 (3.9.7)

For x, = 10"* (107) it follows that T = 50 mK (23 mK). Thus the heat
3

capacity of the solid is also dominated by 3He, except near 30 mK, if

the 3He-concentration is low.
It is known that solid 3He-4He mixtures phase separate at T = 0
[Edw62, Wil67, Var76]; the critical temperature is given by

- AE
T = (3.9.8)

p' 2Rln(x3)

where AE/R = 1.51 K [Edw62], For x3 = 10"* (10~7) we have T § = 55 mK
(47 mK). Therefore the solid in the cell should phase separate. We
assume this not to happen however, as x is too low to form nucleation
droplets, and if it does separate, it will take place on a time scale
much longer than a day [Mik88]. Also, it is not yet clear whether the
solid phase separation is complete or whether 3He has a small finite
solubility in solid 4He [Mey83, Mey90].

The heat capacity of the liquid/solid in the cell (V4 = 1.5 cm3)
would then be

C « | x R _ i - V = 0.9x, (J/K) (3.9.9)
4 £t 3 *T 4 3

0

where NQ = 6.022-1023 mole'1 and nL4 * n+ = 2.8-1028 m"3 « n $ 4 ; for

simplicity the density of liquid and solid *He are approximated as
equal.
Here we must note that the polarization A (eq. (1.5.1a)) of the 3He-
nuclei due to the NMR field is negligible. As T » Tp we can use the
Curie law [Kit86]

d B
(3.9.10)

where Mm = 1.075«10'26 J/T is the magnetic moment of a 3He-atom. With
B = 13/7-10° T (the NMR field), T - 2.0 mK we have A = 5.5 10'3.
Effects of 3He-polarization can be neglected when calculating x.
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The hc&t capacity of the Pt-NMR thermometer has a magnetic
contribution due to the nuclei [Pic88] and an electronic contribution
[Kit86]

1.4-10"7B2n
C = *L + 6.8* Iff*!* (3.9.11)

Pt rp2 Pt

where n^ = (0.25 + 0.066)/195.1 = 1.6-10'3 moles of Pt (fig. 3.5; the
Pt-wires have weight 0.066 g, the Pt-sinter pill 0.25 g, the molar
weight of bulk Pt is 195.1 g). The fact that only 33.8 % of the Pt-
atoms in bulk Pt have a nonzero magnetic moment is contained in eq.
(3.9.11). The electronic and nuclear contributions to Cpt are equal
when

T = (2.1-10JB2)1/3 (3.9.12)

At B = 13.7-10"3 tesla: T = 16 mK. In the low temperature part of our
temperature range 2 - 3 0 mK the nuclei dominate C , while at high
temperatures the electrons dominate.

The heat capacity of the liquid/solid in the cell (eq. (3.9.9)) is
equal to the heat capacity of the nuclei when

0.9x3 = 4.2-10"Mr2 (3.9.13)

then for x3 = 10"6 (10'7): T = 0.2 mK (0.7 mK). Thus, In the temper-
ature range 2 - 3 0 mK we have C » C , and in the thermal relaxation
equation

T = RC (3.9.14)

where R is the thermal resistance and C the heat capacity, we must use
C = Cpt.

Next we consider the thermal conductivity of pure liquid Tie. This is
given by [Wil67]
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where k is the phonon mean free path (determined by boundary
scattering rather than by phonon-phonon-scattering) and sL 4 is the
velocity of sound. With A = 1 mm (typical distance between the Pt-
sinter pill and the sintered walls of the cell), s = 365 m/s
[Wil67] it follows that

tfL4 = 105T3 (WK'tn1) (3.9.16)

and for pure solid ^ e ( s s 4 = 450 m/s [Tri72], n g 4 = 2.9-102* m3)

K = 715T3 (WK'W) (3.9.17)
54

3We have to compare this result to the thermal conductivity of the 3He-

impurities. From eq. (1.3.6c) the thermal conductivity of a dilute
mixture for T < Tp is derived:

1.5- 1 0 V , .
K = — (WKT'm1) (3.9.18)

3 <, <

Without showing the details of the substitution of various numbers we
just note that eq. (3.9.18) is consistent with experimental values
[Abe68, they measured K at saturated vapour pressure, where K is
roughly 5 times higher than at melting pressure; the difference is
caused by the pressure dependence of m*, n4 and the potential
parameter vj. When T > Tp the 3He will behave as an ideal gas and

~ T i a [Mey90]; from elementary kinetic theory it follows that
3 >

where X is the mean free path

(a is the atomic scattering cross section), and
*

8 k * T ,„
v. - ( J—)w (3.9.21)

nm
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is the average thermal velocity of a 3Hc-atom; C' = 4 ° R/N . With
a% = Trr] = w(2.5 • 10"10)2 [Gly91] and x3 = 10"6 it foUows that
A = 4.4-10'5 m « 1 mm, i.e. A is limited by 3He-3He-scattering rather
than by boundary scattering. Thus

K3> = 3.8 •Iff4!1'2 (WK'm1) (3.9.22)

independent of x .
With x3 = 10"6 we find K3 ^ = K3 < when T = 0.25 mK, which is very

close to Tp = 0.23 mK. This shows that eqs. (3.9.18) and (3.9.22) give
identical results at the limit of their temperature-validity range.
The equality K = K holds when T = 6.7 mK, and K = K. when
T = 3.1 mK. Consequently, although the He content dominates the heat
capacity in the range 2 - 3 0 mK, the phonons dominate the thermal
conductivity [Ros74], except at the lowest temperatures.

Finally we consider the Kapitza resistance R = alYL (a = 4 m2).
Naively assuming the Kapitza resistance measured in dilute He-Tie
mixtures [Fra84] to be valid too in the case of almost pure 4He, we
have (eq. (2.2.4), T < 15 mK)

KR = — - r (3.9.23)
RK,1

where R" = 14 K 3 m V . When comparing K_ to K we must take into
account the outer surface of the sinter pill (A » 10 m ) and its
average distance to the walls of the cell (1 * 10"3m). Then the
conductivity of the liquid *He surrounding the Pt-pill and the Kapitza
boundary conductivity are equal when

K, , A / 1 = K r (3.9.24)

i.e., at T = 27 mK.

Thus at T = 20 mK the thermal resistance R is dominated by phonons.
We can now estimate r to be

T = RC = . 6.8-10-3T-1.610"3

105T3A/l
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= 1.0-10"6T2 (3.9.25)

which has the same temperature dependence as measured (fig. 3.13).
However, for T = 20 mK, eq. (3.9.25) gives T = 2.6-10'3 s, while the
measured value is r = 0.9 s. In addition, a T 2 temperature dependence
cannot persist down to T = 2 mK, as the heat capacity of the nuclei
dominates below 16 mK. A T 5 dependence is expected in the range
7 < — T < « 16 mK, while for T < •» 7 mK, the 3He dominates the thermal
conductivity, giving rise to a T2"5 dependence.

A possible explanation is that the effective sinter surface is much
smaller than a = 4 m2. A sinter can only be effective when the "cold"
liquid/solid fully penetrates it. This is not the c?;e, as the mean
free path of phonons/3He-impurities is much larger than the sinter
pores. This may degrade the effective sinter surface by two orders of
magnitude, explaining the discrepancy in the calculated values for r.
It does not explain however, why a T~z dependence persists in the
entire range 2 - 3 0 mK; if the electronic heat capacity of the Pt-
sinter is much larger than given by eq. (3.9.11), then (together with
an increased Kapitza resistance) a T 2 dependence would follow for the
entire temperature range 2 - 3 0 mK.

From fig. 3.13 it follows that at T = 1.5 mK, r * 130 sec: the reason
for the thermometer not cooling below 1.5 mK is not a too long thermal
relaxation time of the thermometer. There are two possible ways to
explain the fact that the thermometer doesn't cool below 1.5 mK, while
the cell cools below 0.3 mK (or a combination of them):
1. The thermometer releases heat, maintaining its own temperature at a

level higher than that of the surrounding liquid, which is at
T < 0.3 mK. This heat leak, however, is not caused by the tipping
pulses, as was verified by increasing J t to 1 hour. Pickett [Pic88]
states that Pt-sinters are a source of heat, and despite their much
higher surface area (compared to silver sinter), no improvement was
found as far as reaching lower temperatures was concerned. The
thermometer which we used in this experiment was cooled by
Chocolacs et al. [lCho84, 2Cho84] in 3He-4He mixtures to a lowest
temperature which depended on x3: at P = 10 bar, x = 0.013 (0.05,
0.0945) a lowest temperature of 525 ,«K (360 pK, 295 /<K) was
reached. They also measured R° which at x = 0.013 was a factor
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of 2 higher than at x = 0.05 and x? = 0.0945.
2. The liquid/solid has temperature T * 1.5 mK, due to some heat leak

inside the cell in combination with insufficient thermal contact
to the sintered walls of the cell. As noted in section 3.6, self-
heating of C at a level of 4 pW increased T by 5 %. We thus
need a heat leak inside the cell of roughly 50 pW to keep the
liquid/solid at 1.5 mK. The pressure transducer is made of
sapphire, which is a pure crystal: it is not expected to release
heat [Pic88]; but the glass solder is amorphous and therefore
suspicious. The Teflon plate in the cell is large, but Teflon is
reported not to release heat at low temperatures [Sch85]. The
bellows is made of stainless steel, which may release heat at low
temperatures due to slow relaxation of magnetic domains. The
bellows however (which has a very small surface) is much better
thermally coupled to the silver cell than to the 4He-liquid/solid.
Other suspicious materials are Stycast 2850FT and Kapton foil, but
the amounts are too small to explain a heat leak of 50 pW.

It thus seems that the 4He cooled significantly below 1.5 mK, but that
the thermometer didn't, due to a heat leak in the Pt-sinter pill in
combination with a high Kapitza resistance. The most important
resistance seems to be the thermal conductivity of the *He inside the
pores.

3.10 Conclusion and further prospects

In solid 4He the pressure P = 26.0 bar was found to be constant
within 2 Pa in the temperature range 1.5 - 120 mK.
Then it follows from eq. (3.4.1) that

V . 4 2 Pa
X < 4 ' 1 0 < 3 1 0 1 >ZPV

**y R 0 .12 K

On the 4He-melting curve (the cell containing an estimated amount of
43 % solid 4He) the melting pressure P4 = 25.3 bar (1.5 < T < 120 mK)
did not change within the accuracy of the pressure sensor, 2 Pa.
Assuming T = 1 mK, it follows from eq. (3.4.9) that
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Both results are speculative, as T is unknown. It is possible that

T > 0.1 K [Len90].
The pressure sensor had a sensitivity of 1 - 2 Pa, limited by:
1. Solid air between the quartz plates, degrading dCp4/dP4 at

P = 25 bar by a factor of 4 - 2 as compared with dCpJdP4 at
nitrogen temperature.

2. Self heating of the capacitance due to a high resistance of the Pt-
electrodes. We used a low excitation voltage V in order to reduce
heating at the lowest temperatures (1.5 mX - 3 mK).

3. V as set at low temperatures was maintained throughout the entire
temperature range of 1.5 - 120 mK. Of course, at T > » 10 mK, the
thermal conductivity and boundary conductivity of several parts in
cell is much higher than at 1.5 mK, allowing a higher V . This was
not done, as the excitation voltage of the PAR 124 (10 V RMS) was
the maximal value; the isolation transformer should have been
replaced by one with a lower windings ratio, but this was not
available.

The measurements as described in this chapter must be repeated, using
an improved pressure sensor, a more flexible capacitance bridge setup,
and at the absence of parasitic capacitances. In this way sensitiv-
ities of 10"2 - 10'3 Pa should be reached reliably.

The pressure effects due to phonons and 3He impurities arc detectable,
and in order to distinguish pressure effects due to 3He from those of
ZPVs (both behaving like an ideal gas in certain temperature ranges)
it is necessary to use extremely pure 4He (x} < 10'9 [Mos81, Hen85]).
Finally, the tbermometry has to be improved to measure temperatures
below 1 mK in the presence of a heat leak of the order of 10"10 W.
As the vacancies are expected to behave as an ideal gas, it may be
interesting not to study the pressure in solid *He, but its heat
capacity. As shown in section 3.9, solid 4Hc with a 1 ppm 3He-contcnt
has a heat capacity which is dominated by the 3He below 40 mK. This is
also the case if the 3He are replaced by vacancies (assuming
T « 40 mK).
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APPENDIX 1

Some experience with annealing of copper, silver and platinum

In low temperature experiments it is often a problem to bring dif-
ferent parts of an experimental setup in adequate thermal contact with
each other, because the thermal conductivity of virtually all
materials rapidly decreases with temperature (see for example the
graph in [Lou74], page 246). The best thermal conductors are pure
metals due to their large density of conduction electrons and low
resistivity. They are generally expected to follow the Wiedemann-Franz
law [Lou74, Glo90]:

A T
K - L - - (Al.l)

1 P

where K is the thermal conductivity (WK*1), T the temperature (K) and
p the resistivity (0m) of a rod with length 1 (m) and cross section
A (m2). I is the Lorenz constant, L = 2.45-10'8 WflK"2.
Next to improving A/1, K can be optimized by minimizing p; p is deter-
mined by:
1. scattering of electrons by lattice imperfections: dislocations,

vacancies, etc.;
2. scattering of electrons by impurities, of which magnetic impurities

are the most effective as scattering centers;
3. scattering of electrons by phonons. At T < I K this is negligible

due to the rapid decrease of phonon density with temperature.

The electric conductivity a = Up can be improved by annealing, i.e.
by heating the metal to a temperature T higher than its recrystal-
lization temperature, during a time t . Then several processes take
place:
1. the metal recrystallizes, reducing the number of lattice imperfec-

tions;
2. by annealing the metal in a controlled atmosphere of oxygen some of

the impurities can be oxidized. This demands that:
-the oxygen dissolves in the metal at T ;
•the oxides of the metal itself are unstable at T ;
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-the oxides of the impurities are stable at T .

Their effectiveness as scattering centers is reduced after an

impurity is oxidized.
Oxygen annealing has proven to be very effective for metals like
copper [Fic74, Fic82, Ros77, Yae76], silver [Ehr74, Fic74] and gold
[Ros77, Svo78].

3. The (oxidized) impurities diffuse through the metal to form larger
crystallites, reducing even further their effectiveness as scat-
tering centers [Ros77, Fic82].

The degree by which p changes due to annealing can be determined by

measuring the residual-resistance-ratio, rrr, before and after

annealing:

R(295 K)
rrr = (A1.2)

R(4.2 K)

R(T) is the electrical resistance of the sample at temperature T.

Then

/^(before annealing) rrr(after annealing)
(A1.3)

/>(after annealing) rrr(before annealing)

if:
1. R(295 K, before annealing) = R(295 K, after annealing), which is

generally quite accurately true, because at room temperature the
resistance is dominated by electron-phonon scattering.

2. R and p are proportional, which is true if size effects are
negligible (see the part on copper, section lc).

The rrr can simply be measured by determining the resistance of a
sample by a four-contact method, immersing the sample in water or
liquid helium.

The processes that take place during annealing,
(1) recrystallization,
(2) diffusion of oxygen,

(3) diffusion of (oxidized) impurities,
are processes that take place on different time scales, and which not
only depend on the kind of material used, but also on
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(1) the specific impurity contents,

(2) the geometry of the sample,
(3) the thermal/mechanical prehistory of the sample.
It will be clear that finding a procedure for optimizing the m of a
specific sample is far from trivial.

I will now discuss my experience with the annealing of copper, silver
and platinum.

General.

The samples were cleaned in acetone and etched in nitric acid, to
remove surface contaminations that could diffuse in the metal during
the annealing process.

Annealing took place in an open-air furnace or in a quartz tube oven
[Herae]. The quartz tube is continuously pumped by a diffusion pump in
combination with a liquid nitrogen cold trap (to prevent oil from dif-
fusing into the tube, contaminating the sample). The samples are in
good thermal contact with the oven through radiation. Air or pure
oxygen is let in through a needle valve, set to maintain a chosen,
constant pressure.

It takes the tube oven about 3 hours to reach the typical T of 900° C
to 1000° C and about 10 hours to cool down to 300° C. Heating and
cooling are always done under vacuum (P < 1 • 10 s mbar) and are not
contained in the t 's stated, but of course they do contribute
somewhat to the annealing process.

1. Copper

Copper has a recrystallization temperature of 300° C - 400° C [Dav57]
and its melting point is 1083° C; we find that annealing of copper is
very effective at T 's in the region 900° C - 950° C.

la. Annealing copper plates for the heat exchangers in the mixing
chamber, used for prccooling the nuclear stage (chapter 2).

For this, "cheap" rolled copper was used. Test samples were made of
70 mm length, 4 mm width and 1 mm thickness. The rrr of the untreated
samples was very low, rrr = 3.9, probably due to extreme lattice
deformation after rolling.
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Results :
- Tt = 900°C, tt = 12 hours, P̂  = 1.0-10"4 torr (air): rrr = 247;

- Tt - 900° C, t̂  = 24 hours, P̂  = 1.0-10"4 torr (air): rrr = 224;
- Ta = 900° C, t| = 48 hours, p] = 1.0-10"4 torr (air): rrr = 382.
Annealing in vacuum (P < 1.10"3 torr) or during t < 5 hours gives
considerably lower values for the rrr. If the pressure is increased to
2-10~* torr, oxidation of the copper itself occurs (the samples are
somewhat purple after the anneal).

Due to a breakdown of the tube oven, it was decided to anneal some
plates in the open-air furnace. At T = 800° C this could be done no
longer than « 2 hours, due to the rapid oxidation of the copper (The
thick oxide layer can be broken off easily, leaving clean copper).
Thus rrr's of only * 50 were reached, indicating that it is totally
unsuitable to anneal copper in an open-air furnace.

lb. Annealing the nuclear stage.
The nuclear stage was made out of Oxygen-Free-High-Conductivity
(OFHC)-copper, purity 4N. Before annealing the stage itself, a series
of anneals was performed on samples made out of the thick "wires" that
were produced when the stage was machined on a lathe: length 70 mm,
width 1 mm, thickness 0.4 mm. The rrr's of 3 untreated samples were
20.6, 26.6 and 24.4. All anneals took place at T = 950°C, "vacuum"

means P̂  < 5-10"6 mbar and pure O2 was used (medical quality). The
samples were annealed in pairs.
Results:

A. t = 0 (i.e., the oven was switched off when T was reached),

B.

C.
D.

vacuum:
these were annealed again:

t = 39 hours,
t = 9 hours,
again annealed:

t = 32 hours,

t̂  = 27 hours,
t = 53 hours,
again annealed.
t = 46 hours,
again annealed:
t = 39 hours,

Pa = 3-
vacuum :

P = 1.0

vacuum:
vacuum:

vacuum:

P = 3-
i

io-5

•10^

lO3

mbar:

1 mbar:

mbar:
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rrr

rrr
rrr

rrr
rrr
rrr

rrr

TIT

= 175; 127

= 249; 162
= 234; 212

= 448; 430

= 307; 270
= 617; 483

= 53; 54

= 182; 330



E.
F.

G.

H.

t =
t =

1 hour, P = 5
10 hours, P =

(copper oxidized)
again

t̂  =

again
t =
t* =

again
t =
t =

annealed:

•10 mbar:
5

46 hours, vacuum:

annealed:
32 hours, P =
14.5 hours, P =

annealed:
39 hours, P̂  =
32 hours, P =

1

3'
1

• W* tnbar:

•10"* mbar:
2-10"4 mbar:

10*5 mbar:
10"* mbar:

rrr = 705; 641
rrr = 759; 746

rrr = 822; 752

rrr = 731; 709
rrr = 710; 698

rrr = 769; 736
rrr = 1181 (1 sample)

Notes:
- Annealing under oxygen is much more effective than under vacuum (E).
- Annealing must take place for a long time under a low pressure of

oxygen (H).

- Reannealing samples in vacuum can seriously reduce the rrr (D, the
samples were annealed together with those of F, so the low rrr's in
D are not due to some accidental contamination during the anneal).
This effect was also seen by Fickett [Fic83, he reannealed soft
oxygen-free copper in vacuum].

The nuclear stage was annealed twice:
1. Before electro-erosively cutting 36 slits in the nuclear stage

(chapter 2) the stage was annealed in vacuum for 4 hours at 950° C,
in order to release internal stress which could lead to deformation
of the stage during the cutting process.

2. Annealing the stage to optimize its thermal conductivity. The
nuclear stage has a much lower surface-to-volume ratio than the
samples. So I annealed it under a progressively lower O pressure
in order to "pump some O into the copper", after which it could
diffuse throughout the stage; it was annealed in one run at
T = 950* C, t = 46 hours, where:

- first 5 hours: P i = 5.0-10"4 mbar;

- then 3 hours: P = 2.0-10"4 mbar;
- finally 38 hours: P = 1.0-10"* mbar.

The nuclear stage should have a rrr in the range 700 - 1200, depending
on the position in the stage.
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lc. Annealing of ultra-high-purity copper (6N, Johnson Matthey).
10 samples were rolled to a different, low thickness (length 70 mm,
width 1 mm, thickness between 0.1 and O.SS mm). The samples were
simultaneously annealed at T = 950° C, t = 39 hours, P = 1.0-10"*
mbar O . They were not oxidized afterwards. Very high values for the
rrr were found, up to • 7000; however the rrr strongly depended on the
thickness of the samples (figure Al . l ) .

This is explained by the size effect: surface scattering seriously
increases the resistance of the thinnest samples [Bas84J. This implies
that to estimate the rrr of some high-purity object after its
annealing, using simultaneously annealed test-samples, one should be
sure that the test-samples are not too thin!

8000

RRR
7000 -

6000 -

5000 -

4000 -

3000 -

2000 -

1000 -

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S
• thickness (mm)

Figure A l . l The rrr as a function of sample-thickness (mm) for
oxygen-annealed ultra-high-purity copper.

Id. An experiment to observe deformation due to annealing.
The nuclear stage described in chapter 2 has 36 long slits to prevent
excessive eddy-current heating during demagnetization. Annealing of
the stage (as described in lb) took place while the stage was in a
horizontal position (because the oven has a horizontal setup for the
quartz tube): before annealing it we checked whether this could cause
deformation of the soft sheets in the stage. A massive copper rod (low
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purity), length 19 cm, diameter 6 cm, was cut with a saw (width of the

cut 1.3 mm) along the axis (length of the cut 14 cm), see figure A1.2.

It was annealed at 950° C several times (both in vacuum and under

oxygen) with the plane of the cut in a horizontal position. The total

annealing time amounted to more than 100 hours. No deformation was

observed at all.

Figure A1.2
Copper testpiece to

observe possible

deformation due

to annealing.

2. Silver

(Recrystallization temperature 200° C [Dav57], melting point 961 °C)

Unlike copper, silver can be annealed in an open-air furnace: even at

900° C it does not oxidize. Samples were prepared from a 1.5 mm thick

plate (3N), and had length 70 mm, width 4 mm. They were annealed at

T^ = 900° C. The rrr of untreated samples was * 64. See figure A1.3. A

clear peak structure is visible: the rrr reaches a maximum of

rrr • 300 after 40 hours of annealing. This is explained by the silver

slowly getting contaminated, an effect also seen in gold [Svo78].

Samples annealed under oxygen (T = 850° C, t = 30 hours,

P = 1.0-10~* mbar O2) had a rrr which was slightly lower compared to

the annealings in an open-air furnace: annealing silver in an open-

air furnace is good, at least for silver of this quality. No trial was

done for higher purity silver.
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Figure A1.3
The rrr as a function

of annealing time for

low-purity silver

annealed in an

open-air furnace.

Also, the effect of a high cooling-down rate was measured. Six

70mm x 4mm X lmm samples <3N, untreated rrr = 30) were annealed for

10 hours at 900° C after which the oven was switched off. Two samples

cooled down slowly inside the oven, rrr » 220. Two samples were taken

out of the oven using a pair of tweezers, so they cooled down very

fast, rrr = 43 and S3. Finally, two samples were taken out of the hot

oven while lying on a small brick plate, which considerably slowed

down the cooling process: the rrr's were not clearly different from

those cooled down inside the oven.
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3. Platinum

Platinum has a high melting point of 1770° C, yet the recrystallization
temperature (600° C - 650° C [Dav57]) is low enough for annealing at
T = 900° C to be very effective.
The rrr of 50 micron platinum wire (Johnson Matthey Specpure) was
measured as a function of t , when annealed in an open-air furnace or
in vacuum (both at T = 900° C; before annealing them, the wires were
cleaned in acetone, they were not etched). The rrr of the untreated
wire was « 40. See figure A 1.4. For both types of annealing the rrr
shows a maximum at t • 1 hour. We have no explanation for this
behaviour.

Two Pt-wire NMR thermometers were made. The first one was annealed in
vacuum for 30 hours, T = 950° C; simultaneously annealed wires had
rrr » 4 after the anneal. The second one was annealed in the open-air
furnace at T = 900° C for only 15 minutes; according to figure A1.4
the wires will have rrr * 250. In chapter 2 the construction and
thermal behaviour of both thermometers is extensively discussed.

RRR
• 250

1
i

200

150

100

50

0

-

t

1

T • * «

i ' * '

T A

1

*
i

i

0.1 1 10
anoealiof time (hours) -

Figure A1.4 The rrr as a function of annealing time for 50 micron
platinum wire.
('): open air furnace.
(•): vacuum furnace.

3(o): 10"3 mbar
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APPENDIX 2

Thermometry: Matsushita carbon resistors and a permanent magnet
viscometer

1. Comparing four single batch Matsushita carbon resistors

Carbon resistors (1/8 W) supplied by various producers have proven to

be sensitive, simple to use, thermometers in the range 10 mK - 10 K

[Ric88]. In the nuclear demagnetization cryostat described in chapter

2, Allen-Bradley resistors are used to measure the relatively high

temperatures (0.5 - 2 K) of the IK-pot, still and demagnetization

magnet. Matsushita resistors are very useful below 100 mK: the heat

switch magnet, nuclear stage thermal shield and the nuclear stage

itself are all equipped with 68 Q Matsushitas.

The resistor is ground using sandpaper until a thin slab ( « 0.4 mm

thickness) remains; this slab is thermally connected to the object in

question by Stycast 2850FT. Thus the resistor is a reliable

thermometer down to <•> IS mK (provided that the leads (we use 5(tyi

NbTi-CuNi) are thermally anchored by rigidly connecting them too; if

not, heat is released by vibrations and ultimately dumped in the

resistor, giving rise to irreproducible behaviour). While grinding the

resistor may not be very effective when glued with Stycast 2850FT

(carbon is a poorer thermal conductor than the resistor insulation and

the Stycast), it is very effective when the resistor is immersed in

liquid helium: temperatures significantly below 10 mK are reliably

measured.

Resistors supplied as identical often show different resistance-

temperature (R-T) characteristics at very low temperatures: it depends

on the batch of production. In order to get an idea of the

comparability of identical-batch Matsushitas the following experiment

was performed. Four 68 Si resistors (they were annealed in an open-air

furnace for 2 days at 150°C) of the same batch were ground to give

identical resistances at room temperature: 130 ± 0.5 Q. After cycling

them to 77 K five times they were located in the mixing chamber of the

nuclear demagnetization cryostat (chapter 2): all within an area of

1 cm2. At 4.2 K they still behaved almost identical: 211.8, 218.3,

213.1 and 211.6 Q. Figure A2.1 shows their R-T characteristics. We see
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that in this experiment the resistors behave identical at ultralow

temperatures to within » 20%.

Some notes:

1. The resistances were measured by an AVS-46 resistance bridge

[RV-E1], which operates at a frequency of 12.5 Hz, the excitation

voltage was 30 /iV.

2. The temperature was determined by a glass thermometer [Ric88,

Rei86, Wie87], which was calibrated by a CMN- [Ric88] and a
3He-melting curve thermometer (chapter 2); a fixed temperature

point was provided by a Pt-powder pulsed NMR thermometer [Ric88].

3. The measurements were carried out 4 days after cooling below 1 K:

thus the internal heat leak of the resistors had decayed to an

insignificant level.

4. The resistors were installed in the mixing chamber 6 months before

the measurement; they were used for thermometry in 5 cooldowns.

This implies that they were cycled to T < 1 K five times.

U l l I I I I M i l l M i l 1 1 1 1 I l l I I I I ! 1 1 1 1 =

I I I i i i i I n n l i t i n i l 11 i i I n n 11 i i

Figure A2.1

The R-T relation of

four single batch

68 a Matsushitas.
10 100 1000

-T(mK)
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2. A permanent magnet viscometer

In the limit of temperatures much less than the Fermi temperature Tp,

the viscosity of both pure 3He and dilute 3He-4He mixtures is found to

be proportional to T 2 (eq. (1.3.6b); provided that T > T , where T

is the superfluid transition temperature), consistent with Landau's

Fermi-liquid theory [Lan57, Lan59, lBay78, 2Bay78].

The vibrating wire viscometer [Alv75, Car83, Kra89, Roo89] is an

excellent tool to measure the viscosity, and in this section a

miniaturized viscometer is described, the main purpose of which is to

continuously measure the temperature of the mixing chamber of a

dilution refrigerator, employing the linear temperature dependence of

the viscometer amplitude.

Usually, the magnetic field necessary to operate the viscometer is

supplied by a superconducting magnet, bringing about problems like

field stability, influence of the field on other sensors and space

occupied by the magnet. To avoid these problems we used a straight

wire viscometer, running between two identical samarium-cobalt

permanent magnets (figure A2.2). The wire is 80/< NbTi, and all parts

are kept in place by Stycast 2850FT. The stretching force excerted on

the wire while the Stycast was hardening was supplied by a 225 g

weight. The field between the magnets is estimated to be 0.9 T.

LENGTH VIEW SIDE VIEW

10mm
_ J

Figure A2.2 Permanent magnet viscometer: a 80/i NbTi wire is

stretched between two SmCo magnets; black indicates

Stycast 2850FT.
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Figure A2.3 Electronic set-up of the viscometer to continuously
measure the amplitude of the resonance.

The maximum of the resonance was continuously monitored using a
feedback loop on the out-of-phase component of the signal (figure
A2.3). The viscometer was excited by a IV RMS signal from a Voltage
Controlled Oscillator (VCO) of a PAR 124, first fed through a 100 kfl
resistance in series. Care was taken to ensure that the amplitude was
proportional to the excitation voltage, i.e. to keep the viscometer in
a linear regime. The induction voltage across the wire was amplified
by a Brookdeal 94S2AC Amplifier (gain set at SO dB), impedance-matched
to the viscometer by a PAR 190 transformer (10:1000). The signal was
measured with an EG&G Brookdeal Ortholoc SC9S0S two-phase lock-in
amplifier. The in-phase DC output of the amplifier was measured by a
digital multimeter and a recorder.

The resonance frequency was searched by sweeping the input signal
frequency with an HP332SA function generator; in the first cooldown it
was found at 14.72 kHz, and in vacuum (4.2 K) had quality factor
Q = 6.9-103. In consecutive cooldowns over a period of 12 months the
resonance was located at 14.10, 14.21, 14.33, 14.41, 14.37 and 14.30
kHz.
The viscometer was placed inside the mixing chamber described in
chapter 2, with the wire in horizontal position, surrounded by a phase
separation capacitor (This is a capacitor made of two concentric
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copper tubes, spacing » 0.1 mm, placed in a vertical position. The
capacitance changes -1% when the phase separation moves from the top
to the bottom of the capacitor, replacing all mixture by pure 3He.
Thus the capacitor sensitively measures the position of the phase
separation in the mixing chamber, and is used to optimize the amount
of 3He in the dilution refrigerator). When the phase separation moved
through the wire a strong change in amplitude was observed (by a
factor of 4), and the phase separation position thus indicated by the
viscometer was consistent with the indication of the phase separation
capacitor.

The measured amplitude A is determined by viscous damping of the
surrounding liquid and by intrinsic damping of the wire according to

V int
(A2.1)

In the temperature range of the measurements the viscosity term A is
proportional to n'm (n is the viscosity) in leading order, and
A •» A. . Thus we expect A ~ T, which is indeed observed for
T < 25 mK (figure A2.4).

5 30

40 50
T(ml)

Figure A2.4 Amplitude of viscometer in dilute phase (•) and pure

phase (o). (The measurements in each phase were carried
out with a somewhat different electronic set-up: they
should not be compared quantitatively)
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Without attempting to deduce tj from A (which is far from trivial) we
conclude that the viscometer is an excellent tool to measure mixing
chamber temperatures. Its main advantage is that it is an instan-
taneous thermometer: it follows the temperature with a relaxation time
T < 1 sec (In contrast to, for example, CMN and ground carbon
resistors at T < 10 mK, which generally have relaxation times much
larger than the time needed by the dilution refrigerator to reach
equilibrium). Therefore the viscometer is very bandy to measure small
temperature changes: when measuring the thermal resistances between
the copper plate/nuclear stage and the mixing chamber (chapter 2) the
viscometer acted as the mixing chamber thermometer.
Some notes:

1. The temperature was measured by a 3He-melting curve thermometer
(chapter 2); calibration points were determined by measuring the
spin-lattice relaxation time of a Pt-powder pulsed NMR thermometer
[Ricgg].

2. The viscometer described here was the second of two viscometers
made, the first of which had a double resonance: the peak at
8.29 kHz had a 2.S times larger amplitude than the peak at 8.34 kHz
(peak separation S3 Hz). At low temperatures the peaks strongly
overlapped. The second viscometer had one resonance, which was
achieved by twisting the wire somewhat.

3. The 3He quasiparticle mean free path X is proportional to T 2

[lBay78, 2Bay78, Gue84]; at 3 mK, A = 9 fita for pure liquid 3He and
A = 44 (itn for a saturated solution (at zero pressure). Thus for low
enough temperatures, A approaches the wire-thickness and the
viscometer will behave differently, leaving the continuum regime
and entering the ballistic regime [Gue84], In this experiment no
such behaviour was observed down to 3 mK.

4. The permanent magnet viscometer has also been studied in Eindhoven
[Gan86, Wie88], but they did not publish their results.
Recently the Lancaster group published viscosity-measurements of
the liquid inside the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator,
using a viscometer [Bra90]. They however did not use a permanent
magnet and only studied the dilute phase.
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SAMENVATTING

Vele van de fundamentele principes van de natuurkunde, zoals onder-

scheidbaarheid, het Pauli-principe en de onzekerheidsrelatie, manifes-

teren zich het duidelijkst bij lage temperaturen, waar de thermische

energie van de atomen vergelijkbaar is met de energie van hun

onderlinge wisselwerking. Voorbeelden zijn superfluiditeit in *He

(beneden een kritische temperatuur T = 2 . 1 7 K), in 3He (T = 2.5 mK),

supergeleiding in verscheidene metalen en electron/kern-spinordening.

Dit proefschrift betreft de theoretische en experimentele studie van

materie bij zeer lage temperaturen, en de ontwikkeling van technieken

om die temperaturen te bereiken en te meten.
3He is oplosbaar in vloeibaar 4He tot in bet absolute nulpunt. Bij

temperaturen beneden de Fermi-temperatuur gedragen de 3He-deeltjes

zich als een Fermi-vloeistof; daar zijn de fonon- en roton-dichtheden

in 4He verwaarloosbaar klein en zijn de 3He-deeltjes te beschrijven

als quasideeltjes die zich in een "hard vacuum" van *He bewegen. Net

zoals in puur 3He, moeten de 3He in 3He-4He mengsels een superfluide

faseovergang ondergaan bij een temperatuur T die waarschijnlijk in

het microkelvin gebied ligt. Dit systeem, bestaande uit 2 superfluida,

zal zeker nieuwe en onverwachte verschijnselen vertonen. Ondanks

koeling tot * 0.2 mK, is 3He-superfluiditeit in mengsels nog niet

waargenomen.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de mogelijkheid onderzocht om T te verhogen door

de vloeisof te polariseren. Om het effect van de polarisatie

A = (n£ - n^)/(n£ + n^) (n£, n£ is de dichtheid van 3He up-spins en

; down-spins, respectievelijk) te bestuderen wordt een theoretisch model

i ontwikkeld dat de interacties tussen de 3He-quasideeltjes beschrijft.
1 Dit model is een generalisatie van het model van Bardecn, Baym en

i Pines. Volgens het model neemt T sterk toe met A [Haa89].

• Dit resultaat was de motivatie voor het bouwen van een koper kernspin

' demagnetisatie -systeem, waarvan de constructie en het gedrag zijn

i beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. Dit systeem onderscheidt zich van andere

I door zijn compacte constructie. De kerntrap en de demagnetisatie

I magneet (6 tesla) zijn opgesteld binnen de warmtewisselaars van de

I mengkoelmachine die de kerntrap voorkoelt naar ca. 6 mK. Aldus is de

« magneet opgesteld in vacuum in plaats van ondergedompeld in vloeibaar

| *He. De laagste temperatuur gemeten door een gepulste Pt-NMR
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thermometer was 115 jtiK. De kerntrap biedt de mogelijkheid om 3He-*He
mengsels te koelen in een sterk magnetisch veld en ze te polariseren
m.b.v. het Castaing-Nozieres effect [Cas79, Roo91], met het uitein-
delijke doel een T,J gebied te bereiken waar T < T .
In plaats van meteen 3Hc-*He mengsels te bestuderen, werd de kerntrap
gebruikt om te zoeken naar superfluiditeit in een ander systeem, vast
*He. Dit experiment is beschreven in hoofdstuk 3.

Als gevolg van de grote nulpuntsenergie blijft *He vloeibaar tot in
het absolute nulpunt; een druk van 25.3 bar is nodig om de atomen in
een rooster te persen. Zelfs in vast *He zijn de atomen zeer mobiel,
ze veranderen van roosterpositie met een frequentie van ca. 107 Hz.
Het is daarom mogelijk, dat vast 4He in het absolute nulpunt ongevulde
roosterposities bevat ("gaten"). Deze "nulpuntsgaten" zijn zeer mobiel
en gedragen zich als een ideaal gas, dat bij een temperatuur T Bose-
condensatie moet ondergaan.

De kerntrap van hoofdstuk 2 werd gebruikt om een zilveren cel te
koelen tot beneden 0.2 mK; een Pt-NMR thermometer die de temperatuur
mat van het vaste/vloeibare 4He in de cel koelde tot 1.5 mK. Een
gevoelige capacitieve drukmeter werd gebruikt om drukveranderingen te
detecteren die een gevolg zouden kunnen zijn van een superfluide
faseovergang of van het ideale gas-gedrag van de gaten. Binnen een
nauwkeurigheid van 2 Pa werden geen drukveranderingen waargenomen,
zowel op de 4He-smeltliju als » 1 bar daarboven, in het temperatuur-
gebied 1.5 - 120 mK. Aldus is een bovenste grens van 4-10'3 gesteld
aan de gatendichtheid.
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NAWOORD

Wie het glibberige pad betreedt dat afdaalt naar het absolute nulpunt,

kan niet overleven zonder de hulp van hen die dit pad eerder verken-

den.

Tohru Hata was mijn eerste gids. Met jouw Japanse geduld was je bereid

(en kon j« het je veroorloven) om al mijn vragen zorgvuldig te beant-

woorden. En mijn promotor, niemand volgde het pad verder dan bij

(althans wat continue temperatuur betreft), hij bad de natuurlijke

instincten die nodig zijn om af te dalen. Maar zijn antwoorden zijn

vaak moeilijk en pas na enig bezinken te interpreteren. Zijn impulsi-

viteit compenseerden mijn naar inflexibiliteit neigende planmatigheid.

Hij schiep CRYO I, die we uiteindelijk wisten te temmen en betrouwbaar

koelde tot drie duizendste graad boven het absolute nulpunt.

CRYO I was daarmee het basiskamp; Frank de Lincel en Arie Kuyt bouwden

de instrumenten waarmee verder werd afgedaald tot 115 microkelvin.

Verder kwamen we niet, want voorzover in de duisternis te ontwaren

was, werd het pad geblokkeerd door een spoeltje, gewicht minder dan

0.2 gram, gewikkeld van 30 micrometer koperdn'ad.

En natuurlijk moet ik jouw noemen, Spectron 3200. Want langs het pad

loert bet monster. Een monster dat zich thuisvoelt in de koude duis-

ternis, dat geduldig wacht op een weerloos slachtoffer. Maar met jouw

hulp wist ik ook het kleinste gedrocht (1 • 10"10 ces"1) te detecteren

en te liquideren.

In QV3 worden de computers vervangen op een tijdschaal waar een

eendagsvlieg zich bij thuisvoelt. Ik kon steeds een beroep doen op

Lars Roobol om de hardnekkig tegenstribbelende programma's ANALYSE en

DIGITI in een andere "compatibele" computer te dwingen. Maar hij moet

oppassen, want het pad eist respect. Hans van Kuyk wist zijn obstipa-

tieve Koch steeds effectiever de sporen te geven, aldus voldoend aan

de steeds maar stijgende vraag naar die zo vluchtige vloeistof.

Stephen Steel bouwde diverse thermometers, en Clemens van Woerkens

; wist zonder tegensputteren steeds gevoeliger drukmeters te produceren.

' Op het vermogen van "het Ie lid der overige leden" om inconsistenties

[ in manuscripten op te sporen kon ik steeds een beroep doen. Tenslotte

, wil ik nog noemen Raymond Wagner en Peter Remeijer, ik hoop dat ook

. f zij heelhuids terugkeren van het pad.
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